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PREFACE 

The present volume is one of the two tracts which are based on my 

dissertation 'Foundations and applications of Montague grammar'. Volume 

consists of the chapters 1,2,3 and 10 of that dissertation, and volume 2 of 

the chapters 4-9. Only minor corrections are made in the text. I would like 

to thank here again everyone who I acknowledged in my dissertation, in par

ticular my promotor P. van Emde Boas, co-promotor R. Bartsch, and coreferent 

J. van Benthem. For attending me on several (printing-)errors in my disser

tation I thank Martin van de Berg, Cor Baayen, Biep Durieux, Joe Goguen, 

Fred Landman and Michael Moortgat, but in particular Herman Hendriks, who 

suggested hundreds of corrections. The illustrations are made by Tobias 

Baanders. 

The two volumes present an interdisciplinary study between mathematics, 

philosophy, computer science, logic and linguistics. No knowledge of speci

fic results in these fields is presupposed, although occasionally terminology 

or results from them are mentioned. Throughout the text it is assumed that 

the reader is acquainted with fundamental principles of logic, in particu

lar of model theory, and that he is used to a mathematical kind of argumen

tation. The contents of the volumes have a lineair structure: first the 

approach is motivated, next the theory is developed, and finally it is ap

plied. Volume I contains an application to programming languages, whereas 

volume 2 is devoted completely to the consequences of the approach for 

natural languages. 

The volumes deal with many facets of syntax and semantics, discussing 

rather different kinds of subjects from this interdisciplinary field. They 

range from abstract universal algebra to linguistic observations, from the 

history of philosophy to formal language theory, and from idealized com

puters to human psychology. Hence not all readers might be interested to 

read everything. Readers only interested in applications to computer science 

might restrict them selves to volume I, but then they will miss many argu

ments in volume 2 which are taken from computer science. Readers only in

terested in applications to natural language might read chapters 1-3 of 

volume I, and all of volume 2, but they will miss several remarks about the 

connection between the study of the semantics of progrannning languages and 

of the semantics of natural languages. Readers familiar with Montague grammar, 

and mainly interested in practical consequences of the approach, might read 

chapters I and 2 in volume I and chapters 6-10 in volume 2, but they will 
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miss new arguments and results concerning many aspects of Montague grammar. 

Each chapter starts with an abstract. Units like theorems etc. are 

numbered (eg 2.3 Theorem). Such a unit ends where the next numbered unit 
starts, or where the end of the unit is announced (2.3 end). References to 
collected works are made by naming the first editor. Page numbers given in 

the text refer to the reprint last mentioned in the list of references, 

except in case of some of Frege's publications (when the reprint gives the 

original numbering). 
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CHAPTER V 

THE PTQ-FRAGMENT 

ABSTRACT 

In this chapter the fragment of English described in Montague's article 

PTQ (MONTAGUE 1973) is presented. The method of exposition consists in 

starting with a very small fragment, and expanding it gradually. In each 

stage both the syntax and the semantics are discussed extensively. Special 

attention is paid to the motivation and justification of the analysis. 
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I . INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this chapter is to present in a rigorous way the syntax and 

the semantics of a certain fragment of a certain dialect of English. The 

fragment is about the same as the one presented in MONTAGUE (1973), hence

forth PTQ. On all essential points I will follow the treatment given in PTQ, 

in the details, however, there are some differences. The presentation, mo

tivation and justification I will give for the treatment, differs consider

ably from PTQ. For the presentation I will employ a method which might be 

called 'concentric'. I will start with a very small fragment, and gradually 

expand this. For the fragments in each of the stages both the syntax and 

semantics are given, together with an extensive discussion. I hope that 

this method will make it easier to understand the sometimes difficult or 

subtle details of the PTQ-treatment. Certain details (concerning the prob

lems of extension and intension) will be discussed in appendix of this 

book. A list of the rules of the fragment (useful as a survey) can be found 

in chapter 8. 

In the exposition I will give special attention to algebraic and al

gorithmic aspects of the treatment. The algebraic considerations often 

provide an explication why a certain detail is as it is, and not otherwise. 

The algorithmic aspect concerns the method to obtain simple meaning repre

sentations. I do not like some rather abstract relation between a sentence 

and its meaning. For instance, I am not satisfied with a two··lines-long 

formula, if there is a one-line-long-formula which represents the same 

meaning, and if a meaning is represented by a formula which has to be in

terpreted in models satisfying certain meaning postulates, I would like to 

have a formula in which these postulates are made explicit. So I prefer 

concise and clear meaning representations. In order to reach this aim, 

several rules will be given for the reduction of formulas. 

The syntax of the fragment in PTQ is treated rather poorly. In this 

chapter only minor improvements will be given (for more fundamental changes 

see chapter 8). But syntax was not Montague's main interest; he was inter

ested primarily in semantics. The fragment is rich in semantically inter~ 

esting phenomena, and it deals with several famous semantic puzzles. Below 

I will mention some of the sentences dealt with, together with some comments. 

A first kind of phenomena dealt with concerns sentences of which it 

is clear what their meanings are, and how these should be represented using 

standard predicate logic. Their challenge lies in the aim to obtain these 
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meanings in a systematic way. Consider (l) and (2). 

(I) John runs. 

(2) Every man runs. 

These two sentences are closely related in form: only the subject differs. 

Therefore one would like to produce the sentences along the same lines. The 

representations of their meanings, however, are rather different. In stan

dard logic it would be as in (3) and (4). 

(3) run(john) 

(4) Vx[man(x) + run(x)]. 

This gives rise to the question how to obtain rather divergent formulas 

from closely related sentences. A corresponding question arises for the 

ambiguity of (5). 

(5) Every man ioves a woman. 

This sentence may be used when one specific woman is loved by every man, 

(say Brigitte Bardot), or when for each man there may be another woman 

(say his own mother). Sentence (5) is considered as being ambiguous between 

these two possibilities (for arguments, see section 6). This kind of am

biguity is called 'scope ambiguity' (of quantifiers). The two readings that 

will be obtained for (5) are (simplified) represented in (6) and (7) . 

(6) Vx[man(x) + 3y[woman(y) A love(x,y)]] 

(7) 3y[woman(y) A Vx[man(x) + love(x,y)]]. 

A second kind of phenomena dealt with concerns sentences for which it 

is difficult to say how their meanings should be represented. Consider (8) 

and (9) 

(8) John seeks a unicorn. 

(9) John finds a unicorn. 

These two sentences have about the same form, only the verbs they contain 

are different. One is tempted to expect that they have about the same 

meanings as well; the only difference being that they express another rela

tion between John and a unicorn. This is not the case, however. The one 

sentence gives information about the existence of unicorns, which the other 

sentence does not. So an approach which says that the seek-relation is 

always a relation benveen two individuals would not be acceptable. We have 
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to provide a meaning for (8) from which it does not follow that unicorns 

exist. However, sentence (8) can also be used in a situation that unicorns 

exist, and it is ambiguous between these two possibilities. It has a reading 

from which it follows that at least one unicorn exists (the referential 

reading), and a reading from which this does not follow (the non-referential 

reading) , 

Some examples of the referential/non-referential ambiguity are (JO), 
(I l) , and (I 2) • 

(JO) John talks about a unicorn. 

(Jl) John wishes to find a unicorn and eat it. 

(12) Mary believes that John finds a unicorn and that he eats it. 

Sentence (9) allows only for a referential reading. The same holds for sen

tence (13), see MONTAGUE 1973, p.269. 

(13) John tries to find a unicorn and wishes to eat it. 

The ambiguity we distinguish in sentences (8), (10), (11) and (12) is 

in the literature also called the 'de-dicto/de-re' ambiguity, or the 

'specific/non-specific' ambiguity. This terminology is not felicitous, be

cause one might associate with it a distinction that is not covered by the 

formal analysis that will be provided. Nevertheless, this terminology will 

sometimes be used in the sequel, since it is standard for some of the exam

ples. 

2. JOHN RUNS 

The fragment in this section consists of very simple sentences like 

John runs. It has three categories (=sorts): the category T of terms, the 

category IV of intransitive verb phrases, and the category S of sentences 

(in PTQ at is used instead of S). There are basic expressions (=generators) 

of the categories T and IV. The set BT of generators of the category T con

tains the proper names of the PTQ-fragment, (BT ~ 'Basic expressions of 

category T'). Furthermore a special name is added for illustrative purposes: 

Bigboss. The sets BT and BIV are defined as follows (BT will be extended in 

section 4) . 

2.1. BT= {John,Bill,Mary,Bigboss} 

2.2. BIV ={run, walk, talk,rise,ehange}. 
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2.2. END 

In the logic there is for each element of BT a corresponding constant 

of type e, except for Bigboss. In PTQ these constants are called j,m,b re

spectively, but I will use full names: john etc •. Notice the difference in 

the letter type used for English (Mary), and the one used for logic (mary). 

One might expect that a proper name translates into the corresponding con

stant, but for reasons to be explained later, the translation is a complex 

expression containing this constant. So among the constants in IL of type 

e, we distinguish three special ones. 

2.3 

2.3. END 

{john,bill,mary} c CON • 
e 

Constants of type e get as interpretation (with respect to a point of 

reference) some element in the domain of individuals. This interpretation 

has to be restricted, for the following reason. If we will speak tomorrow 

abount John, then we will mean the same individual as today (al though he 

may have some other properties). For instance, if the world would have 

been different, say, if the Mount Everest would not be the highest mountain, 

then John would still be the same individual (although his opinion about 

the Mount Everest might be different). This conception about the individual 

corresponding with a proper name is expressed by the phrase 'proper names 

are rigid designators'. For an extensive discussion of this conception, see 

KRIPKE 1972. This idea will be incorporated in our semantics by interpreting 

constants like john 'rigidly', i.e. for each index it will denote the same 

individual. The name Bigboss is to be understood as a surname of the most 

powerful individual on earth. Since this will not always be the same indi

vidual, Bigboss is not treated as a rigid designator of type e. 

The constants of intensional logic are not interpreted rigidly, on the 

contrary, they are interpreted index-dependent. I recall the clause for the 

interpretation of constants: 

F(c)(i) (ce:CON) . 

This means there is no guarantee that the constants corresponding with the 

proper names of PTQ are interpreted rigidly. Therefore not all possible 

models for the interpretation of IL are reasonable candidates for an inter

pretation of English. We will consider only those models in which the 
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constants john, bill, and mary are interpreted rigidly. This is formalized 
as follows. The requirement of 'rigidity' is expressed by means of an IL
formula, and we will consider only those models in which this formula holds. 
The formula is called a Meaning Postulate (an MP). It bears index l because 
it is the first meaning postulate in PTQ. Notice that this postulate de
scribes in fact a collection of three formulas. 

2.4. Meaning postulate I: 

3uD [u=o,] where o, E {john,bill,mary}. 

2.4. END 

This meaning postulate requires that there is one individual in the 
semantic domain such that the interpretation of john equals that individual 
for all indices. For the PTQ fragment this postulate may be considered suf
ficient. In more subtle situations this formalization of rigidity is proba
bly too absolute. If epistemological verbs like know or believe are analysed 
in detail, then the notion of rigidity may have to be weakened to something 
like 'in all worlds compatible with the beliefs of some individual such a 
constant is rigid'. I will, however, follow the PTQ formalization. 

An important technical consequence of MPl is that lambda-conversion is 
allowed when one of the constants john, bill or mary occurs as argument. 
First I recall the notation for substitution, for a formal definition see 
chapter 3, definition 4.3. 

2.5. DEFINITION. [o,/z]~ denotes the result of sUbstitution of o, for all free 
occurrences of z in ~. 

2.6. THEOREM. 

I= f.u[~](a) [a/uH 

where 

a E {john,bill,mary}. 

PROOF. MPl says that for all i,g: i,g I= 3u0 [u=a] 

so there is a g' -;; g such that i,g' I= D [u=a] 

hence for all j j ,g I I= u = a 



Let i 1 and i 2 be arbitrary. Then: 

V. , (a) 
1-1 ,g 

V • I (u) 
i I' g 

g I (U) 

V. (a). 
1-2 ,g 

This means that the condition of theorem 6.4 from chapter 3 is satisfied, 

hence the theorem allows us to apply A-conversion. 

2.6. END 
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In the sequel A-conversion will be used frequently for reducing a for

mula to a simpler form. Besides A-conversion several other rules will~be 

introduced for this purpose; they are called reduction rules (RR's). To

gether they will constitute a procedure which simplifies the formulas ob

tained by translating the expressions of the fragment. For each reduction 

rule a correctness proof has to be given, i.e. a proof that the rule trans

forms a formula into a logically equivalent one. Theorem 6.1 from chapter 3 

then allows us to reduce a formula as soon as it is obtained. The purpose 

of the reduction rules is to obtain formulas which express the intended 

meaning as clearly and simply as possible. The rules presented in this 

chapter are almost identical with the rules presented in JANSSEN I980a. 

Related reduction rules are discussed in FRIEDMAN & WARREN 1980a,b and 

INDURKHYA 1981; these authors use the reduction rules for a somewhat dif

ferent purpose (e.g. to obtain the most extensionalized form), and there

fore there are some differences. 

The first reduction rule concerns A-conversion. With respect to this 

rule the following class of formulas is important: the formulas which con

tain no operators v, H, or W, and which contain as constants only john, 

mary or bill. Extending definition 6.2 from chapter 3, I will call these 

expressions modally closed, since they have the same properties with re

spect to A-conversion. 

2.7. DEFINITION. An IL formula is called modally closed if it is an ele

ment of the IL-subalgebra: 

<[{john,mary,bill}], (VART)tETy' RU {RA,\i}> 

where R consists of the operators of Ty2 (recall that RA 

and R0 indicate prefixing with A and o respectively). 
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2.8. Reduction rule I 

Let z E VAR , a E ME , and S E ME 
'1 '2 '2 

Then replace Az[S](a) by [a/z]S if 

I) no variable in a becomes bound by substitution of a for z in S 

and either 

2) no occurrence of z in S lies within the scope of A,H,W or D 

or 

3) a is modally closed. 

CORRECTNESS PROOF 

The difference between this rule and theorem 6.3 from chapter 3 is that 

condition 3 allows for the occurrence of the rigid designators john, mary 

and bill. Hence if conditions I) and 2) are satisfied, the correctness of 

the A-conversion follows from that theorem. Suppose now that conditions I) 

and 3) are satisfied, and consider the case that a contains of the constants 

john, bill and mary only occurrences of john. 

Let w be a variable which does not occur in a or S, and let a' and B' 
be obtained from a and B by substitution of w for john. Consider now 

(A) Aw[A2[B' ](a') ](john). 

Since a' and B' do not contain occurrences of john the old conditions for 

A-conversion on z are satisfied (chapter 3, theorem 6.3). So (A) is equiv

alent with: 

Aw[[a'/z]S'](john). 

From theorem 2.6 above, it follows that A-conversion on w is allowed, so 

this formula is equivalent with 

[john/w][[a'/z]S']. 

By the definition of substitution, this is equivalent with 

[a/z]S. 
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So (A) is equivalent with this last formula. On the other hand, we may per

form in (A) A-conversion on w because the condition of theorem 2.6 is satis

fied. So (A) is also equivalent with 

AZ[S](a). 

The combination of these last two, with (A) equivalent, formulas proves the 

correctness of A-conversion for the case that conditions I) and 3) are 

satisfied, and that a contains only occurrences of john. For other constants 

and for occurrences of more than one constant, the proof proceeds analogous-

~. 

2.8. END 

As said before, at different indices different persons can be Bigboss. 

Therefore we cannot translate Bigboss into a rigid constant of type e. We 

might translate it into a constant of type <s,e>, or into a constant of 

type e and interpret it non-rigidly. I choose the former approach (thus 

being consistent with the examples involving bigboss given in section 7 of 

chapter 3). This explains the following definition 

2.9 

2.9. END 

bigboss E CON <s,e> 

The interpretation of the constant bigboss is a function from indices 

to individuals. Such a function is called an individual concept. Also Ajohn 

denotes an individual concept. The individual concept denoted by Ajohn is 

a constant function, whereas the one denoted by bigboss is not. One might 

expect that Bigboss translates into the corresponding constant. But, as 

for the other proper names, it will be explained later why this is not the 

case. 

Suppose that the balance of power changes and Bresjnev becomes Bigboss 

instead of Reagan. Then this might be expressed by sentence (14). 

(14) Bigboss changes. 

The meaning of (14) is not correctly represented by a formula which says 

that the predicate change applies to a certain individual. Who would that 

be? Maybe there was a change in the absolute power of Reagan (it decreased), 

or in the absolute power of Bresjnev (it increased). Probably both persons 

changed with respect to power. Sentence (14) rather says that the concept 
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'Bigboss' has changed in the sense that it concerns another person. So the 

meaning of (14) can be represented by a formula which says that the predi

cate change holds for the individual concept related with Bigboss. In such 

an analysis change has to be of type <<s,e>,t>. Due to the homomorphic rela

tion between syntax and semantics, this means that all intransitive verbs 

have to be of type <<s,e>,t>. 

At this stage of the description of the fragment the only example of 

an argument of type <s,e> is the artificial example bigboss. In appendix 2 

of this book, other examples will be given where the translation of the ar

gument of a property has to be of this type. This discussion explains the 

introduction of the following constants and translations. The translation 

function is indicated by means of a '(prime). Note that this is a different 

use of ' than in PTQ (there it distinguishes English words from logical con

stants). 

2.10 

2. I I 

2.11. END 

{run,walk,talk,rise,change} c CON <<s,e>,t> 

run' = run, walk' = walk, talk' = talk 

rise' = rise, change' = change. 

One might be tempted to take the constant john as translation of the 

proper name John. In the fragment consisting only of sentences like John 

runs there would be no problem in doing so. But there are more terms, and 

the similarity of syntax and semantics requires that all terms are trans

lated into expressions of the same type. We already met the proper name 

Bigboss, translating into an expression of type <s,e>. One might expect 

Ajohn as translation for John. But in the sequel we will meet more terms: 

e.g. every man. If we would translate John into an expression denoting an 

individual concept (or alternatively an individual), then every man has to 

be translated into such an expression as well. Would that be possible? 

The idea is discussed by LEWIS (1970). He tells us that in the dark 

ages of logic a story like the following was told. 'The phrase every pig 

names a[ .• ] strange thing, called the universally generic pig, which has 

just those properties that every pig has. Since not every pig is dark, pink, 

grey or of another color, the universally generic pig is not of an any 

color (Yet neither he is colorless, since not every - indeed not any - pig 

is colorless)'. (LEWIS 1970, p.35). This illustrates that this approach 

is not sound. Therefore, we will forget the idea of universal generic 
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objects (for a proposal for a reconstruction, see Van BENTREM !981a), and 

we will interpret the term every man as the set of properties every man has. 

As a consequence of the similarity of syntax and semantics, all other terms 

will denote sets of properties as well. 

On the basis of this argumentation one might expect for John the trans

lation AZ[Z(Ajohn)], where Z is a variable of type «s,e>,t>. But this is 

not adequate for the following reason. A variable of type <<s,e>,t> denotes 

(the characteristic function of) a set of individual concepts. What we 

usually take to be a property cannot be adequately formalized in this way. 

Consider the property 'being a football player'. This would be formalized 

as a set of individual concepts. The same holds for the property of 'being 

a member of the football union': this is formalized as a set of individual 

concepts as well. Suppose now that (for a certain index) all football 

players are members of the football union. Then these two sets would be the 

same, so the two properties would be formalized in the same way. But we do 

not consider these two properties as being the same. In other circumstances 

(for other indices) there might be players who are not a member of the 

union. In order to formalize these differences, properties are taken to be 

of one intensional level higher hence a variable which ranges over properties 

has to be of type <s,<<s,e>,t>>. This explains the following translations 

of proper names. 

2.12. Translations 

2 .12. END 

John' 
v /\ 

AP[[ P]( john)], 

V A 
Mary'= AP[[ P]( mary)], 

here P E VAR 
<s,<<s,e>,t>> 

Bigboss 1 = AP[[vp](bigboss)] 

After this discussion concerning the proper names and intransitive 

verbs, the rule for their combination can be given. I first quote the PTQ 

formulation, since this way of presentation is in the literature the stan

dard one. The formulation of the rule contains expressions like 'a E PT', 

this should be read as 'a is a phrase of the category T'. The rule is 

called s4 , because it is the fourth syntactic rule of PTQ, and I wish to 

follow that numbering when possible. 
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2.13. Rule s4 

If a E ~T and S E PIV then F4 (a,S) E P5 , where F4 (a,S) = aS and S is 

the result of replacing the first verb in S by its third person singular 

present. 

2.13. END 

This fonnulation of the rule contains a lot of redundancy, and there

fore I will use a more concise presentation. As one remembers from the pre

vious chapters, the syntactic rules are operators in an algebraic grannnar. 

The form of representation I will use, resembles closely the representa

tions used in the previous chapters for algebraic operators. First it will 

be said what kind of function the rule is; as for s4 it is a function from 

T x IV to S (written as T x IV 7 S). Next it will be described how the 

effect of the operator is obtained. I will use a notation that suggests that 

some basic operations on strings are available, in particular a concatena

tion operator which yields the concatenation of two strings as result. The 

semi-colon (;) is used to separate the consecutive stages of the descrip

tion of the syntactic operator; it could be read as 'and next'. Furthermore 

the convention is used that a always denotes the expression which was the 

first argument of the syntactic rule. If this expression is changed in some 

step of the syntactic operation, it will then denote the thus changed ex

pression. For the second argument S is used in the same way. Rule s4 pre

sented in this format reads as follows. 

2.14. Rule s4 

T x IV 7 S 

F4: replace the first verb in S by its third person singular present; 

concatenate (a,S). 

2. 14. END 

The occurrence of the name F4 is a relict of the PTQ formulation, and 

might be omitted here. But in a context of a long list of rules it is some

times useful to have a name for an operation on strings, because it can 



then be used in the description of other rules. 

The translation rule corresponding with s4 reads in PTQ as follows. 

2.15. T4 : 

If a E PT, SE PIV' and a,S translate into a',S' respectively, then 

F4(a,S) translates into a'(AS'). 
2.15. END 

Also the translation rule contains a lot of redundant information. 

13 

Let us denote by a' the translation of the first, and by S' the translation 

of the second argument of the preceding syntactic rule. Then a translation 

rule can fully be described by giving just the relevant logical expression 

(polynomial over IL with a' and S' as parameters). What the types of a' and 

S' are, follows immediately from the sorts mentioned in the syntactic rule 

T4 presented in this format reads: 

2.16. T4 : 

a' (AS') 

2.16. END 

Now we come to the production of sentence (15), viz. Bigboss ahanges. 

This sentence, containing the artificial term Bigboss, is given as the 

first example because all information needed for a full treatment of this 

sentence is given now; sentences like John changes have to wait for a 

moment. Sentence (15) is obtained by application of s4 to the basic term 

Bigboss and the basic verb cfza.nge. This information is presented in the 

tree in figure I. The S in {S,4} stands for the category of the obtained 

expression, the 4 for the number of the rule used to produce the expression 

(15) Bigboss changes. 

----- Bigboss changes {S,4} ----

Bigboss {T} change {IV} 

Figure 1 

The translation of Bigboss is AP[vP(bigboss)], and the translation of 

afza.nge is change. If we combine Bigboss and ahange according to rule s4 , 

thus producing (15), then the translation of the result is obtained by ap

plication of T4 to their respective translations. Since 
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, 
A 

T4(a' ,S') =a'( S'), sentence (15) translates into (16). 

( 16) ;\p[ v P(bigboss)] (change). 

Now conditions 1 and 2 of reduction rule RR 1 are satisfied. So this formula 

can be reduced to (17). 

VA 
(17) [ change](bigboss). 

This formula can be simplified further using the following reduction rule. 

2.17. Reduction Rule 2 

VA 
Let be given a formula of the form a. Then replace this formula by a. 

L VA 
CORRECTNESS PROOF. r a= a see chapter 3, theorem 7.1. 

2.17. END 

Using this reduction rule formula (17) reduces to (18). 

(18) change(bigboss). 

This formula expresses that the predicate change holds for the individual 

concept bigboss. 

Instead of all this verbosity, we might present the translations im

mediately in the tree. Depending on the complexity of the formulas involved, 

these may be unreduced, partially reduced or completely reduced formulas. 

An example is given in figure 2. 

Bigboss changes {S,4} 

------------- change(bigboss)------------

Bigboss {T} change {IV} 

1-P[vP(bigboss)] change 

Figure 2 

Another method to present the production and translation process is to write 

this in an algebraic way, of which the following is an example. 

[Bigboss changes]'= [S 4(Bigboss,change)J' = 

r 4(Bigboss' ,change')= Bigboss'(Achange') = 
V A VA • 

[Ap[ P(bigboss)] ( change)] = {RR 1} = [ change] (bigboss) 

change (bigboss) 
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The treatment of Mary walks proceeds, in its first stage, analogously to the 

treatment of Bigboss changes, see figure 3. 

Mary walks {S,4} 
A 

-------- walk ( mary) 

·----------Mary {T} walk {IV} 

f-p[ v p] (" mary) walk 

Figure 3 

The formula obtained as translation for Mary walks, is not completely satis

factory. Intuitively one interprets this sentence as stating that a certain 

predicate (denoting the property of walking) holds for a certain individual 

(Mary). This is not reflected in the obtained translation; in walk("mary) a 

predicate is applied to an individual concept. Since mary is a rigid con

stant, "mary denotes a function which yields for all indices the same in

dividual. Saying that this constant function has a certain property is tan

tamount to saying that the corresponding individual has a certain proper-

ty (there is a 1-1 correspondence between individuals and functions yielding 

always the same individual). However, one would like to have reflected in 

the translation of Mary walks that a predi.cate holds for an individual. 

Therefore the following notation is introduced (see PTQ, p.265). 

2.18. DEFINITION. Leto E CON Then o is an abbreviation for 
<<s,e>,t> * 

AUo("u) (so o* E ME<e,t). 

2.18. END 

Consequently we have the following rule for simplifying formulas. 

2.19. Reduction rule 3 

Let be given a formula of the form o("a), where o E CON t and 
A <<s,e>, > 

a E Vlill.e or a E {john,bill,mary}. Then replace o( a) by o*(a). 

CORRECTNESS PROOF. o*(a) = f-u[o("u)](a) ={RR1}= o("a). Note that !--conver

sion is allowed because the mentioned constants of type e are rigid de

signators. 

2.19. END 
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Using RR3 the translation of Mary walks in figure 3, reduces to (19). 

(19) walk*(mary). 

As last example I present the treatment of the sentence mentioned in 
the title of this section. For variation I use not the tree representation, 
but the algebraic one. 

[John runs]' = Cs4(John,run)J' 
VA A { } ={RR 1}= [ run]( john) = RR 2 

A V A A John'( run')= \p[[ P]( john)]( run) 

run(Ajohn) ={RR3}= run*(john). 

In PTQ more is said about the fragment presented so far. A meaning 
postulate (MP 3) is introduced which says that the truth of e.g. walk(x) on
ly depends on the extension of x, Le-. the subject position of walk is ex
tensional. In appendix 2 of this book the problems of extension and inten
sion will be discussed, and this postulate will be considered. For verbs 
of other categories the extensionality of the subject position is guaran
teed by meaning-postulates as well, (see appendix 11. 

3. THE WOMAJ.f1 ·WALKS 

In this section the fragment is extended with the categories of Common 
Nouns (CN) and of determiners (Det). The treatment of determiners given 
here differs from their PTQ treatment. In PTQ determiners are introduced 
syncategorematically, introducing each determiner by a distinct rule. May
be the motivation for Montague to do so, was that in logic quantifiers are 
usually introduced syncategorematically. From a linguistic point of view it 
is more attractive to have determiners in a separate category (they form a 
group of expressions which behave syntactically in a regular way). Since I 
do not know any argument against treating them categorially, the PTQ ap
proach is not followed here. The generators of the two new categories are 
as follows 

3.1. BCN = {man,woman,park,fish,pen,unicorn,price,terrrperature} 

3.2. BDet = {every,a,the} 

3.2. END 

For each element in BCN there is a corresponding constant, and the 
common nouns translate into these constants. The nouns are treated seman
tically in the same way as the intransitive verbs we have met in section 
2. Hence the nouns translate into constants of type <<s,e>,t>. This 
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explains the following definitions. 

3.3. 

3.4. 

{man,woman,park,fish,pen,uniaorn,priae,temperat;ure} c CON <<s,e>,t> 

man' = man, woman' = woman, park' = park, pen' = pen, 

unicorn' = unicorn, priae' =price, temperature' = temperature. 

3.4. END 

An example of a formula containing the constant bill is (20), in which 

is expressed that Bill is a man. 

(20) man(Abill). 

The o*-notation (definition 2.18) is °applicable to all constants of type 

<<s,e>,t>, so it can be applied to constants translating common nouns as 

well. So (20) may be replaced by (21). 

(21) man*(bill). 

Out of a CN and a determiner a term can be formed, using the following 

rule. 

3.5. Rule s2 

Det x CN +T 

F2: concatenate(a,8) 

T2: a'(A8'). 

Example 

F2(a,woman) a woman. 

3.5. END 

We wish to use the terms produced with this rule in the same way as we 

used the term John: rule s4 should be applicable to the result of s2, 

yielding sentences like (22), (23) and (24). 

( 22) A woman runs 

(23) Every woman runs 

(24) The woman runs. 

The meanings associated with determiners are best understood by con

sidering the meanings that we wish to assign to the above sentences (cf. 

the discussion concerning contextuality and compositionality in section 2 

of chapter I). Let us accept (for the moment without explanation) the 

quantification over individual concepts; then the translations of (22), 
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(23) and (24) are (25), (26) and (27) respectively. 

(25) 3X'[woman(x) A run(x)] 

(26) Vx[woman(x) + run(x)] 

(27) 3xVy[[woman(y) +-+ x=y] A run(x)]. 

The last formula is somewhat complex. It says that there is an entity 

x which is a woman, and that for any entity y which is a woman holds that 

it is identical to the entity x. In other words, (27) is false when there 

is no woman at all, and it is false when there is more than one woman. This 

kind of analysis for the is called the Russellian analysis, because it was 

proposed by Russell to deal with the famous example (28). 

(28) The present King of France is bald. 

The meanings of the terms have to be such that if they take an IV

translation as argument, the resulting translations are the ones we desired 

for the obtained sentences. Hence their translations have to be of the same 

kind as the translation of the term John: a (characteristic function of a) 

set of properties of an individual concept. So we wish to translate (29) by 

(30). 

(29) a woman 

(30) AP3x[woman(x) A vP(x)]. 

Formula (30) is interpreted as the characteristic function of those proper

ties P such that there is at least one woman which has this property P. 

Other determiners are treated analogously. As translation for the determiner 

a we take formula (30), but with woman replaced by a variable. This variable 

is of type <s,<<s,e>,t>> (the reason for this is the same as the reason 

given for the type of the variable P, see the translation of John). This 

explains the following translations of determiners. 

3.6. Translations of determiners 

every' 
v v P(x)] AQA.PVx[ Q(x) + 

a' AQAP3x[VQ(x) A VP(x)J 

the' v 
AQAP3x[Vy[ Q(y) +-+ x=y] A V P(x)]. 

3.6. END 
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Formulas (25), (26) and (27) are not in all respects a satisfactory 

representation of the meanings of sentences (22), (23) and (24) respective

ly. The formulas contain quantifications over individual concepts, whereas 

one would prefer a quantification over individuals. The conditions for ap

plication of RR3 are not satisfied, so we have no ground for the elimina

tion of the individual concepts by means of an application of this rule. 

On the contrary: as I will explain, the replacement of (31) by (32) would 

replace a formula by a non-equivalent one. 

(31) 3x[woman(x) A run(x)] 

A possible choice for the value of x in (31) would be to assign to x the 

same interpretation as to bigboss, but in (32) there is not a correspond

ing choice. One would prefer to have (32) as the meaning representation of 

the meaning of (25) because intuitively (25) gives information about in

dividuals, and not about individual concepts. Following Montague, we ob

tain this effect by means of the introduction of a meaning postulate. Only 

those models for intensional logic are possible models for the interpreta

tion of English in which the following meaning postulate holds. 

3.7. Meaning postulate 2 

D [o(x) ~ 3u[x=Au]J 

where o E {man,woman,park,fish,pen,unicorn}. 

3.7. END 

This meaning postulate says that constants such as man can yield true 

only for constant individual concepts, i.e. for individual concepts which 

yield for every index the same individual. Note that the constants price 

and temperature are not mentioned in MP 2• Arguments for this, and examples 

involving price and temperature will be given in appendix I of this volume. 

As a consequence of MP2 , it can be shown that (31) and (32) are equivalent. 

I will not present a proof for this, because it is only one of the situa

tions in which MP 2 will be used. In appendix I, it will be investigated in 

general in which circumstances MP2 allows us to replace a quantification 

over individual concepts by a quantification over individuals. For the 

moment it suffices to know that in all examples we will meet, such a re

placement is allowed. This is expressed in the following reduction rule. 
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3.8. Reduction Rule 4 

Let be given a formula of one of the following forms: 3x[o(x) A $(x)], 

Vx[o(x) + $(x)] or 3x[Vy[o(y) ++ x=y] A $(x)]. 

If MP2 holds for 6, then replace these formulas by respectively 

3u[o(Au) A $(Au)], Vu[o(Au) + $(u)] or 3u[Vv[o(Av)++u=v] A $(Au)]. 

CORRECTNESS PROOF. See appendix 2. 

3.8. END 

The production of the sentence mentioned in the title of this section 

is given in figure 4. 

The woman walks {S,4} 

3u[Vv[woman*(v) +-+ u=v] A walk (u)] 

*--
the woman {T,2} walk {IV} 

A.P3u[Vvrwoman (v) 

I * 

walk 

the {Det} woman {CN} 

A.QA.P[3xVy[vQ(y) +-+ x=y] A vp(x)] woman 

Figure 4 

Note how in this simple example RR4 and RR3 are used in order to sim

plify the translation of the woman, and RR1 and RR3 to simplify the trans

lation of the woman walks. In the sequel such reductions will often be 

performed without any further comment. 

4. MARY WALKS AND SHE TALKS 

In this section the fragment is extended with rules for disjunction 

and conjunction, and with a rule for co-referentiality. The rules for pro

ducing conjoined sentences are as follows. 

4.1. Rule Slla 

s x s + s 

F1 la: concatenate (a, and, S) 

T 11 a: a' AS' 
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s x s + s 

F l lb: concatenate (a.' or, S) 

TI lb: a' v S'. 

4.2. END 

Notice that the words and and or are not members of a category of con

nectives: they are introduced syncategorematically. It would be possible to 

have a three-place rule for sentence conjunction, with for the connective 

and as translation Acj>;\1/J[c/> 11 1/J]. This categorical approach is not followed 

here because there are rules for disjunction and conjunction for other 

categories as well. Furthermore, the situation is complicated by the fact 

that there is term disjunction in the fragment, but no term conjunction 

(in order to avoid plurals). In this situation it would not be a simpli

fication to use a categorical treatment of connectives. For a categorical 

treatment in a somewhat different framework, see GAZDAR 1980. 

The rules for forming conjoined phrases of other categories than sen

tences are as follows. 

4. 3. Rule 8 12a: 

IV x IV + IV 

F 12a: concatenate (a, and S) 

T12a: ;\x[a' (x) 11 S' (x) ] . 

4.4. Rule 8 12b: 

IV x IV+ IV 

F 12b: concatenate (a, or S) 

T l 2b: ;\x[a,' (x) v S'(x)J. 

4.5. Rule s 13 : 

T x T + T 

F 13: concatenate (a.' or S) 

T 13: ;\p[a, r (p) V S 1 (P) ] . 

4.5. END 
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The production of (33) is given in figure 5. 

(33) John walks and talks. 

John walks and talk {S,4} 

walk*(john) A talk*(john) -- -John {T} walk and talk {IV,12a} 
v /\ 

AP[ P( john)] Ax[walk(x) A talk(x)] 
~ ........_,, 

walk {IV} talk {IV} 

walk talk 

Figure 5 

Note that the produced sentence is not identical with (33). The treatment 

presented in figure 5 obeys the formulation of s4 , and, therefore, only the 

first verb is conjugated. For an improved treatment see chapter 8, or 

FRIEDMAN 1979b. 

An example of term disjunction is given in (34). 

(34) John or Mary talks. 

First (35) is formed according to s 13 . Its unreduced translation is (36). 

(35) John or Mary 

(36) APCAP[vp(Ajohn)](P) v AP[vp(Amary)](P)]. 

Formula (36) contains several occurrences of the variable P, and three 

binders for P (viz. three occurrences of AP). However, due to the different 

scopes of the lambda operators, it is uniquely determined which variables 

occur in the scope of each of the lambda operators. The conditions for 

A-conversion are satisfied, and after two applications of RR 1 formula (36) 

reduces to (37) . 

(37) AP[vp(Ajohn) v vp(/\mary)]. 

Application of s4 to term (35) and the verb talk, yields (34), which has as 

unreduced translation (38). This formula reduces by application of RR 1 and 

RR2 to (39), and using RR3 to (40). 

v /\ v /\ /\ 
(38) AP[ P( john) v P( mary)]( talk) 

(39) talk(/\john) v talk(/\mary) 

(40) talk*(john) v talk*(mary). 
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In sentences containing conjunctions or disjunctions pronouns occur 

often which are coreferential with some other term in that sentence. An 

example is the coreferentiality of she and Mary in (41). 

(41) Mary walks and she talks. 

In order to account for coreferentiality, a collection of new -artificial

terms is introduced. Since they have a relationship with logical variables, 

they are called syntactic variables. These variables are not words of 

English, and might be represented by means of some artificial symbol. Since 

the variables are related to pronouns, it has some advantages, to give 

them a representation exhibiting this relationship. The variables are 

written as male pronouns provided with an index (e.g. he). Their trans-n 
lations contain logical variables x of type <s,e>. The syntactic variables 

n 
he are generators of sort T. n 

v 
AP[ P(x2) ], •••• 

4.7. END 

One of the most important rules of PTQ is s14 • As for the syntax it 

removes the syntactic variables. As for the translation, it binds the cor

responding logical variables. This rule enables us to deal with most of 

the ambiguities mentioned in the introduction, but in this section we will 

only deal with its use for coreferentiality. In fact s 14 is not a rule, but 

rather a rule-scheme which for each choice of the index n constitutes a 

rule. This aspect will be indicated by using the parameter n in the descrip

tion of the rule scheme. 

4.8. Rule s 14 ,n: 

T x S + S 

F : If a = hek then replace all occurrences of he /him in 13 by 14,n n n 
hek/himk respectively. 

Otherwise replace the first occurrence of he in 13 by a, and n 
replace all other occurrences of he in 13 by he/she/it and of n 
him by n 
T in a. 

him/her/it according to the gender of the first CN or 
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Tl4,n: a'(A\xn[S']). 

4.8. END 

An example of the use of (an instance of) s 14 ,n arises in the produc

tion of (41), as presented in figure 6. 

Mary walks and she tcilks {S, 14,1} 
V A A 

\p[ p( mary)]( \x1[walk(x 1) A ta1k(x 1)J) 
__./ ~ 

Mary{T} He 1 walks and he1 talks {S, Ila} 
V A 

\p[ P( mary)] walk(x 1) A talk(x 1) 

__ ___.:-- ----------
He1 walks 

walk(x 1) 

{ S, 4} He 1 talks {S,4} -- '-..: 

talk(x 1) 

------ -------He 1{T} walk {IV} He 1 { T} talk {IV} 
v 

\p[ P(x 1) J walk 
v 

\p[ P(x 1)] talk 

Figure 6 

The translation for (41) given in figure 6 can be reduced, using RR3, to (42). 

AV A (42) [ h 1[wa1k(x 1) A talk(x 1) ]]( mary). 

By application of RR2 and RR! this reduces to (43), and by RRJ, further to 

(44). 

(43) walk(Amary) A talk(Amary) 

(44) walk*(mary) A talk*(mary). 

Some syntactic details of s 1; give rise to problems. The rule for term 4,n 
disjunction allows us to produce term phrases like he1 and Mary, and he1 or 
he 2. In both cases it is not clear what is to be understood by the gender 

of the first T or CN in such a term. And if the term John or Mary is formed, 

it is not correct to use the pronoun he, but one should use he or she, wit

ness the following example (FRIEDMAN, 1979). 

(45) John or Mary walks and he or she talks. 

It would require a more sophisiticated syntax than we have available here in 

order to account correctly for these problems (see FRIEDMAN 1979 for an im

proved treatment). 

The detail of s 14 that the first occurrence of he /him has to be 
,n n n 
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replaced, is explained as follows. A pronoun may always be coreferential 

with a common noun or term occurring earlier in the sentence, but it may 

not always refer forward to terms or nouns occurring later. So it is a safe 

strategy to put the coreferential noun phrase always in a position which is 

as leftmost as possible. It is a difficult, and not completely solved task, 

to characterize the situations in which a pronoun may refer to a term occur

ring later in the sentence. Therefore s 14 describes only reference to terms 

occurring earlier than the pronoun. Even this safe procedure does not avoid 

all problems. In some cases a personal pronoun is produced, where a reflexive 

pronoun is required. Sentence (46) has, according to the rules described 

here, a translation which expresses that John loves himself. This result is, 

of course, incorrect. 

(46) John loves him. 

Our aim was to deal with certain semantic problems, and therefore I will not 

consider here proposals for dealing with this syntactic problem (one of the 

proposals from the literature, viz. PARTEE 1973, will be considered in chap

ters 5 and 6 although not from the present point of view). 

5. JOHN FINDS A UNICORN 

In this section the category TV of transitive verb phrases is intro

duced. The generators of this category are as follows. 

5. I. {find,loose,eat,love,date,be,seek,conceive}. 

5.1. END 

Corresponding with these TV's (except for be), there are constants in 

the logic. They denote higher order functions which take as argument the 

intension of a term translation, and yield an element of the same type as 

the translations of IV-phrases. The translations of the basic verbs of the 

category TV are the corresponding constants; the translation of be is a 

compound expression of the same type. Let us indicate by T(C) the type of 

the translation of an expression of category C. Then 

T(TV) <<s,T(T)>,T(IV)>. This explains the following definitions 

5. 2. {find,loose,eat,love,date,seek,conceive} c CON (T) (IV) <<s,T >,T > 
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5.3. 

5.3. END 

find' = find, loose' = loose, eat' = eat, Zove' = love, 
v II v v 

be' = APAx[ P( Ay[ x = y])J where PE VAR <s,-r(T)> 
seek' =seek, conoeive' =conceive. 

Out of a TV and a Term and IV can be formed according to the following 

rule. 

5.4. Rule s : 
5 

TV x T + IV 

F5: concatenate (a.' B) 

T . 
5· a.'(118'). 

5.4. END 

An example of the use of this rule is the production of (47), partial

ly presented in figure 7. 

(47) John seeks a unicorn. 

John seeks a unicorn {S,4} 

seek(11 AP3u[unicorn (u) 11 vp( 11 u)])(11 john) ---- -----:.__ 
John {T} seek a unicorn {IV,5} 

VII 11 . VII AP[ P( john)] seek( AP3u[unicorn (u) II P( u)]) 

------ """ * seek {TV} a unicorn {T,2} 

seek 

Figure 7 

The translation obtained in figure 7 is not the traditional one: 

one would like to consider seek as a two-place relation. Therefore the 

following convention is introduced. 

5.5. DEFINITION. y(a.,B) 

a TV. 

5.5. END 

y(B)(a.), where y is an expression translating 



In PTQ (p.2S9) this convention is defined for ally. It is however 

only useful for TV's (see section II). The above definition gives rise to 

the following reduction rule. 

S.6. Reduction rule S 
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Let be given a formula of the form y(S)(a), where y is the translation 

of some transitive verb. Then replace this formula by y(a,S). 

CORRECTNESS PROOF 

See definition S.S. 

S.6. END 

Using RRS, the formula obtained in figure 7 reduces to (48). 

(48) seek(Ajohn, A\P3u[unicorn*(u) A VP(Au)]). 

This translation describes the de-dicto reading of (47). The de-re reading 

will be considered in section 6. Below I will discuss whether the formula 

expresses a relation between the right kinds of semantic objects. 

The first argument of seek is a constant individual concept. One might 

wish to have an individual as first argument. In analogy of the o* notation 

for intransitive verbs, we might introduce a notation for transitive verbs 

in which the A in front of john disappears. PARTEE (197S, p.290) has pro

posed such a notation, but it is not employed in the literature, therefore 

I will not use it here. Notice that the interpretation of (48) is tant

amount to a relation of which the first component is an individual (see 

section 2). 

The second argument in (48) is the intension of a collection of proper

ties. So seek is not treated as a relation between two individuals, and 

therefore (48) does not allow for the conclusion that there is a particular 

unicorn which John seeks. In this way the problem mentioned in section I 

is solved, so in this respect the formula is satisfactory. But one might ask 

whether this effect could be obtained by means of a simpler formula, viz. 

one without the intension sign. The need for this intension in the second 

argument is explained as follows (JANSSEN 1978b, p. 134). Suppose that seek 

is considered as a relation between an individual and (the characteristic 

function of) a set of properties. Consider a world in which there exist no 

unicorns. Then for no property Pit is true that 3u[unicorn*(u) A vP(Au)]. 

Thus in these circumstances \P3u[unicorn (u) A vp(Au)] is the 
* 
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characteristic function of the empty set of properties. The semantic inter

pretation of John seeks a unicorn then states that the seek-relation holds 

between John and this empty set. Suppose moreover that in this world also 

no centaurs exist. Then the semantic interpretation of 

(49) John seeks a centaur 

also expresses that the seek-relation holds between John and the empty set 

of properties. But this contradicts our intuition that (47) and (49) have 

different meanings. When we wish to describe the difference between centaurs 

and unicorns we cannot restrict our attention to the present state of the 

present world. We should also consider other worlds (or other states of the 

present world) for instance, those in which unicorns or centaurs do exist. 

In other worlds the set AP3u[unicorn (u) A vP(Au)] might be different from 
* 

AP3u[centaur (u) A vP(Au)]. Therefore the seek-relation will be considered 

* 
as a relation between individuals and intensions of sets of properties. 

Since these intensions are different, seek a unicorn will get an interpre

tation different from the one for seek a centaur (even if both are extinct). 

In the same way as we produced John seeks a unicorn, we may produce (SO) 

with as reduced translation (SI). 

(SO) John seeks Mary 

(SI) seek(Ajohn, AAP[vp](Amary)). 

This formula expresses that the seek relation holds between an individual 

concept and the collection of properties of Mary. But sentence (SO) expres

ses that the seek-relation holds between two individuals: between John and 

Mary. One would like to have this aspect expressed by the obtained formula. 

Therefore the following definition (PTQ, p.26S). 

A A V A 
S.7. DEFINITION. o* = AVAuo( u, AP[ P( v)]), where o E CONT(TV)" 

S.7. END 

On the basis of this definition we have the following reduction rule. 

S.8. Reduction rule 6 

Let be given an expression of the form o(Aa,AAP[vp(AS)]), where 

a,S E VARe u CONe' and o E CONT(TV)" Then replace this expression by o*(a,S). 



CORRECTNESS PROOF 

o*(a,S) = o*(S)(a) 
o(Aa,A\p[Vp(AS)J). 

{RR!} 

Note that \-reduction is allowed because the constants of type e in the 

fragment are rigid. 

5.8. END 

Using RR6 we may reduce (SI) to (52). 

(52) seek*(john,mary). 

In the same way as we produced the sentence John seeks a unicorn, we 

may produce (53), with translation (54). 

(53) John finds a unicorn 

(54) find(Ajohn,A\P[3u unicorn*(u) A vp(Au)]). 
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This result is not precisely what we would like to have. Sentence (53) gives 

the information that there exists at least one unicorn, and (S4) does not 

express this information. In order to deal with this aspect we restrict 

our attention to those models for IL in which the following meaning postu

late is satisfied. 

5.8. Meaning Postulate 4 

V A V V V 
3S'v'xVPD [o(x,P) ++ P( \y s( x, y))J 

~ 

where o E {find,loose,eat,love,date} and P E VAR ( ) . <s,T T > 

S.8. END 

This meaning postulate expresses that if the relation o holds between 

an individual concept and a col lee tion of properties, then there is a cor

responding relation which holds between individuals. This relation is index 

dependent: the set of pairs which consist of a 'finder' and a 'found object', 

may be different for different indices. Therefore the existence of a rela

tion between finders and found objects is formalized by means of an existen

tial quantification over a variable which is of one intension level higher 

than the relation itself. An equivalent alternative would be (SS), where 

the quantification 3S is within the scope of D (this variant is due to 

P. van Emde Boas). 
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(55) 
A V V 

D [3sVxVP[o(x,P) +-+ P( AyS( x, y))JJ. 

A notation for the relation between finder and found object is already 

provided by the o* notation. This notation is introduced in the following 

rule. 

5.9. Reduction rule 7 

Let be given an expression of the form o(a,S) where 

o E {find,loose,eat,love,date} and a E ME SE ME~(r)· Then, replace 
v A v v <s,e> ' 

this expression by S{ Ay[o*( a, y)]). 

CPRRECTNESS PROOF 

From MP 4 follows that for all g, there is a g' s g such that 

L V .A V V V 
g' r D [o(x,P) +-+ P( AY S( x, y)). 

This means that for all expressions a € ME <s,e>' S € ME (T) holds that 
<s,T > 

For this g' the following equalities hold: 

V A V V A V V 
S( Ayo*( a, y)) ={Def.5.5}= S( Ayo*( y)( a)) ={Def.5.7}= 

V A A A V A V V • 
S( AYAVAUo( u, AP[ P( v)J)( y)( a)) ={choice of g'}= 

V A A V A A V VA V V V 
S( AYAVAU[ AP[ P( v)J( AY S( u, y))J( y)( a))={RR }= 

2, I 
V A VA V V A V V 
S( AYAVAu[ AY S(u, y)( v)]( y)( a))={RR2 1}= 

' V A V VA V V 
S( AYAVAU[ S(u, v)J( y)( a)) ={RR2 1}= 

' V A V V V . S( AY S( a, y)) ={choice of g'}= o(a,S). 

Since S does not occur in the first and last formula, these expressions are 

equivalent for all g. From these equalities the reduction rule follows. 

5.9. END 

After the introduction of RR7 we return to our discussion of (54). Ap

plication of RR7 to (54) yields (56). 

VA . V A A VA V 
(56) [AP3u[unicorn*(u) A P( u)]]( Ay[find*( john, y)]) 
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This reduces further to (57), and that is the kind of formula we were 

looking for: it expresses that the find-relation holds between two indivi

duals 

(57) 3u[unicorn*(u) A find*(john,u)]. 

The fragment contains one single verb be, which is used both for the 

be of identity, and for the copula be. An example of the be of identity is 

given in (58). 

(58) John is Mary. 

The first step in its production is to combine be with Mary according 

to s5 • This yields the IV-phrase be Mary. The translation of this phrase 

reduces by several applications of RR 1 and RR2 to AX[vx=mary]. Combining 

this with John according to s4 yields (58), and the corresponding transla

tion reduces by applications of RR 1 and RR2 to john = mary. One observes 

that the final result is an identity on the level of individuals. This 

shows why there is no meaning-postulate like MP4 introduced for be: its 

translation already applies to the level of individuals rather than the 

level of individual concepts. 

Next I give an example of the copula use of be. 

(59) John is a man. 

First the IV-phrase be a man is formed. Its translation reduces to the for

mula Ax3u~man*(u) A vx=u]. Combining this with the translation of John yields 

as translation (60), which reduces to (61). 

V A . V 
(60) AP[ P( JOhn)]Ax[3u man*(u) A x=u] 

(61) 3u[man*(u) A john=u]. 

In this situation one could perform one further simplification replacing 

(61) by (62); below I will explain why I will not do so. 

(62) man*(john). 

It would of course be possible to introduce a new reduction rule per

forming this last reduction. But it is difficult to cover the reduction 

from (61) to (62) by a general rule. Suppose that a rule R would say when 

the occurrence of a subformula john=u implies that all occurrences of u may 

be replaced by john. In order to decide whether reduction is possible, R 

has to take the whole formula into consideration. Reduction from (61) to 

(62) is allowed, but if in (61) connective A would be replaced by+ the 
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reduction is not allowed. This supposed rule R would have a different 

character than all other reduction rules. The other rules are 'local': the 

question whether they may be applied, can be answered by inspecting a con

text of fixed length. But R would not be local because the whole formula 

has to be taken into account. I will not try to design such a rule R be

cause I prefer to have only local reduction rules. Moreover, the set of re

duction rules is incomplete, even with such a rule R, and only a partial 

solution of the reduction problem is possible. This one sees as follows. 

Suppose that we would define in each class of logically equivalent formulas 

one formula as being the simplest one (say some particular formula with 

shortest length). Then there exists no algorithm which reduces all formulas 

to the simplest in their class, since otherwise we could decide the equiv

alence of two formulas by reducing them to their simplest form and looking 

whether they are identical. Such a decision procedure would contradict 

the undecidability of IL (see also chapter 6, section 4). 

6. EVERY MAN LOVES A WOMAN 

The rules introduced in the previous sections allow us to produce 

sentence (63). 

(63) Every man loves a woman. 

In the introduction (section I) I have described the two readings of this 

sentence. On the one reading, the same woman is loved by every man (say 

Brigitte Bardot), and on the other reading it might for every man be another 

woman (say his own mother). These two readings are represented by (64) and 

(65) respectively. 

(64) 3v[woman*(v) A Vu[man*(u) + love*(u,v)]] 

(65) Vu[man*(u) + 3v[woman*(v) A love*(u,v)]]. 

Note that the difference between (64) and (65) is a difference in the scope 

of the quantifiers V and 3. Therefore this ambiguity is called a scope am

biguity. A well known variant of this scope ambiguity is (66). 

(66) Every man in this room speaks ·two languages. 

A remarkable aspect of the two readings of (63) is that the one 

reading has the other as a special case: from (64) it follows that (65) 

holds. Therefore one might doubt whether the two formulas really constitute 
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an ambiguity we should deal with. One might say that the weaker formula 

(viz. (65)) describes the meaning of (63), and that, with additional infor

mation from the context, this can be narrowed down to the stronger one. 

This argument holds for (63), but I will illustrate, that it is not general

ly applicable. Consider (67), due to LANDMAN & MOERDIJK (!981,1983). 

(67) Every schooZboy beZieves tha.t a mathematician wrote 'Through the 

Zooking gZass '. 

This sentence is (at least) twofold ambiguous. On the one reading there is 

one mathematician of which every schoolboy believes that he wrote 'through 

the looking glass', but not every schoolboy necessarily believes that the 

person was a mathematician. On the other reading every schoolboy has the 

belief that some mathematician wrote the book, without necessarily having 

a special mathematician in mind. The rules needed for the production of 

sentences like (67) will be given in section 9. The formulas we will obtain 

then, are presented below in a somewhat simplified form. Formula (68) cor

responds with the first reading (the believes concern the same mathemati-· 

cian), the second reading is represented by (69). 

(68) 3v[mathematician*(v) A Vu[schoolboy*(u) + believe*(u, wrote*(v, 

'Through the Zooking gZass'))JJ 

(69) Vu[schoolboy*(u) + believe*(u,3v[mathematician*(v) A wrote*(v,'Through 

the looking glass')])]. 

These two readings are logically independent: the one can be true while the 

other is false. The same situation arises for the well known example (66): 

if we read in that sentence two as preciseZy two, then the different scope 

readings are logically independent. These examples show that for variants 

of the scope ambiguity, both readings have to be produced by the grammar 

Then it is not clear why (63) should get only one reading. 

A part of the production of reading (65) of sentence (63) is given in 

figure 8. This production is called the direct production (because no 

quantification rule is used). 

Every man Zoves a woman {S, 4} 

Vu[man (u) + love(A\P3u[woman (11) A v P(Au) ]) ( 1111)] 

-----3--- ----- * Every man {T, 2} Zove a woma,n {IV, 5} 

AP'v'u[man (u) + VP( 11 u)] love(11 ;\P3u[woman (u) II VP(Au)]) 
* . * 

Figure 8 
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The translation obtained in figure 8 can be reduced further by an applica

tion of RR5, yielding (70). 

A A A 
(70) Vu[man*(u) +love( u, AP3u[woman*(u) A P( u)])J. 

Application of RR6 yields (71), and twice application of RR2 yields (7 2) • 

(71) Vu[man* (u) [VAAP3u[woman (u) V A A VA V 
+ A P( u)]]( Ay[love*( u, yJ])J 

* 
(72) Vu[man* (u) [AP3u[woman*(u) A 

V A A V 
+ p( u)]J( Ay[love*(u, y)])]. 

Further application of lambda conversion is not allowed because this would 
v 

bring the u in love (u, y) under the scope of 3u. In order to simplify this 

formula further, we first have to replace the variable u bound by 3u by 

another variable. 

6.1. Reduction rule 8 

Let be given an expression of the form Az~,3z~ or Vz~. Let w be a 

variable of the same type as z, but which does not occur in~· Then replace 

Az~, 3z~, Vz~ by respectively Aw[w/z]~, 3w[w/z]~, and Vw[w/z]~. 

CORRECTNESS PROOF 

Evident from the interpretation of these formulas. 

6. I. END 

Application of RR8 to (72) yields (73). Applications of RR 1 and RR2 
yield then (74), which reduces further to (75). 

(73) Vu[man*(u) 

(74) Vu[man*(u) 

(75) Vu[man* (u) 

V A A V 
+ [AP3v[woman*(v) A P( v)]]( AY love*(u, y))] 

V A 
+ 3v[woman*(v) A [Ay love*(u, y)J( v)]] 

+ 3v[woman*(v) A love*(u,v)]]. 

A part of the production of reading (64) of sentence (63) is given in 

figure 9. The production uses s 14 ,n' and it is called (for this reason) an 

indirect production of (63). 



Ever>y man "loves 

AP[3u woman* (u) 

-------a woman {T,2} 

Figure 9 

a woman {S, 14, I} 
V A A V A P( u)]( >.x1[Vu[man (u) +love ( x1,u)]) 
~ * * 

Every man "loves him 1{S,4} 
v Vu[man (u) +love ( x1,u)] 

---- * ----- * Every man {T,2} "love him 1{IV,5} 
V A A V 

>.PVu[man*(u) + P( u)] love( ;>.p[ P(x 1)J) 
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The translation obtained in figure 9 reduces by application of RR 1 and RR2 

to (76) . 

V A 
(76) 3u[woman*(u) A >.x1[Vu[man*(u) +love*( x1,u)]J( u)]. 

After change of bound variable (RR7) we apply RR 1, and obtain (77). 

(77) 3u[woman*(u) A Vv[man*(v) + love*(v,u)]]. 

In the introduction I have already said that sentence (78) is ambi

guous; its ambiguity is called the de-dicto/de-re ambiguity. From the de

re reading (79) it follows that unicorns exist, whereas this does not 

follow from the de-dicto reading (80). 

(78) John seeks a unicorn 

(79) 3u[unicorn*(u) A seek*(john,u)] 

A. A . A (80) seek( John, >.P3u[unicorn*(u) A P( u)]). 

This ambiguity can be considered as a scope ambiguity: the difference be

tween (79) and (80) is the difference in scope of the existential quanti

fier. Note that formulas (79) and (80) are logically independent, hence we 

have to produce both readings.These productions are analogous to the pro

ductions of the different scope readings of Every man "loves a woman. The 

de-dicto reading (80) is obtained by a direct production. We have con

sidered this production in the previous section. The de-re reading, viz. 

(79), is obtained by an indirect production. As a first stage of the in

direct production sentence (81) is formed, which has (82) as translation. 

(81) John seeks him1 

(82) seek(Ajohn, A;>.p[vP(x 1)J). 
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Combination according to s 14 , 1, of (81) with the term a unicorn yields 

(78), and combination of their translations according to T14 , 1 yields (83), 

reducing to (84). 

(83) AP3u[unicorn*(u) 

(84) 3u[unicorn*(u) A 

V A A A A 
A P( u)]( Ax 1[ seek( john, 

seek(Ajohn, AAP[vP(Au)])]. 

Application of RR6 reduces this formula to (85). 

(85) 3u[unicorn*(u) A seek*(john,u)]. 

Sentence (86) can be produced using the same syntactic rules as in 

the production of (78). 

(86) Mary finds a unicorn. 

This sentence is not ambiguous; it only has a referential reading. In the 

previous section it was explained how the translation of the direct pro

duction reduces to such a reading. The indirect production yields, of 

course, a referential reading as well. An interesting aspect of the in

direct production is the way in which the obtained formulas can be reduced. 

For this reason I will consider this production in more detail. A first 

stage of the indirect production of (86) is (87), which has (88) as trans

lation. 

(87) Mary finds himr 
• A A V 

(88) find( mary, AP[ P(x1)J). 

One method to reduce (88) is to apply the same reduction rules as used in 

the reduction of (82). Then as last step RR6 is applied, see the reduction 

of (84). But another reduction process is possible as well. We might apply 

RR7 to (88) because meaning postulate 4 holds for find. Thus we obtain (89), 

reducing to (90). 

(89) A [V ( )J(A [ ( Vy)]) AP P x 1 AY find* mary, 

. v 
(90) find*(mary, x 1). 

Combination, according to s 14 , 1 of (90) with the translation of a unicorn 

yields (91), which reduces to (92). 

V A A • V 
(91) AP3u[unicorn*(u) A P( u)]( Ax 1[find*(mary, x 1)J) 

(92) 3u[unicorn*(u) A find*(mary,u)]. 



This shows that there are two methods to reduce the formulas obtained in 

the indirect production of (86). 
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In general it makes no difference in which order we apply the reduction 

rules. Sooner or later we have to apply the same rule to the same (sub)ex

pression. An exception is the introduction of o* for constants to which 

meaning postulate 4 applies. Once we have applied the meaning postulate 

(i.e. RR7), we cannot apply the definition for o* (i.e. RR6) any more. The 

reason for this is that both applications consume an occurrence of o, and 

produce an occurrence of o*. As practice learns, these two ways of reduction 

always yield the same result. I have, however, not a formal proof of some 

formal version of this observation. The situation is difficult due to the 

interaction of RR6 and RR7 with many other reduction rules. In FRIEDMAN & 

WARREN (1979) related reduction rules are considered, and they provide 

several examples of the complex interactions of the rules (they have no 

normal form theorem for their system either). 

Finally I consider a sentence which is not ambiguous. For sentence (93) 

the de-re reading is the only possible reading, and it is the only reading 

produced by the grammar. 

(93) John seeks a unicorn and Mary seeks it. 

The occurrence of it requires an application of s14 ,n. A part of the pro

duction of (93) is given in figure 10. 

John seeks a unicorn and Mary seeks it 
A A V A A V 

3u[unicorn*(u) A Ax 1[seek( john, AP[ P(x 1)J) A seek( mary, AP[ P(x 1)J)]u] 

a unz;;;;;:;: ·---.,ohn seeks him1 and Mary seeks him1 
. V A A. A V A A V 

AP[3u[um.corn (u)A P( u)] seek( John, AP P(x 1)) A seek( mary, AP P(x 1)) 

* ------ ---·John seeks him1 Mary seeks him1 
A A V A A V 

seek( john, AP[ P(x 1)J) seek( mary, AP[ P(x 1)J) 

Figure 10 

The obtained translation for (93) reduces to (94). 

(94) 3u[unicorn*(u) A seek*(john,u) A seek*(mary,u)]. 
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7. BILL WALKS IN THE GARDEN 

In this section the fragment is extended with the categories Prep of 

prepositions, and IAV of IV-modifying adverbials. In PTQ the category 'IAV' 

is also called 'IV/IV'. For the basic elements of IAV there are correspond

ing constants of type <<s,T(IV)>,T(IV)>. The definitions concerning IAV are 

as fol lows • 

7. I. 

7.2. 

7.3. 

7.3. END 

BIAV = {slowly,voluntarily,allegedly} 

{slowly.voluntarily,allegedly} c CONT(IAV) 

slowly' =slowly, voluntarily'= voluntarily, 
allegedly' =allegedly. 

An adverb forms with an IV-phrase, according to s 10 , a new IV-phrase. 

7.4. Rule s 10 : 

IAV x IV -+ IV 

F 10 : concatenate (a,S) 

T 10: a' (AS') . 

7.4. END 

An example of a sentence containing an IAV is (95). 

(95) John voluntarily walks. 

The production of (95) is presented in figure 11. 

John voluntarily walks {S,4} 

[voluntarily(Awalk)](Ajohn) 

--------- ----John {T} voluntarily walk {IV,10} 

AP[vP(john)] voluntarily(Awalk) 

--------- --voluntarily {IAV} walk {IV} 

voluntarily walk 

Figure 11 

In PTQ the convention was introduced to write all expressions of the 

form y(a) (S) as y(S,a). This example i.shows that the PTQ formulation was too 
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liberal: it would allow to write voluntarily as a relation: 

voluntarily(Ajohn, Awalk). This result is not attractive because tradition

ally one does not consider voluntarily as a relation. Therefore in reduc

tion rule 5 this convention was only introduced for y being a verb. 

The translation obtained for (95) does not allow for the conclusion 

that John walks, although this would be a correct conclusion from sentence 

(95). Not all adverbs allow for such a conclusion. From (96) it does not 

follow that John walks. 

(96) John allegedly walks. 

This means that the adverb allegedly creates an intensional context 

for the object of a verb. Also sentence (97) does not allow to con

clude to the existence of a unicorn. 

(97) John allegedly loves a uniaorn. 

One might expect the introduction of a meaning postulate that expresses the 

extensional character of slowly and voluntarily. Such a meaning postulate 

is not given in PTQ. I expect that it would be of a different nature than 

the postulates we have met before: it would be an implication, and I ex

pect that it would not give rise to simplifications of the formulas in

volved. 

The fragment contains two prepositions, and from these new adverbial

phrases can be formed. Prepositions translate into constants of type 

<<s,T(T)>,T(IAV)>. 

7.5. B Prep {in, about} 

7.6. {in,about} c CONT(Prep) 

7.7. in'= in, about' =about. 

7.7. END 

The rule for creating new adverbs is as follows. 

7.8. Rule s6 : 

Prep x T + IAV 

F6: concatenate (a, S) 

T6: a'(AS'). 

7.8. END 
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An example of an application of this rule is given in figure 12, where 

sentence (98) is produced. 

(98) John talks about a unicorn. 

John talks about a unicorn {S,4} 

about(AAP3u[unicorn (u) A vp(Au)])(Atalk)(Ajohn) 

----- * ---------John {T} talk about a unicorn {IV,10} 
V A A V A A 

APP( john) about( AP3u[unicorn*(u) A P( u)])( talk) ----- -------about a unicorn {IAV,6} talk {IV} 

about(AAP3u[unicorn (u) A VP(Au)]) talk 

----- * ~---about {Prep} a unicorn {T} 

about 

Figure 12 

The translation obtained here does not imply that there is a unicorn 

John talks about: about creates an intensional context. This is the result 

we aimed at (see section I). 

In the same way as we produced (98), we may produce (99) with as trans

lation (JOO). 

(99) Bill walks in the pa;pk 

(100) in(AAP3u[Vv[park (v) +-+ u=v] A VP(Au)J) (Awalk) (Abill). 
* 

This result is not completely satisfactory. If Bill walks in the park, then 

one may conclude that there exists a park, and if the park is the Botanical 

garden, then from (99) it may be concluded that Bill walks in the Botanical 

garden. So the locative preposition in does not create an intensional con

text. This property of in is formalized in the following meaning postulate. 

7.9. Meaning postulate 8 

v /\ v v 
3GVPlQVx0 [in(P)(Q)(x) +-+ P( Ay[[ G]( y)(Q)(x)J)J 

7.9. END 

In order to be able to give a reduction rule on the basis of this 

meaning postulate, a notation for the predicate denoted by v G in MPS is 
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introduced (such a notation for prepositions is not defined in PTQ). This 

notation is chosen in analogy of the notation o* for verbs. 

7.10. DEFINITION. 

/\ v /\ o* = AXAQAu[o( AP[ P( u)])(Q)(x))] where 

7 .10. END 

o E CON (P ) • T rep 

On the basis of this definition we have the following reduction rule. 

7.11. Reduction rule 9 

Let be given an expression of the form in(a)(S)(y), where 

a ~ ~<s,T(T)~' $ E ME<s,T(IV)>' y E ME<s,e> Then replace this expression by 
a( Ay[in*( y)(S)(y)]). 

CORRECTNESS PROOF. Let v E VAR , x E VAR and Q E VAR (IV) . Then e <s,e> <s,T > 
for all g 

We now apply MPS to the right hand side of the equality: this meaning pos

tulate says that there is a g' G g such that 

g' f in* ( v) (Q) (x) 

The expression to the right of the equality sign reduces by means of sever

al applications of RR 1 and RR2• Thus we obtain 

g' f in*(v)(Q)(x) = [vG](v)(Q)(x). 

Consequently g' fin*= vG. This means that fromMP8 it follows that 

L • V A V rVPvQV:idJ [in(P)(Q)(x) ++ P( Ay[in*( y)(Q)(x)J)J. 

7.11. END 

Formula (100) can be reduced, using RR9 , to (IOI) and further to (102) 

(101) [V/\AP[3uVv[park (u) ++ u=v] A VP(Au)]](AAy[in (Vy)(Awalk)(Abill)J) 
* * 
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In PTQ no examples concerning the meaning postulate for in are given. This 

example illustrates the consequence of the meaning postulate: if one stands 

in the relation of walking in with 'a collection of properties', then there 

is an 'individual' with which one has this relation. 

8. JOHN TRIES TO FIND A UNICORN 

In this section a new category of IV-modifiers is. introduced. This new 

category is called IV#IV (IV modifying verbs) and contains verbs taking verbs 

as complements. The fragment has only two of such verbs (try to, wish to), 

although there are a lot more in English. The syntactic treatment of these 

verbs is rather primitive: try to is considered as a single word containing 

a space (so to is not treated as a word). But our main interest is seman

tics, and the verbs are interesting in this respect. They create inten

sional contexts even when the sentence without such a verb would only have 

a de-re reading. An example is (103); this sentence does not necessarily have 

the implication that unicorns exist. 

(103) John tries to find a unicorn. 

Corresponding with the verbs of category IV#IV there are constants in the 

logic of the type <<s,T(IV)>,T(IV)>. The verbs translate into these con-

stants. 

8.1. BIV# IV ,,.. {try to, wish to} 

8.2. {try to, wish to} c CON T (IV# IV) 

8.3. try to' = try to, wish to' =wish to. 

8.3. END 

The members of IV#IV are used in the following rule. 

8.4. Rule s8 : 

IV#Iv x IV-+ IV 

FS: concatenate (a, S) 

TS: a'<''s'). 

8.4. END 



The production of (103) is partially presented in figure 13. 

Jolm tries to find a unicorn {S,4} 

John 

try to( 11 john, 

---------
v /\ 

l.P P( john) 

11 find( 11 !.P11 3u[unicorn (u) 11 vp( 11 u)])) 
-------.. * 

try to find a unicorn {IV,8} 

try to( 11 find( 11 !.P3u[unicorn (u) A vp( 11u)])) 

---- -----* try to find a unicorn {IV,5} 
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try to find( 11 !.P3u[unicorn*(u) 11 vP( 11u)]) 

Figure 13 

The formula obtained in this production process does not reduce further, 

and it does not allow to conclude for the existence of a unicorn which John 

tries to find. So the de-dicto aspect is dealt with adequately. But sen

tence (103) can also be used in a situation in which there is a unicorn 

which John tries to find. For reasons related to the ones given concerning 

John seeks a unicorn, the reading involving a particular unicorn has to be 

obtained as an alternative translation for (103). That reading can be ob

tained using s 14 ,n. 

The translation obtained for (103) in figure 13 is, however, not in all 

respects satisfactory. We do not get information concerning the relation 

between John and the property expressed in the second argument of try to. 

In particular it is not expressed that what John tries to achieve is that 

John (he himself) finds the unicorn, and not that someone else finds the 

unicorn. For verbs like promise and permit the relation between the subject 

and the complement is much more complex. A correction of this disadvantage 

of the PTQ treatment can be found along the lines of DOWTY (1978) and 

BARTSCH (1978b), see also section 4.1 in chapter VII. 

In section 4 we introduced the rules for IV conjunction and disjunc

tion. The verb phrases involved may concern two coreferential terms as in 

( !04) . 

(104) John finds a unicorn and eats it. 

The coreferentiality can be dealt with by means of quantifying in the term 

a unicorn. This yields the reading (105). 

(105) 3u[unicorn*(u) 11 find*(John,u) /\ eat*(john,u)]. 
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This formula expresses that there is a particular unicorn which John finds 

and eats. 

The conjoined verb phrase underlying ( 106) can be embedded in a try to 
construction. 

(106) John tries to find a unicorn and eat it. 

This sentence does not allow for the conclusion that there is a unicorn. 

The occurrence of a pronoun, however, invites us to produce this sentence 

with quantification rule s 14 , and that would result in a referential reading, 

viz. ( 107) 

A A V A V A 
(107) 3u[unicorn*(u) A try to( john, [find(AP[ P( u)]) A eat(AP[ P( u)J)J)]. 

A new quantification rule makes it possible to produce (106) in a reading 

which does not imply the existence of a unicorn. The following rule scheme 

describes the quantification of a Term into an IV-phrase. 

8.5. Rule s 16 ,n: 

T x IV + IV 

F 16 ,n: If a does not have the form hek 

8.5. END 

then replace in S the first occurrence of he or him n n 
by a, and all other occurrences of he by he/she/it and of 

n 
him by him/her/it according to the gender of the first T n 
or CN in a 

else replace all occurrences of hen by hek and of himn by himk. 
/\ Ay[a'( AXn[S'(y)])]. 

In order to produce (106) we first produce the verbphrase (108). 

(108) find a unicorn and eat it. 

The production of (108) is partially given in figure 14. 
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find a unicorn and eat it {IV, 16,1} 

AyAP3u~) 

a unicorn {T, 2} 

AP[3u[unicorn*(u) 

V A A A V A V 
A P( u)J( Ax1Cfind(y, AP P(x1)) A eat(y, AP P(x1))]) --find him1 and eat him1 {IV,12a} 

V A A V A V 
A P( u)]] AXLfind(x, AP P(x1)) A eat(x, AP P(x1))] --- ---find him1 {IV} eat him1 {IV} 

, A w A V 
find( AP P(x1)) eat( AP P(x1)) 

Figure 14 

Now we return to the production of sentence (106). Its production from 

(108) is presented in figure 15. 

John tries to find a unicorn and eat it {S,4} 

try to(Ajohn, AAy3u[unicorn (u) A find (vy,u) A eat (vy,u)]) 

--- --.:__ * * 
John {T} try to find a unicorn and eat it {IV,8} 

A , • V V J) try to( Ay3u[unicorn (u) A find ( y,u) A eat*( y,w 
~ ~ * 

try to {IV#IV} find a unicorn and eat it {IV} , 

try to Ay3u[unicorn (u) Afind (vy,u) Aeat' (vy,u)] 
* * * 

Figure 15 

A sentence related with (106) is (109). 

(109) John tries to find a unicorn and wishes to eat it. 

Montague argues that only a referential reading of this sentence is possible 

(except for the case that the pronoun it is considered as a pronoun of 

laziness). A production of sentence (109) might be given in which s 14 is 

used. Then it is not surprising that a referential reading is obtained. 

But this is also the case for a production using s16 , as will be shown 

below. The first step is to form verb phrase (110), with translation (111). 

(I I 0) try to find him1 and wish to eat him1 

( 111) 
A A V A A V 

Ax[try to(x, find( AP P(x 1))) A wish to(x, eat( AP P(x 1)))]. 

Combination of (110) with a unicorn according to s 16 , 1 yields (112). The 

translation is (113), which reduces to (114). 

(112) try to find a unicorn and wish to eat it 
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V A A A A V 
(113) Ay[AP3u[unicorn*(u) A P( u)]( Ax 1[try-to(y, find( AP P(x1))) A 

A A V 
wish to(y, eat( AP P(x 1)))])] 

(114) Ay3u[unicorn*(u) A try to(y, Afind(AAPVP(Au))) A 

wish to(y, Aeat(AAPVP(Au)))J. 

Combination of (112) with John according to s4 yields sentence (109). The 

translation is (115). 

(115) 3u[unicorn*(u) A try-to(Ajohn, Afind(AAPVP(Au))) A 
A A A V A 

wish-to( john, eat( APP( u)))J. 

The formula obtained here can be simplified by replacing o(AAPVP(Au)) by 
A V A 

AY o( APP( u))(y), where o is the translation of a transitive verb. The 

advantage of this replacement is that now RR5 and RR6 can be used. In this 

way (115) reduces to (116). 

A. A • V 
(116) 3u[unicorn*(u) A try-to( ;ohn, AY find*( y,u)) A 

wish to(Ajohn, AAY eat*(vy,u))] 

This method is formulated in a reduction rule as follows. 

8.6. Reduction rule 10 

Let be given an expression of the form o(AAPvP(Au)), where o is the 

translation of a TV for which MP4 holds. Then replace this expression by 
v 

Ayo*( y,u). 

CORRECTNESS PROOF. By definition of interpretation the two expressions are 

equivalent. 

8.6. END 

The possibilities for application of RR 10 are limited by mentioning 

explicitly the argument of o. One might omit this argument; then the rule 

would be applicable in many more circumstances, for instance to the formula 

obtained in figure 13. I have not used this more general version because 

it would not give rise to simpler formulas (in the sense of more concise 

formulas), but one might judge that the general rule would give rise to 

more understandable formulas. 
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9. JOHN BELiEVES THAT MARY WILL RUN 

A new construction considered in this section arises from verbs of the 

category IV/S; I.e. verbs taking a sentence as complement. There are several 

such verbs, but only two of them are incorporated in the fragment. 

9. I . BIV/S = {be Ueve that, asse:Pt that} 

9.2. {believe that, assert that} c CON<<s,T(S)>,T(IV)>> 

9.3. believe that' = believe that, asse:Pt that' = assert that. 

9.3. END 

The rule producing IV phrases from these verbs reads as follows. 

9.4. Rule S7: 

IV/S x s +IV 

F7: concatenate (a,8) 

T7: Cl I (A8 I)• 

9.4. END 

An example of a sentence with a verb of category IV/Sis (117). 

( 117) John believes that Mazy 1'Uns. 

Part of the production of (117) is given in figure 16. 

John believes that Ma:Py runs {S,4} 
believe that(Ajohn, Arun (mary)) 

* -- --John believe that ma:r:y runs {IV,7} 
V A A 

AP[ P( john)] believe that( run (mary)) -- ------: believe that {IV/S} Mary runs {S,4} 

believe that run* (mary) 

Figure 16 

Believe is considered as a relation between an individual concept and a 

proposition (i.e. a function from indices to truth values). It is not 

said what kind of relation this is. There are several proposals in the 
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literature analyzing the believe relation in more detail (e.g. LEWIS 1970), 

but Montague did not analyze it any further. 

The formula obtained in figure 16 expresses that believe is a relation 

with as first argument Ajohn. To this, the same comment applies as to the 

first argument of the seek-relation: there is no generally accepted nota

tion which expresses that for this argument believe can be considered as a 

relation with as first argument an individual. The second argument is an 

expression of type <s,t>. Would it have been an expression of type t, then 

we could replace it by any other expression which denotes (for the current 

index) the same truth value. So if someone would believe a truth, he would 

believe all truths (for the current index). Now that the second argument 

of the believe-relation is a proposition, this is not the case. If John 

and Mary walk, then one may believe that John walks, without having the 

formal implication that one believes that Mary walks. Nevertheless, the 

use of a proposition is not completely satisfactory. It implies that in 

case John believes a tautology, he believes all tautologies. This is a 

fundamental shortcoming of this kind of approach; there is, however, not a 

generally accepted alternative. 

The aspect that makes the introduction of believe and assert interest

ing in the present fragment, even with the present semantics, is that these 

verbs introduce intensional contexts in which a de-re reading is impossible. 

Sentence (118) does not allow for the conclusion that there exists a uni-

corn. 

(118) Mary believes that John finds a unicorn and he eats it. 

The relevant part of the production of sentence (120) is given in figure 17. 

Mary believes that John finds a unicorn and he eats it 

believe that(Amary, A3u[unicorn (u) A find (john,u) A eat*(john,u)]) 

-- ----- * * Mary believe that John finds a unicorn and he eats it 
V A A 

A.P[ P( mary)] believe that( 3u[unicorn*(u) A find*(john,u) A eat*(john,u)]) 

Figure 17 

A further extension of the fragment are the restrictive relative 

clauses: terms will be produced like Every man such that he runs. This such 

that form is not the standard form of relative clauses, but it avoids the 

syntactic complications arising from the use of relative pronouns. The 



following rule scheme describes how relative clause constructions are 

formed out of a CN and a sentence. 

9.5. Rule 53 : ,n 

CN x 5 ->- CN 

F : replace in 3,n 
S all occurrences of he by he/she/it and him by 

n n 
him/he1°/i t according to the gender of the first CN in a. 

T : 
3,n Axn[a' (xn) AS']. 

9.5. END 
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An example is the production of term (119), which is given in figure 18. 

(119) a man such that he runs. 

A man such that he runs {T,2} 

A.P3x[man(x) A run(x) A vP(x)] ---- ----a man such that he runs {CN,3,l} 

A.QA.P3x[vQ(x) A vP(x)] A.x 1[man(x 1) A run(x1)] 

---- "-..:.. man he1 runs 

man run(x 1) 

Figure 18 

The obtained translation can be reduced, using RR4 , to (120). 

(120) A.P3u[man*(u) A run*(u) A vp("u)]. 

Rule 53 takes a CN as one of its arguments, and yields a CN as re
,n 

sult. This means that the rule can be applied more than one time in suc-

cession. Then terms are obtained like the one in (121) 

(121) Every man such th.at,he walks such that he talks. 

In (121) both the relative clauses are attached to the head man; this 

phenomenon is called 'stacking'. A situation that may arise in connection 

with stacking is as follows. The second relative clause contains a pronoun 

which is coreferential with a term in the first relative clause, whereas 

the pronoun is (semantically) within the scope of the determiner of the 

whole term. An example, due to Bresnan (PARTEE 1975, p.263) is (124). 
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(122) Every girl who attended a womans college who gave a donation to it, 

was put on the list. 

Sentence (124) exhibits co-reference within the compound CN phrase: -it 

in the second relative clause refers to the college in the first relative 

clause. The whole term has a reading in which the college needs not to be 

the same for all girls. Suppose that we obtained coreferentiality by means 

of quantifying in the term a womans college for him 1 in sentence (123). 

(123) Every girl who attended him1 who gave a donation to him1 was put on 

the list. 

In that production process a reading would be obtained with for the existen

tial quantifier wider scope than for the universal quantifier. That is not 

the intended reading. In order to obtain the intended reading, a new quan

tification rule is introduced: quantification into a CN phrase. 

9.6. Rule s 15 ,n: 

T x CN + CN 

F : Replace the first occurrence of he /him in S by a. 15,n n n 
Replace all other occurrences of he by he/she/it, and of him n n 
by him/her/it, according to the gender of the first CN or T ina. 

T \ya'(1\x[S'(y)]). 
15,n n 

9.6. END 

An extensive discussion of relative clause formation will be given in 

chapter 8; examples in which rule s 15 is used, will be considered in appen

dix !. There also will be solved a problem that I neglected above: reduc-

tion rule RR4 applies to the translation of terms like (120), but not to 

such terms with the determiners every or the. 

In the remainder of this section I mention some rules which are intro

duced only to incorporate the complete PTQ fragment. The first rule con

cerns the sentence modifier necessarily. 

9.7. BS/S =necessarily 

9.8. necessarily' = \pD [vp]. 
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9 .9. Rule s9 : 

S/S x s ->- s 

F9: concatenate (a, B) 

T9: a' (AB'). 

9.9. END 

An example is the production of (124) which gets as its translation (127). 

(124) Necessarily John runs. 

(125) D run*(john). 

This example illustrates how sentence modifiers can be incorporated in the 

fragment. The translation of (126) is not correct since that sentence cannot 

mean that John always runs. For an alternative of the semantics of necessari

ly see e.g. VELTMAN 1980. 

Up till now we have met sentences in the positive present tense. PTQ 

has rules for some other tenses as well. These rules have several short

comings, and I will mention them without further discussion. 

9. I 0 Rule S 1 7 a: 

T x IV ->- S 

F17a: replace the first verb in B by its negative third person singular 

present,; concatenate(a,S) 

T17a: la'(AB') 

9.11 Rule SI ?b: 

T x IV -+ S 

FI 7b: replace the first verb in B by its third person singular future; 

concatenate (a, B) 

T l 7b: Wa' (AB') 

9. 12 Rule s 17c: 

T x IV ->- S 

F17c: replace the first verb in B by its negative third person singular 

future; concatenate(a,B) 

Tl7c: IW[ CL I (A BI) J 
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T x IV + S 

F 17d: replace the first verb in S by its third person singular perfect. 

concatenate(a,S) 

Tl7d: H[a'(AS')] 

9.14 Rule s 17e: 

T x IV + S 

F 17e: replace the first verb in S by its negative person singular 

present perfect; concatenate(a,S) 

Tl7e: IH[a'(AS')]. 

9.14. END 

This completes the exposition of the PTQ fragment. One should realize 

that the sentences we have discussed, constitute a special selection of the 

sentences of the fragment. Besides those rather natural examples, there 

are a lot of remarkable sentences in the fragment. An example is (128). 

(126) The park walks in John. 

Whether this is a shortcoming or not, depends on the opinion one has about 

the acceptability of (126). And how this should be dealt with, depends on 

the opinion one has about the question which component of the grammar 

should deal with such phenomena. Since these questions are completely in

dependent of the problems we were interested in, I have not discussed this 

aspect. Several more fundamental aspects of the system which were not com

pletely satisfactory, have been mentioned in the discussions. Other such 

aspects will arise in the discussion in later chapters, for instance in 

appendix As for the main aim of the enterprise, I conclude that Montague 

has for the problematic sentences mentioned in section I indeed provided 

an analysis which has the desired semantic properties, and which is in ac

cordance with the compositional framework. 
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CHAPTER VI 

VARIANTS AND DEVIATIONS 

ABSTRACT 

In this chapter the impact of the algebraic framework on the design of 

grammars, is illustrated by considering several proposals from the litera

ture. Most of these proposals contain details which are not in accordance 

with the framework. It will be shown that these proposals can be improved 

by adopting an approach which is in accordance with the framework, without 

losing the semantic effect the proposal was designed for. Other proposals 

present acceptable variants for certain details of the framework. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

On the basis of several proposals from the literature, I will illustrate 

in this chapter what the practical consequences are of the framework we 

have developed in chapters 1 and 2. Some of the proposals were already dis

cussed in JANSSEN 1978a. The rules from the proposals will not be adapted to 

the way of presentation used up till now, but they are quoted in the way 

they were formulated in the original papers. I expect that this will cause 

no problems. Only the formulas of IL are sometimes adapted to our notations 

(e.g. AA instead of~). Some of the proposals concern variants which are in 

accordance with the framework, but most are not. The objections against 

these proposals, however, concern in most cases only a minor detail of the 

paper, and my criticism should not be taken as a criticism on the paper as a 

whole. On the contrary, most of the papers I like very much, and that was a 

reason for studying them in detail. I will not consider proposals which are 

presented in such a way that it is evident that they are intended as a non

compositional component of the system (e.g. the indexing component for vari

ables of COOPER & PARSONS 1976, and the interpretation strategy for pronouns 

of BARTSCH 1979). Rather I will discuss aspects of proposals which seem at 

first glance to be in accordance with the framework, but which at closer in

vestigation appear not to be. Such examples exhibit that the practical con-

. sequences of the framework are sometimes not well understood. These examples 

are collected here to provide as illustrations of the framework: non-examples 

too can be very instructive. I hope that the examples give the reader an 

improved understanding of what it means to design a Montague grammar. As a 

matter of fact, my personal experience with the examples discussed here, 

was a great stimulans for the research presented in this book: discovering 

the foundations of Montague grammar, and investigating the practical con

sequences of these fundamental properties. 

The structure of our framework, as developed in chapters 1 and 2, is 

presented in figure 1. The arrows 2,5, and 7, are homomorphisms, and the 

arrows 3 and 6 are derivers. The examples we will consider are grouped ac

cording to the arrow representing the component where the deviation from 

the framework can be located. The number of the arrow indicates the section 

where that group of examples will be considered. 
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M - -6-

TE 

J2 
--+ IL' 

11 
"' 

--+ M' 

TE Term algebra of grammar for English 

IL Intensional Logic 

IL': Translation of English into algebra derived 

from intensional logic 

M Meanings for intensional logic 

M' Meanings for English 

Figure I . The framework 
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The framework of Montague grammar constitutes a framework which guaran

tees that one is working in accordance with the principle of compositionali

ty. Deviations from this framework are not just deviations from some arbi

trary mathematical system, but from a framework that is designed with the 

purpose of both obeying the principle, and being at the same time as gener

al as possible. If one violates this framework, then there is a great risk 

that one does not only disturb the framework, but also the underlying 

principle of compositionality. The ultimate consequence may be that one 

does not describe a semantics at all. In the discussion it will turn out 

that the practical examples of violations of the framework in most cases 

indeed yield an incorrect (i.e. unintended) semantics, or no semantics at 

all. In such cases the framework guides us toward a correct solution. In 

other cases, where the proposal did not give rise to an incorrect semantics, 

the principle suggests another kind of solution that is simpler than the 

original proposal. These aspects exhibit the value of (the formalization 

of) the principle of compositionality as a heuristic tool. 

In the light of the above remarks, it is useful to give a characteri

zation of what are harmful deviations of Montague's framework, and what 

are harmless variants. This characterization can be given at the hand of 

figure I. It is harmless to change the language of which the semantics is 

given; to change the kind of logic used as auxiliary language, or to change 

the kind of meanings obtained. All algebras in the figure may be replaced 

by other algebras. But the algebraic relations between them should not be 

changed; the algebraic properties of the arrows should not be disturbed. 

Homomorphisms should remain homomorphisms, and deri vers should remain de

rivers. These are the properties which guarantee that the principle of com

positionality is obeyed. 
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2. THE USE OF SYNTACTIC INFORMATION 

2.1. Introduction 

Some proposals from the literature contain a translation rule which 

depends on the actual expression on which the syntactic rule operates. This 

means that there are different semantic operations for the various syntac

tic possibilities. Hence there is a one-many correspondence between the 

syntactic operations and the semantic operations. Then the mapping from 

the syntactic algebra to the semantic algebra cannot be a homomorphism. 

Consequently the framework is not obeyed: the relation indicated in figure 

I by arrow 2 has to be a homomorphism. But also the principle of composi

tionali ty itself is violated. In this situation the meaning of the compound 

expression is not determined by the information which syntactic rule is used 

and what the meanings of the parts of the expression are, but also infor

mation about the actual expressions operated upon is needed. This situation 

is not a source of great practical problems, since, at least in the ex

amples considered below, the rule can easily be reformulated in such a way 

that the framework is obeyed. 

2.2. Easy to please 

This example concerns a variant of Montague grammar proposed in PARTEE 

1973. The expressions generated by the grammar contain labelled brackets 

which indicate the syntactic structure of the expressions. Partee wants to 

account for the occurrence of verb phrases in conjunctions and infinitives. 

Examples are given in (I) and (2) 

(I) Few :rules are both explicit and easy to read. 

(2) John wishes to see himself. 

For the production of these sentences a rule called 'derived verb phrase 

rule' is used. The rule is so close to a correct formulation that I would 

not like to call it a violation of the framework. It is rather an illu

strative slip of the pen. 

Derived verb phrase rule (PARTEE 1973) 

If$€ Pt and$ has the form t[T[hei]IV[a]], then F 104 ($) € PIV' where 

F104{$)=a', and a' comes from a by replacing each occurrence of hei, 
him., him.self by he*, him*,him*self respectively. 

~ ~ 
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Examples: 

F104 (he 1 sees him1self) =see him*self 

F104 Che 7 is easy to please) =be easy to please. 

Translation rule 

If ~ E Pt and ~ translates into ~', then F 104 (~) translates into >.xi ~'. 

From the formulation of the translation rule it might not be evident 

that the translation rule uses syntactic information. But this becomes 

clear if one realizes that in order to decide what the actual translation 

is (>.x 1 ~ or >.x2~ or ••. ), one needs to know the index of the first word of 

~. So syntactic information is used. The correction of this rule is rather 

simple, in analogy of term-substitution in PTQ we give the syntactic oper

ation an index as parameter: so F104 is replaced by F 104 ,i. In a later 

paper (PARTEE 1977a) the rule is corrected in this way. 

2.3. The horse Cannonero 

DELACRUZ (1976) considers expressions like the horse Cannonero. Such 

expressions belong to a category T and they are generated by the following 

rule: 

S3.I If a E BT and s E BCN then F21 Cs,a) E PT, provided that whenever a is 

of the form hen, F 21 Cs,a) =a; otherwise F21 Cs,a) =the s a. 
Examples: 

F 21 (horse, Cannonero) the horse Cannonero 

F21 Chorse,he1 ) = he1 • 

Translation rule: 

T3.I If a E BT, s E BCN and a,s translate into a',s' respectively, then 

F21 (s,a) translates into a' if a is of the form he 11 ; otherwise 

F21 Cs,a) translates into 

(3) 
V A V V A V 

;\P3y[Vx[[s'(x) A >.P>.z[ PJ( ;\x[ z= xJ)( a')(x)] ,_,. x=y]A[ P](y)]. 

Translation rule T3.I depends on the form of the input expressions of 

the syntactic rule, so it violates the framework. An attempt to formulate 

the translation rule as a single polynomial in which no syntactic informa

tion is used, would require an extension of IL with an if-then-else con

struction, and with a predicate which discriminates on semantic grounds 

between variables and constants. I doubt whether the latter is possible. 

But a simple solution can be found in the syntax. The construction 
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described by Delacruz provides evidence that we should distinguish among 

the tenns the (sub)categories Proper Names and Indexed Pronouns. Rule S3.l 

applies only to the category of Proper Names, or alternatively, rule S3.l 

is a partial rule which only applies to the subcategory of Proper Names. 

This approach describes more clearly what the situation is, than the origi

nal rule does, or a semantic reformulation would do. A final remark about 

the formula (3) given by Delacruz. It is not the simplest polynomial ex

pressing the intended semantic operation. I would use instead: 

(4) ;\P3yVx[t;' (x) 11 a' (>iz[v x=v z]) +->- x=y]A[v p](y)]. 

3. NON-POLYNOMIALLY DEFINED OPERATORS 

3.1. Introduction 

The algebra of fonnulas into which we translate, is obtained from the 

algebr~ of IL-expressions by means of restructuring this algebra. This 

means that new operations may be added, another type structure may be put 

on the elements, and old operations may be omitted. Following MONTAGUE 1970b, 

we require that in this process of restructuring, all operations are poly

nomial operations over IL. This restriction ensures that the interpretation 

homomorphism for IL determines a unique interpretation for the derived al

gebra. If one uses operations on IL expressions which are not defined as a 

polynomial, then there is a great risk of disturbing the homomorphic inter

pretation. This would mean that we have no interpretation for ·the derived 

algebra, thus we are not doing semantics at all! Therefore it is advisable 

to use only polynomially defined operators. 

When we consider examples of operators which are not polynomially de

fined, it will turn out that in all cases the operator can be replaced by 

a polynomially defined operator which has the desired properties. Replace

ment of a non-polynomially defined operator by a polynomially defined one, 

is (in all these cases at least) a simplification. Thus the requirement 

of working in accordance with the framework guides us toward a simpler 

treatment than originally was proposed. This consequence illustrates the 

heuristic value of the principle of compositionality. So there is, from a 

practical point of view, no reason to use nonpolynomially defined operators. 

Theoretical aspects of non-polynomially defined operators will be discussed 

in section 4. 
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3.2. John who runs 

The approach to natural language followed in BARTSCH 1979 is closely 

related to the approach followed in the field of Montague grammar. The 

differences which appear in this and the next example are that the treat

ment of intensions is different, and that the generated language is some

what more abstract since it contains brackets and other auxiliary symbols. 

These differences do not influence the aspect I wish to discuss. Bartsch 

presents a rule for the formation of term phrases containing non-restric

tive relative clauses. Such expressions are formed from a term and a rela

tive sentence by the following rule (BARTSCH 1979, p.45). 

S4. If a is a term and 13 a relative sentence, then 13(a) is a term.[ ... ]. 

The corresponding translation rule reads 

T4. If a' is the translation of the term a and RELT(Ax 13'(x)) is the trans

lation of the relative clause 13 from S4, then (RELT(Ax 13'(x)))(a') is 

the translation of 13 (a), and for all terms a with ci' = AP( ... P(v) ... ) 

we have: (RELT(Ax 13'(x)))(AP( .•• P(v) ... )) = AP( ... B'(v) & P(v) ... ). 

The translation rule evidently is no polynomial over IL. The rule works well 

for the translation one usually obtains for term phrases. For every man 

the standard translation is (5), and for this case the rule is perfect. 

(5) AP Vv[man'(v) + P(v)]. 

In case an alphabetical variant of formula (5) is used, the situation 

changes. Consider (6). 

(6) AQ Vµ[man'(µ) + Q(µ)]. 

Translation rule T4 as formulated above does not apply: it is not defined 

for this representation. Probably we have to be more liberal and consider 

T4 to be defined for all expression of the indicated form. But there are 

also formulas which are equivalent to (5) and which are certainly not of 

the same form. Let R be a variable of the same type as the translation of 

terms, and consider (7) 

(7) AQ Vv[AR[R(man') + R(Q)](AP[P(v)])]. 

Rule T4 is not defined for this representation. Moreover, application of 
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the rule to the subexpression AP[P(v)] would yield a semantically incorrect 

result. 

This discussion shows the consequence of T4 that it is no longer al

lowed to exchange logically equivalent formulas. The rule defines a partial 

function between IL formulas; it is an instruction for formula manipulation, 

not for compositional semantics. A reaction to these objections agains.t a 

rule like T4 might be that one adds to the rule a clause stating that in 

case a formula is not of the mentioned form, it must be reduced to that for

mat. This instruction obscures a lot of problems since it does not say how 

such a reduction is to be performed. A discussion of the problems arising 

with this attempt to correct in this way a non-polynomial rule, will be 

given in section 4. 

Can the basic idea of the operation be described in a polynomial way? 

The desired effect is the replacement of P(v) by B'(v)AP(v). This can be 

obtained giving Az[B'(z)AP(z)] as argument of AP[ ... P(v) ••• ]. We must take 

care furthermore of the binding of the variable P. Thus we come to a 

version of T4 which is in accordance with our formalisation of the semantic 

compositionality principle: 

T4'. Let a' be the translation of the term a and y' the translation of the 

relative clause y. Then the translation of the compound expression 

y(a) is: 

(8) AQ(a'(h[y'(z) A Q(z)])). 

One observes that it is not needed to follow the method hinted at above: to 

define the intended semantic operator by defining an operator on specially 

selected representations. The formulation of T4' uses the polynomial ex

pression (8). It is more exact and simpler than the original formulation, 

and it works well for all formulas equivalent with a' or y'. 

RODMAJ.~(1976) also considers the formation of terms containing a non

restrictive relative clause. He presents a rule which produces such terms 

out of a term and a sentence, where the sentence contains a suitable vari

able. His translation rule reads: 

If a E PT,$ E Pt and a,$ translate into a',$' respectively, then 
• V A V A 

F3,n(a,$) translates into APAQ[ P( Axn[$ 1 A Q(xn)J)]( a'). 

This is not the simplest formulation of the polynomial. By one time A-re

duction one obtains 
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(9) " v AQ[a'( AX[~'" Q(x )])]. 
n n 

One observes that this rule is almost identical with the version given 

above of Bartsch's rule. The differences are due to a different treatment of 

intensions, and the fact that Bartsch uses the intermediate stage of a re

lative sentence. Concerning the meaning of the relative clause construction 

the two solutions are essentially the same. This shows another advantage of 

the restriction to use only polynomials. It gives us a uniform representa

tion of meanings, and different polynomials can be compared with each other 

by using known methods. 

3.3. Das Miidchen gibt den Apfel dem Vater 

BARTSCH (1979) represents a rule which combines an n-place verb-phrase 

with a term to produce an (n-1)-place verb-phrase. The rule does not in ad

vance fix the order in which the term pos'itions should be filled in: a rule 

has as parameter a number indicating which position is to be filled. By 

varying the sequence of 'filling in' one can generate the German versions 

of The girl gives the father the apple, The girl the apple the father gives, 

etc. (the German versions all seem to be parts of correct sentences). The 

result of substituting the term a on the i-th place of a verb S is indi

cated by (a,i)S. The syntactic rule reads (BARTSCH 1979, p.27) 

(SI) If S' is a Vn(n-place verb) with the set of n term-places, K,i E K, 

and if a' is a T(term), then (a' ,i) (S') is a vi-I with the set of 

term-places K - {i}. 

(TI) 

For this we write (a~(i)(s 1 vi)vi- 1 ). 
If a" is the translation of a' as a T, and Ax., .•• ,x S"(x., ..• ,x) 

J m J m 
with n places, the translation of S' as a Vn, then the translation 

of (a', i) (S') is 

AX., ••• ,x'.'x., ... ,x (a"(Ax.(S"(x., ... ,x )))), 
J i i m i J m 

with xj as the variable that precedes xi and 

x .• 
J. 

'x. as the variable that 
J. 

This rule is defined only for special representations of the meaning of the 

term, and, for reasons related to the ones mentioned in the previous ex

ample, it is not acceptable as a rule for compositional semantics. Again 

the idea behind the formulation of the rule can be formulated by means of 

a polynomial, thus becoming an acceptable rule and obtaining a shorter 

formulation: 
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If a." is the translation of a.' as a T and y" is the translation of y' 

as a Vn, then the translation of (a.',i)8' is 

)..yl, ..• ,y'.'y., ••• ,y (a."()..y,y"(yl, .•. ,y ))) 
i i m i m 

with y~ as the variable that precedes yi and 'yi as the variable that 

follows yi. 

3.4. Woman such that she loves him 

Below we have the rule for the formation of restrictive relative 

clauses from PTQ (MONTAGUE (1973)). This rule reads as follows (notation 

adapted) 

83,n: CN x S ~ CN 

F3,n: Replace he in 8 by he/she/it and him by him/her/it, according to 
n n 

the gender of the first CN in a.; 

Concatenate (a., such that, 8) 

T3,n: )..x [a.'(x) A 8']. 
n n 

This rule gives rise to an incorrect translation in case 8' contains an oc

currence of x which should not be bound by the )..-operator which is intro
n 

duced by the translation rule. An example is the production presented in 

figure 2. 

woman such that she loves him2 such that she runs {CN, 
v v 

)..x2[)..x3[woman(x3) A love*( x 3 , x 2)J(x2) A run(x2)J 

/ ~ 
woman such that she loves him2 {CN, 3,3} he2 runs 

v v 
A lov~ ( X 3 , X 2) ] 

he3 loves him2 
v v 

love*( x3 , x 2) 

woman 

woman 

Figure 2. Incorrect binding of x2 

The translation obtained reduces to (10). 

(10) 

3,2} 

The produced CN-phrase may be used in the production of some sentence, and 
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in this process John might be substituted for him2• Then the sentence con

tains a CN-phrase woman who loves John. But the translation contains (10), 

expressing that the woman loves herself. 

In order to avoid this collision of variables, Thomason has presented 

the following translation rule (footnote to PTQ, THOMASON 1974, p.261, 

presentation adapted) 

T3' ,n: ).x [ex' (x ) A lji] 
m m 

where 1jJ is the result of replacing all occurrences of xn in 8' by 

occurrences of xm, where m is the least even number such that xm has 

no occurrence in either ex' or 8'. 

One observes that T3' uses an operation on expressions which is not an oper

ation of IL: the replacement of certain variables by a variable with a spe

cial index. We might try to describe the required change by means of IL 

operators. It is easy to obtain the replacement: ).-conversion does the job: 

T3" AX [ex'(x) A AX [8'](x )]. 
m m n m 

Where m is as in T3' 

It is, however, impossible to extend IL with a operator Gr which yields the 

greatest non-used even index. This can be shown by providing two equivalent 

formulas for which this operator would yield non-equivalent results. Let~ 

be an arbitrary formula. Gr(~Ax2=x2) would be x4, whereas Gr(~Ax4=x4) would 

be x6 , what contradicts the law concerning substitution of equivalents. 

We just observed that Thomason's rule contains instructions which es

sentially use the particular IL representation of the meaning of the rela

tive clause. Nevertheless the rule as a whole is correct in the sense that 

it corresponds with an operation on the set of meanings. If the translation 

of the conmon noun or of the sentence is replaced by an equivalent formula, 

the application of T3' (or T3") gives for all cases an equivalent result. 

This is due to the fact that the syntactic operation we called Gr is used 

only in the context of renaming bound variables. So T3', although violating 

the framework, does not violate the compositionality principle. 

But there is a more direct solution to the problem raised by Montague's 

rule. A translation rule for relative clause formation which does obey the 

restriction of using polynomially defined operators is 

T3'" ).p).x [P(x) A 8'](ex'). 
n n 

This translation rule yields a correct result for the problematic case 

presented in figure 2, due to the conditions for ).-conversion. In case ex' 

does not contain free occurrences of x then T3"' reduces to T3, otherwise n' 
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A-conversion evokes change of bound variables. One observes that the for

mulation of T3"' is simpler and much more elegant than the formulation of 

T3' (or T3"). Moreover T3'" i.s in accordance with the variahle principle, 

whereas T3" and T3' are not (see chapter 8). The simple formulation of T3' 

is possible because the syntactic problem of collission of variables is not 

dealt with in the translation rule, but on a more appropriate level: in 

the rules for A-conversion which, by their nature, are syntactic operations 

on IL expressions. 

4. OPERATORS DEFINED ON REPRESENTANTS 

In all examples from section 3, a rule was defined which works well in 

the situations one usually meets in practice. In two of the examples the 

rule does not work well in unusual situations. Often one is tempted to de

sign rules in such a way that as a consequence they have this character. 

One defines a rule for the formulas one is familiar with, using well known 

properties of these formulas. Then one hopes that an operation defined on 

these special formulas in fact defines an operation on the associated 

meanings. In the present section it will be investigated under which cir

cumstances this hope will become reality. It will be shown that it is not 

easy to create such circumstances. 

Besides the practical motivation given above for considering non-poly

nomially defined operators, there is a theoretical argument. In the intro

duction of section 3 I mentioned that an operator which is not defined by 

means of a polynomial over IL violates the framework, and bears the risk of 

violating the compositionality principle itself as well. But not all non

polynomial operators do so. In 3.4 we have met a non-polynomially defined 

operator which could be replaced by a polynomially defined one. From chap

ter 2, section 7, we know that an operator which is defined on the language 

IL, and which respects all homomorphic interpretations, can be described by 

means of a polynomial. But this does not imply that all non-polynomially 
defined operators which respect the interpretation of IL, indeed can be 

described by means of a polynomial. This is due to the rather strong con

dition of the theorem that all homomorphic interpretations are respected. 

We are not interested in all meaning algebras we might associate with IL, 

but only in some of them. We want to interpret P(x) as the application of a 

function to an argument, we want the interpretations of qi /\ ijJ and of 

ijJ /\ qi to be the same, and we want several meaning postulates to be 
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satisfied. Therefore the theorem does not give us the guarantee that every 

operation on IL which respects the usual interpretations of IL indeed can 

be defined by means of a polynomial. These considerations constitute a 

theoretical argument for considering non-polynomially defined operators. 

But the practical argument given above is, in my opinion a more interesting 

reason for doing so. 

The definition of an operation on IL formulas is acceptable if (and 

only if) it does not disturb the compositionality principle, i.e. if with 

the operation on formulas we can associate an operation on meanings. This 

can only be done if for logically equivalent formulas the operation yields 

equivalent results. So when defining an operation by defining it for special 

formulas, every special formula ~ has to be considered as a representant of 

the class of formulas equivalent to ~. 

A mathematical description of the situation is as follows. The set of 

formulas (of a certain type) is divided into equivalence classes. A class 

consists of formulas which have the same meaning in all models. Remember 

that we defined the meaning of an IL formula of type T as a function which 

assigns to an index and a variable assignment some element in D, (so ex

pressions in the same class represent the same function) . In each class 

representants are defined, and we wish to define an operation on the whole 

class by defining an operation for the representants. If in each class 

there is only one representant, we are in the situation presented in figure 

2b, if there are more, then we are in the situation of figure 2a. We want 

to know when a definition on a representant defines an operation on the whole 

class. 

Figure 2a Several representants Figure 2b One representant 

When defining an operation on an equivalence class by a definition on 

its representant, two aspects can be distinguished. 

A) the definition of an operation on the representants 
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B) A proof that this defines an operation on the whole class. 

As for A) we have to fulfill the following two requirer.:ients. 

Al) One has to describe exactly the set of formulas for which the operation 

is defined, i.e. one has to define a recursive set of representants. 

A2) One has to define for all representants what the effect of the opera

tion is, i.e. we have to define an effective operation on the set of 

representants. 

This kind of requirements we have met before: define a set and opera

tions on this set (e.g. define a language and a translation of this lan

guage). Therefore it seems attractive, in the present context, to define 

the set of representants by means of a grammar generating the expressions 

in the subset. In order to be sure that the operation is defined for all 

formulas in the subset, one might formulate the clauses of the operation 

parallel to the grannnatical rules generating the subset. This will probably 

be more complicated than a polynomial definition. But other techniques for 

defining the set of representants and the operation are possible as well. 

As for B) I will consider first the situation described in figure 2a: 

one representant in each class. Here the definition of an operation on the 

representant automatically determines a semantic operation on the whole 

class: the interpretation of the operation on the representant is the se

mantic operation on the interpretations of all expressions in the class. 

But how can we be sure that we are in the situation of figure 2a? Proving 

that we are in such a situation means that we have to prove the existence 

and unicity of a representant for each class. I do not know whether there 

exists for each type a recursive set of unique representants. Assuming the 

possibility of such a set, it remains the question how to prove the existence 

and unicity of such representants. It seems attractive to do this by pro

viding an algorithm which transforms a given formula into the representant 

of its equivalence class. This expresses the idea we met in section 3.2: 

if a formula is not in the required form, it should be transformed into the 

required form. This approach is, however, in the relevant cases impossible, 

as follows from the following theorem. 

4. I. THEOREM. Let o,T E Ty. Define the equivalence relation ~on ME <o,<T,t>> 
by cJ> ~ 1jJ iff f= cj> 1~. Let R c ME be a (recursive) set of represen-<a ,<T ,t >> 
tants such that for each equivalence class there is one element in R. Let 
f: ME +ME be a function which assigns to each formula <o,<T,t>> <o,<T,t>> 
the representant of its equivalence class. Then f is not recursive. The 
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PROOF. Let qi E MEt' PE VAR0 , Q E VART. Then the following statements are 

equivalent 

(I I) (qi is logically true) 

(12) ~ ;\P;\Q[ qi] = ;\P;\Q[Vx[x=x]] 

( 13) ~ f(;\P;\Q[qi]) = f(;\P;\Q[Vx[x=x]]). 

Note that in (13) semantic equality of the formulas is expressed. Since for 

each class there is one representant, (13) is equivalent with (14) 

(14) f(;\P;\Q[qi]) - f(;\P;\Q[Vx[x=x]]). 

Note that in (14) syntactic identity of the by f obtained formula is ex

pressed. So, if f is recursive, the question whether qi is logically true is 

decidable: calculate f(;\P;\Q[~]) and f(;\P;\Q[Vx[x=x]]), and see whether they 

are identical. Since IL is undecidable, f cannot be recursive. For ME 
<-r,t> 

analogously. Note that we did not use the recursiveness of the set of repre-

sentants. 

4.1. END 

The translations of expressions of the PTQ fragment are all of the 

form <o,<T,t>> or <T,t>. The same holds for the expressions of the frag

ments considered in all examples. The theorem says that there is no algorithm 

which transforms a formula into its representant. If one tries to define an 

operation on a class by an operation defined on its representants, then 

one has to find some other way of proving the existence and uniqueness of 

a representant. 

Next we will consider the situation described in figure 2b: a multiple 

set of representants is allowed for. There is no doubt that such a set 

exists: MET itself is a recursive set of multiple representants of MET. But 

also here a complication arises. 

4.2. THEOREM. Define~ as in the previous theorem. Let R be a (recursive) 

set such that for every equivalence class there is at least one equivalent 

element in R. Let f: ME 7 ME be a recursive function that 
<o,<T,t>> <o,<T,t>> 
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assigns to every formula an equivalent formula in R. Then for r 1,r2 ER it 
is undecidah le whether F r 1 = r 2 • 

PROOF. As observed in the proof of the previous theorem F ~ is equivalent 

with F f(\P\Q[~]) = f(\P\Q['v'x[x=x]]). If equality is decidable for elements 

of R, then the equality is decidable for these two formulas, so it is de

cidable whether ~holds. This gives rise to a contradiction since IL is un

decidable. Note that we did not use the recursiveness of the set of repre~ 

sentants. 

4.2. END 

This result means that we have to prove that an operation defined for 

representants yields for equivalent formulas an equivalent result, without 

knowing what the equivalent formulas look like. 

The above discussion shows that it is, generally spoken, a complicated 

and extensive task to define a function by defining a function on specially 

selected representations. Probably this can only be done in practice, if 

one considers a situation with a special structure which has the effect 

that all proofs become drastically simplified. But if the situation is such 

a special one, it may be expected that the same effect can be obtained in 

a more direct way: by using polynomials. This is illustrated in the examples 

considered in section 3. So far there is no evidence that there is any ad

vantage in defining operations in a non-polynomial way. 

5 • NEW SYMBOLS IN IL 

5.1. Introduction 

Some authors extend the language of IL with new symbols. These symbols 

should obtain an interpretation by means of an extension of the interpre

tation homomorphism for IL. For each point of reference some semantic ob

ject of the right type has to be associated with the new symbol. If the new 

symbol is an operator, its interpretation has to be a function operating on 

the interpretation of its argument. If these requirements are not met, then 

the interpretation homomorphism of IL cannot be extended to an interpreta

tion homomorphism for the extension of IL. Consequently arrow 5 in figure 

is no longer a homomorphism. Hence arrow 7 is not a homomorphism either. 

Then the translation homomorphism 2 cannot be continued to an interpreta

tion homomorphism, and this means that the principle of compositionali ty 
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is violated. Below we will consider two examples of new symbols. 

5.2. Shake John awake 

DOWTY (1976) treats, among others, the semantics of factive construc

tions such as shake John aLJake. In order to do so, he extends the language 

of intensional logic with two operators: CAUSE and BECOME. Interesting for 

our discussion is his treatment of CAUSE. In order to define its interpre

tation Dowty adds "to the semantic apparatus of PTQ a selection function f 

that assigns to each wff <P and each i E I a member f(<ji,i) of I. [Intuitive

ly f(<ji,i) is to be that i' most like i with the (possible) exception that 

<ji is the case [ .. ] ]". Then the interpretation of CAUSE reads: 

"If <ji,1}! EME then (<ji CAUSE ijJ)A,i,j,g is I if and only if [<jiAijJ]A,i,j,g is I 

and [11}! JA' f fi<P' i) 'j 'g is I . " 

The function f is defined on IL-expressions and not on the interpreta

tions of these expressions. As a consequence CAUSE is an operator on IL-ex

pressions and not on the meanings they represent. This is illustrated as 

follows. The definition of fallows that for some <ji,n,i holds that 

f(l[<jiAn],i) ~ f(l[nA<ji],i). This may have as a consequence that 

[(<jiAnJCAUSE ijJ]A,i,j,g = I whereas [(nA<ji)CAUSE ijJ]a,i,j,g = O. The main 

features of an example of such a situation are as follows. Let 
A . . A ' ' 

[(<jiAn)AijJ] ,i,J,g =I, so [(nA<ji)AijJ] ,i,J,g =I. Suppose that f(l[<jiAn],i) = i' 
A.,. A .. 

and [11}!] ,i,J,g =I. Then [(<jiAn)CAUSE 1}!] ,i,J,g =I. Suppose moreover that 

f(l[nA<ji],i) = i" and [lijJ]A,i",j,g = 0. Then [(nA<ji)CAUSE ijJ]A,i,j,g = 0. 

In the above example the principle of compositionality is not obeyed: 

two equivalent formulas cannot be interchanged 'salva veritate'. Moreover 

the meaning of CAUSE described above is incorrect since, intuitively, 

[(<jiAn)CAUSE ijJ]A,i,j,g = [(nA<ji)CAUSE ijJ]A,i,j,g. A correction is possible by 

taking as domain for f the intensions of formulas: f assigns to each 

d E D and i E I a member f(d,i) E I. Then a situation as described 
<s,t> 

above is automatically excluded. The interpreation of CAUSE now becomes as 

follows. 

[<ji CAUSE ijJ]A,i,j,g = l if and only if 

[<jiAijJ]A,i,j,g = I and [lijJ]A,!:_,j,g = I, where 
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This definition has the property that if ~ CAUSE ~. then for all tautologies 

n holds that (~An) CAUSE ~' a problem of the same nature as the problem we 

met in chapter 4 concerning the complements of belief-sentences. 

5.3. I and You 

GROENENDIJK & STOKHOF (1976) give a treatment of the pronouns I and 

You. For this purpose, they extend the model for IL. Usually the denotation 

of an IL expression is defined with respect to a world i and a time j; these 

i and j are called 'indices'. Groenendijk & Stokhof extend the set of in

dices with three components: j 0 ,s and h. Here j 0 E J is the moment 'now', 
• h !XJ • • h" h • f 1.e. t e moment of utterance, s EA is a function w 1c for a point o 

reference (i,j) yields the speaker at that moment, and h E AixJ is a func

tion yielding the hearer. The interpretation of a may depend on i,j,j0 , s 

and h, and we write aA,i,j,g,s,h,jo for the interpretation of a. The lan-

guage of IL is extended with the constants i and y of type <s,e>; these con

stants occur in the translations of the pronouns I and you respectively. 

The goal they wish to reach is described as follows. (op.cit.p.308). 'What 

we want our interpretations to express is that the extension of the con

stants i, y are the possible individuals which are speaking now, spoken to 

now respectively. This would explain the tautological character of a sen

tence like (15) and the contingent character of sentences like (16)'.: 

(15) I am the speakeP 

(16) I wiZZ not be the speakeP 

Groenendijk & Stokhof define F(i) = s and F(y) h. Furthermore they define 

iA, i, j , g, s, h, j o 

and 

A,i,j ,g,s,h,jo ( ) (" . ) 
y =Fy,1,JO 

So for any point of reference the interpretation of i is the speaker now, 

and the interpretation of y is the hearer now. 

The corresponding intensions, however, are separately defined: as 

(Ai)A,i,j,g = F(i) and (Ay)A,i,j,g = F(y) respectively. One observes that 

no longer holds that for all a: (Aa)A,i,j,g = ~(i,j) aA,i,j,g. This combi

nation of the definition of interpretation of Ai and Ay with the interpre

tation of i and y violates the recursive interpretation of the IL, thus 
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disturbing its homomorphic interpretation. This has drastic consequences: 

several tautologies become unvalid. It is no longer true that for constants 

of type <s,e> holds that AVc = c, nor that a S +Va = vS is valid 

(for a,S E ME ). The interpretation of the logic is not a homomorphism 
<s,e> 

(since h(Aa) f Ai,j[h(a)J); therefore the interpretation of the natural 

language is not a homomorphism either. This means that the principle of com

positionality is violated. 

Let us consider the first goal of the approach of Groenendijk & 

Stokhof. Sentence (15) is true when evaluated with respect to the moment 

'now', but not with respect to a point of reference where the speaker is 

someone else. The sentence expresses not a tautology (as a matter of fact, 

this is not claimed by Groenendijk & Stokhof) • \Vhat they probably wish to 

express by the phrase 'tautological character' is that for every choice of 

the moment 'now', the sentence is true when evaluated with respect to this 

moment, whereas not the same can be said about the second sentence. This 

effect can be obtained in a compositional way by stipulating that 

F(i) = Ai,j[s(i,j 0)J and F(y) = ~i,j[h(i,j 0)J. Then the translation of (16), 
v. v 

being something like i = s, becomes true for the point of reference (i,j 0), 

no matter what j 0 is, whereas this is not the case for the translation of 
v v 

(16), being something like IW[ i= s]. 

6. COUNTING ELEMENTS 

6.1. Introduction 

In the present section I will consider two examples of counting the 

number of elements in the model. In the first example this is done in a way 

which suggests a misunderstanding of the framework. As a contrast I present 

the second example in which the counting proceeds correctly. These examples 

illustrate the role of the derived algebra M' which is obtained from the 

algebra Min which we interpret intensional logic. 

6.2. Keenan & Faltz count 

KEENAN & FALTZ (1978) present a system for the description of syntax 

and semantics that is related to Montague's system. An important dif

ference is that they obtain their semantic domain by application of alge

braic operations (join, meet, homomorphism) on certain basic elements. 

One way in which they compare their system with Montague's is by ways of 
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counting the number of elements in the semantic domain of their system and 

Montague's sets D • They base an argument in favour of their system on the 

' fact that a certain domain D contains many more elements than the corre-

' sponding set in their own system. There are several objections against this 

comparison. The stage at which Keenan & Faltz carry out their comparison 

(viz.p.130) does not do justice to Montague's enterprise. They compare their 

model for an extensional fragment of English with Montague's domains de

veloped for an intensional fragment. Furthermore they do not take Montague's 

meaning postulates into account. So the numbers they obtain are not the 

relevant numbers. I will, however, not correct their calculations, since I 

am primarily interested in the method of comparison. This method will be 

discussed below. 

Keenan & Faltz have a theory which says e.g. how many verb phrase 

meanings are possible (for a given domain of individuals): it is the num

ber of homomorphisms between certain sets (which are built from the set of 

individuals). Keenan and Faltz count in their framework the number of ele

ments in some of such sets, i.e. they count the number of possible deno

tations of certain types. In Montague's framework they count the number of 

elements in D for the corresponding types. I have fundamental objections 
' against this comparison since in this way sets are compared that are in-

comparable. The sets D in Montague's system are sets in the algebra M (see 
' figure I). Out of algebra Ma derived algebra is defined. This derived al-

gebra M' consists precisely of the elements which are used for the inter

pretations of expressions produced by the granunar for the fragment. In the 

process of forming the derived algebra M' elements of D may be thrown out; 
' e.g. a set D may consist of all functions of a certain type, whereas in M' 

' only the homomorphisms may be left over. If one wants to count the number 

of possible denotations for the expressions of a certain category, then 

one has to count the number of elements of the corresponding type in the 

union of all derived algebras. One should not count the auxiliary set D 

' instead. The method of counting of Keenan & Faltz neglects the role of 

arrow 6 in figure I. 

The number of elements in a derived algebra can easily be counted. The 

derived algebra M' is the image of the syntactic algebra for the fragment. 

Therefore the number of elements in M' cannot be larger than the number of 

expressions in the syntax. Since the latter is denumerable, the former is. 

And for a given category, say the verb phrases, the number of expressions 
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of this category gives an upperbound for the number of elements of the cor

responding type in the semantic algebra. 

6.3. Partee counts 

As a contrast to the previous example, I would like to consider PARTEE 

(1977b), where the difference between Mand M' is taken into account. Partee 

discusses the psychological plausibility of possible world semantics. She 

argues that the finiteness of our brains requires that the theory of lin

guistic information we have should be finitely representable. The possible 

world semantics, however, gives rise to sets of rather large cardinalities 
~o 

(For instance if IAI = ~O and III = ~0 • then!D<s e>I= 2 andjD<<s e> <s e>>I 
~o ' ' ' ' 

2<2 ) • These cardinalities make it impossible to assume that we have 

finite representations of all sets D in our brains. Partee gives a way out 
-r 

of this dilemma: assume that we have finite representations of the form 

of the sets D,, but not of all their elements. PARTEE (1977b,p.317-318) 

says: 'In the acquisition of any particular language, not all of the in

principle possible denotations need to be considered as a hypothesis about 

the actual denotation of an actual expression of the language. The inten

sional logic into which the natural language is translated, will contain at 

most dentm1erable many expressions of any given type, and the finite percep

tual and cognitive apparatus will make at most denumerable many members of 

D finitely representable, and it will only be correspondences be-a,A, I,J 
tween these two at most denumerable sets that will have to be empirically 

determined by the language learner'. 

It is striking to compare these psychologically motivated opinions 

with the mathematical properties of the framework. These predict that in 

an interpretation of a particular language there are only denumerable many 

meanings because there are denumerable many expressions in the language of 

which we give the meaning. So for any particular language the number of 

meanings in the model, and the number found on psychological considerations 

agree·. 

In relation with the previous discussion Partee considers the follow

ing question (PARTEE 1977b p.318). 'One might ask at this point, if the 

'available' members of D A I J are always going to form a denumerable set, 
a, ' ' 

why shouldn't all the sets D A I J be constrained to be denumerable by the 
a, ' ' 

semantic theory?' The answer Partee would argue for is 'that there is no 

telling in advance which possible world the native speaker will find her-
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self in;[ .. ] her semantic component must equip her for a language in any of 

them. 

An alternative is to consider the psychological arguments as an invi

tation to change one of the algebras of the framework in figure 1. It seems 

to be an argument against taking the standard model for intensional logic 

because of the large cardinality of its sets, in favor of taking as seman

tic algebra some generalized model with denumerable many elements (general

ized model in the sense of HENKIN 1950, see sections I and 3 of ch.3). This 

would have the interesting consequence that the axiomatization of inten

sional logic (given in chapter 3) would be a complete axiomatization for 

this class of models. This is a direct consequence of lemma 3.3.1 in GALLIN 

1975. But no matter which conclusion is drawn from the psychological argu

ments, this whole discussion remains an interesting excursion because 

Montague's system was not designed, as I explained in chapter l and 3, to 

formalize any psychological theory. 

7. THE TRANSLATION LANGUAGE 

7.1. Introduction 

An intensional language is a language of which the denotation of an 

expression depends on an index, and an extensional language is a language 

where this is not the case. An example of an extensional language is pre

dicate logic, an example of an intensional language is IL. Our approach 

makes English an intensional language: a sentence denotes a truth value; 

which one this is depends on the current index (point of reference). In 

an extensional approach we would say that a sentence denotes an function 

from indices to truth values (an intension). Is it possible to give an ex

tensional treatment of English, and what are the consequences? In other 

words, is it possible to change the relation indicated in figure 1 by arrow 

7? 

It will turn out that the answer to the above question is positive. 

This gives us the choice between (at least) two different approaches. When 

making a choice, we have to realize what the role is of the translation 

level in the whole framework. We aim at defining a systematic relation be

tween English expressions and their meanings. In order to be able to ex

press this relation conveniently, we use the translation into intensional 

logic. In chapter 2 is explained how this logic is interpreted 
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homomorphically: e.g. an expression of type t has as its homomorphic 
IxJxG 

image (has as its meaning) some function in {0,1} • Fundamental to this 

whole approach is the relation between expressions and meanings. If a trans

lation into an extensional language gives rise to the same relation, it is 

acceptable as well. Another translation is just another tool, and a choice 

has to be made on the basis of technical arguments. 

7.2. Hausser translates 

As an introductory step of treating English as an extensional language, 

I consider an approach which is very close to the PTQ translation: translate 

into an IL expression denoting the meaning of that expression. Let the in

tensionali ed translations of two sentences be A and B respectively. Then 

the translation of their conjunction has to be A[VAAvB]. Most of the trans

lation rules have the format a(AS). With the new translations this becomes 

A[[vA](B)]. These examples illustrate that this approach does give rise to 

somewhat more complex formulas. A next step is to use a logical language in 

which the operators on elements of type <s,T> are defined. For instance !:._, 

where A!:_ B is interpreted as the complex conjunction formula given above, 

so as indexwise evaluation of the parts of the conjunction. For function 

application is used Ai_Bl.; to be interpreted as denoting the same as 

A[[vAJ(B)]. Such operators are used in JANSSEN & VAN EMDE BOAS 1977 for 

dealing with semantics of programming languages. 

Following TICHY 1971, HAUSSER (1980) argues for an extensional approach 

to English. In HAUSSER (1979a,1984) this idea is worked out. He does not 

use the standard logical operators (e.g. conjunction on truth values) any 

more, and this gives him the opportunity to use the standard symbols with 

a new meaning. Now ~ A ~ means indexwise valuation of the parts of the con

junction, and a(S) is the variant of function application which is described 

above as aJ.Sl.· In this way one obtains a simplification of the formulation 

of the translation rules since no intension symbols have to be used. The 

price one has to pay for this, is that the logical symbols obtain a some

what deviant interpretation, what is the normal price, and what is quite 

acceptable. But the presentation of the translation rules is not the only 

aspect of a new translation. What happens if one wishes to take the meaning 

postulates into account, or if one wishes to simplify the formulas one ob

tains? To understand the dangers, one should realize that the new trans

lation causes the intension operators to be invisible whereas semantically 
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they still are there. Therefore new reduction rules have to be found. In 

HAUSSER (!979b,1984) indeed a simple translation is obtained but not all 

meaning postulates are expressed in the translation. Therefore his results 

are not convincing, and further investigations are required before it is 

clear whether this extensional approach gives a simplification. 

7.3. Lewis translates 

A simplification I expect from the approach in LEWIS 1974. He discusses 

the consequences of another kind of extensionalized translation. He con

siders using the extra possiblities given by an extensionalized translation: 

namely the possibility to relate to an expression a meaning that is not an 

intension (i.e. not a function in DixJxG). The verb ru:n gets in the PTQ ap

proach a translation of type <<s,e>,t>. In the Hausser approach it is trans

lated into an expression of type <s,<<s,e>t>>. But in the Lewis approach its 

translation would be of type <<s, e>, <s, t>>. So the translation of run would be 

a function which assigns to an individual concept a proposition. In this 

way one gets rid of the remarkable non-constant interpretation of constants 

of IL, where runA,i,j,g = F(run)(i,j). In Lewis approach it would be just 
A .. 

run ,i,J,g F(run). The translation of He 1 runs would be run(x 1) being an 

expression of type <s,t>. Note that here the function application has its 

standard meaning. This illustrates the advantage of Lewis approach, but 

further investigations are required in order to decide whether it is a real 

simplification. A remarkable aspect of Lewis approach is that it gives a 

completely different relation between expressions and meanings than we 

considered up till now, so investigating these matters here, might bring 

us far from the current work (cf. HAUSSER 1984,p.82,83). 

7.4. Groenendijk & Stokhof translate 

A last version of what might be called an extensionalized translation 

is used in GROENENDIJK & STOKHOF 1981. They do not translate into IL, but 

into Ty2 (see GALLIN 1975). Such a translation can be called extensional 

since the interpretation of a Ty2-expression does not depend on an index, 

but only on the variable assignment (including the assignment to 'index' 

variables). Also in this translation we get rid of the non-constant inter

pretation of constants since the index dependency of predicates as run is 

made explicit by translating run into an expression containing an index

variable. The phenomena described by Groenendijk & Stokhof seem to require 
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the expressive power of Ty2, and it is to be expected that this power will 

be required for the treatment of other phenomena as well (e.g. VAN BENTREM 

(1977) argues that explicit reference to moments of time is needed for 

tense phenomena). Since we will not consider these phenomena, we will not in

vestigate the details of such a translation. From the way in which we intro

duced IL in chapter 3 (using a translation into 1y2), it is evident that 

this would cause no problems at all (on the contrary, several aspects would 

become simplified). 

7.5. Keenan & Faltz on translations 

In KEENAN & FALTZ 1978, several requirements are given concerning the 

logical form of a natural language, e.g. criteria concerning the correspon

dence between a natural language expression and its 103ical form. They cri

ticize the logical form which is obtained in a Montague Grammar. An example 

is their conunent on the translation of John which is in an extensional 

fragment AP[P(j)]. They say (p.18) ' ... this assignment of logical struc

ture fails the Constituent Correspondence Criterion, since it contains three 

logical elements, namely j, P and AP, none of which corresponds to a con

stituent of John.' Such criticism plays an important role in the argumenta

tion in favour of their framework. 

The argumentation of Keenan & Faltz is, however, based upon a miscon

ception of the framework. I assume that they understand by 'logical form', 

that level of description at which the meaning of an expression is complete

ly determined. In fact, there is no unique level of description in Montague 

Grarrnnar for which this holds. The analysis tree of an expression, its inune

diate, unreduced translation, its reduced translation (and all the stages 

in between), all determine the meaning of that expression completely. That, 

in particular, the translation of an expression into IL cannot be claimed 

to have a special status as the logical structure of that expression, be

comes clear if one realizes that this level of representation, in principle, 

can be dispensed with altogether. Grarrnnar provides a correlation between 

syntactic structures and meanings. In Montague Grammar this is done by pro

viding a homomorphism from the set of syntactic structures into the set of 

abstract settheoretical entities, modelling the meanings. In the PTQ-system 

this homomorphism is defined in two steps. First a homomorphic translation 

from syntactic structures into logical expressions is provided, second the 

logical expressions are interpreted, i.e. related in the usual homomorphic 
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way to the abstract entities defined in the model. These two homomorphisms 

together determine one homomorphism from the syntactic structures into the 

meanings, viz. the composition of the two. This two-step approach is chosen 

for reasons of convenience only, it is not necessary. As a matter of fact, 

the EFL-system (MJNTAGUE 1970a) is an example of a system in which the homo

morphism from syntactic structures into abstract meanings is defined in one 

fell swoop, without an intermediate stage of translation into a logical lan

guage. All this means that within the PTQ-framework it is not possible to 

talk of the logical structure, or the logical from, of an expression. So 

Keenan & Faltz criticize a non-existing aspect of Montague grammar. 
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CHAPTER VII 

PARTIAL RULES 

ABSTRACT 

In the framework the syntactic and semantic rules are considered as 

algebraic operators. As a consequence of the definitions given in the first 

chapters, the syntactic rules have to be total. This is investigated aqd 

compared with linguistic requirements. Partial syntactic rules from the 

literature are considered and alternatives for them are presented. One of 

the methods to avoid partial rules is the use of rule schemes. It turns out 

that the requirement of using total rules is a valuable heuristic tool. Con

sequences of this requirement are compared to consequences of Partee's well

forrnedness constraint. 
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I • RESTRICTIONS OF THE FRAMEWORK 

Based upon the principle of compositionality, we have developed an al

gebraic framework for the description of syntax and semantics. The algebras 

of the framework have operators: i.e. functions from carriers to carriers. 

This implicates that an operator can be applied without any further restric

tion to any element of the sorts required by the operator. In this chapter 

I will consider consequences of this aspect of the framework, and especially 

its consequences for the syntactic algebra. Some of these consequences are 

closely related with those of the 'well-formedness constraint', (PARTEE 

1979b), which will be considered in section 6. 

In linguistics one often conceives of a grannnar as a generating device 

for producing all and only the expressions of a language. With this concep

tion it is rather natural to think of restrictions on this production pro

cess. One might think of restrictions on the order of application of the 

rules. Two examples are the following. One might have rules of which the 

applicability depends en the way in which an expression is produced (such 

conditions are called 'global constraints'). One might have a filter which 

throws away some of the produced elements (e.g. one which filters out all 

expressions which contain a certain symbol). The description of the possible 

sequences of application of the rules constitutes an important component of 

a transformational grannnar (for instance certain rules might be obligatory, 

others ordered cyclically), and filters are also often used in that field. 

If one wishes to use the syntactic knowledge from the field of transforma

tional grannnar in the field of Montague grammar, then one is tempted to in

corporate these restrictions on the generation process in Montague grannnars. 

Would that be possible, and at what price? 

In our framework the syntax has to be a many-sorted algebra, i.e. a 

set of carriers with operations defined on these carriers. An algebra is 

not a generating device, it rather is the description of a situation. By 

describing what the syntactic algebra is, it is said what the relevant ex

pressions are, and what the functions are which describe the relations be

tween these expressions. The expressions can be determined in any way one 

likes, and nothing has to be said about their production. One might for 

instance define an algebra by mentioning all the elements and describing 

the effects of all operators (we did so in the beginning of chapter 2). 

A simpler method is to give a collection of generators, and tell what the 

operators are. Several choices of generators may be possible, one more 
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ments remain the same elements, the operators remain the same operators, 

and the algebra remains the same algebra. 

The operators of the algebra are mappings from carriers to carriers. 
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The range of an operator (the expressions obtained as results of an appli

cation of the rule) consist by definition of elements of a certain carrier. 

Therefore it is in our framework not possible to have a filter which says 

that certain outcomes are not acceptable. The domain of an operator (the 

expressions it operates upon) is some n-tuple of carriers. How we obtained 

the information that an expression belongs to a carrier is of no influence. 

The applicability of an operator cannot depend on the information which 

rules were applied previously, because there are no 'previously applied 

rules' for an element of an algebra. For this reason, there cannot be a 

prescribed ordering on the rules, there cannot be rules that are explicitly 

required to be used in all derivations, and the derivational history cannot 

influence the applicability of the rules. 

Of course, the generation of expressions is an important aspect of 

syntax, and therefore we paid special attention to it. The notion of a 

generated algebra was defined, and theorems were proved about such algebras. 

In a generated algebra it might be meaningful to speak about filtering, 

ordering of the application of rules, the influence of derivational his-

tory, and obligatory rules. But if we would allow this, we would describe 

a generation mechanism, and not operators of an algebra: in an algebra 

there is no place for such aspects. So this discussion brings us to reject 

certain methods which are customary in the tradition of transformational gram

mars. But the rejection only concerns the method, not the ideas. It is pos

sible to organize an algebra in such a way that the same effects are ob

tained in another way. Below I will give some examples. 

An explicit ordering of rules is not possible in an algebra. But in a 

generated algebra there is a certain natural ordering among the operators. 

If an operator R takes as its argument an expression of category C, then 

the operators which yield expressions of the category C are used before R. 

In this way the categorial system of the algebra has as effect a certain 

implicit ordering of the operators. 

If one wants a certain ordering on the rules, this effect can be ob

tained by a suitable refinement of the categorial system. Let Ra and ~ be 

two rules, both operating on sentences and yielding sentences. Suppose that 
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we want Ra to be applied precisely one time before ~· This effect can be 

obtained by distinguishing among the sentences two categories: s 1 and s2 • 

Here s 1 is the category of sentences to which Ra has not yet been applied, 

and s2 of sentences to which Ra has applied. Then Ra can be defined as a 

rule which operates on expressions of category s 1 and yields expressions of 

category s2, whereas ~ is defined to operate on expressions of category s2 , 

yielding expressions of this category again. The definitions of the other 

rules have to be adapted for these categories as well. I expect that by 

means of a refined categorization system the effect of any ordering can be 

obtained. Since in the field of Montague grammars explicit rule ordering 

hardly is employed, I will not consider this topic any further. 

As explained above, the applicability of a syntactic rule to an expres

sion cannot depend on the derivational history of that expression. Notice 

that, on another level, we already met a situation where it was important 

to have derivational histories available. The meaning of an expression may 

depend on the derivational history of that expression. We did not define the 

translation homomorphism on the algebraic grammar for a language because in 

that grammar such histories are not available. The translation homomorphism 

is defined on the associated term-algebra, i.e. the algebra of derivational 

histories. This suggests us what to do when derivational histories would be 

important in syntax: use an algebra in which the elements represent deriva

tional histories. But in the field of Montague grammars I know of only one 

rule which uses information about the derivational history (rule 3 of 

THOMASON 1976), so the issue does not seem to be important. Moreover, this 

aspect of Thomason's rule can probably be avoided by following the proposal 

of PARTEE (1973) to let a grammar produce not unstructured strings, but 

labelled bracketings. For these reasons the role of derivational histories 

in the syntax will not be considered here any further. 

Above we have considered some restrictions on the circumstances in 

which a rule may be used. The conclusion was that such rules violate basic 

aspects of our framework. Another request from linguistics is to allow re

strictions on the expressions to which a rule is applied. In the field of 

transformational grammars it is standard to put conditions on the possible 

inputs of a transformation. In the field of Montague grammar many rules are 

proposed as well which do not apply to all expressions of the category re

quired be the rule, but only to some of them. In the field of semantics one 

has proposed to use functions which are not defined for all arguments of 

the required type (see section 2.2). In contrast to the constraints on 
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applicability discussed above, one might argue that our framework should 

allow for operators which are not defined for all arguments of the required 

sort. Such partial operators are known in the theory of universal algebras; 

the algebras in which they occur are called partial algebras. In the next 

sections it will be investigated whether we could be more liberal than we 

have been, and whether we should allow for partial algebras within our 

framework. 

2. PARTIAL ALGEBRAS 

2.1. Partial granmars 

Contrary to what one might expect, it is not just a minor variation of 

the system to allow for partial algebras (i.e. algebras with partial opera

tions). Such a step would disturb important parts of theory we have devel

oped so far. I will illustrate this by means of two examples which show 

that certain theorems we proved concerning properties of the syntax are not 

valid when partial rules are allowed. In 2.2 it will be shown that certain 

theorems of intensional logic loose their validity when partial operators 

are allowed in the logic. 

2 • I • EXAMPLE • 

Here F : A+A is defined by F (a) a a 

Fb: B +B is defined by Fb (f3) 

F : c +C is defined by Fa(y) a 

So by repeated application of F a 
a's are produced. Analogously for 

is defined as follows: 

where 

F: A x B x C + D 

F(a,f3,y) = {af3y 

undefined 

aa 

f3b 

ya. 

strings of arbitrary length consisting of 

Fb and F a Furthermore the partial rule F 

if the lengths of a,f3 and y are equal. 

otherwise 
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The language L(G) generated by G is {a~ncn In€ :N}. This is a non-con

text-free language (see HOPCROFT & ULLMANN 1979 example 6. I). So when par

tial operations are allowed in the syntax, theorem 5.6 from chapter 2 does 

not hold. 

2.2. EXAMPLE. Let L be some recursively enumerable language over alphabet 

A. According to theorem 3.7 from chapter 2, there is an algebraic gra!lllllar 

G such that L(G) = L. Suppose that G = <<[B ] S' s S€ 

Let a € A* be arbitrary, and define the algebraic 

H = <<[B J s• (F ) ru{f}>,s 1> a s S€ y Y€ 

(F ) >,s 0>. 
y Y€f 

grammar H0 by 

where s 1 is a new sort (s 1,su{s 0 }), and where f is a partial operation de-

fined by 

f: s 0 + s 1 where f(a) 

= {:ndefined 
if a = a 

otherwise. 

Note that H produces a language which is either empty (if cr ' L(G)) or concr 
sists of cr (if cr € L(G)). So L(Hcr) ~ ~ iff a€ L(G). 

Suppose now that it was decidable whether L(H ) =.0; then it was de-
cr 

cidable as well whether a€ L(G). Since L(G) is an arbitrary recursively 

enumerable language, the latter is not decidable, and consequently it is 

not decidable whether L(H ) = 0. This means that theorem 5.5 from chapter 2 
a 

(which states the decidability of the emptiness of L(G)) is not valid if 

we allow for partial operations. 

2.2. Partial models 

The following example concerns the use of partially defined operations 

in the semantics. They arise, for instance, if one wishes to deal with 

sortal incorrectness: certain combinations of a verb phrase with a subject 

do not fit well together, although most expressions of their categories 

give no rise to problems. An example (THOMASON 1972) is (I). 

(I) The veloaity of light is shiny 

It is not attractive to say of such a sentence that it is 'false', since 

then its negation would be 'true'. Either, one should consider (I) as being 

syntactically incorrect, or the strangeness should be dealt with in the 

semantics. THOMASON (1972) followed the latter approach and has proposed 
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to assign to such sentences no truth values. This idea is worked out in the 

framework of Montague grammar by WALDO (1979). In his proposal several se

mantic domains contain partial functions, and the function corresponding 

with shiny is not defined for arguments such as 'the velocity of light'. 

So (I) is not associated with a truth value. 

Waldo's approach gives rise to strange consequences. Formulas which 

one might expect to be equivalent, are not. I will discuss two examples, 

and indicate how the problems could be solved by using total functions in 

the model. 

The first example concerns formula (2), where$ E MEt. 

(2) $. 

Suppose that the interpretation of $ is undefined (e.g. because it is the 

translation of(!)). Then, due to the interpretation of also (2) is un-

defined. However, due to the interpretation of connectives (which uses 

'extended interpretations'), formula (3) gets the interpretation true: 

This difference in interpretation is, in my opinion, a strange result. 

(3) 

The second example is based upon a suggestion of R. Scha (pers.comm.). 

It concerns formula (4), where z E VARt, and where$ E MEt is as in (2). 

(4) Az[z=z]($). 

The possible assignments to z are, in Waldo's partial model, the truth 

values tPue and false. Therefore the expression z = z is equivalent with 

some tautology not containing z, for instance Vw[w=w]. Hence (4) is equiv

alent to (5) 

(5) AZ[Vw[w=w]]($). 

According to the standard conditions for A-conversion, formula (5) can be 

reduced to (6), which clearly gets the interpretation tPue. 

(6) Vw[w=w]. 
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Also in (4) A.-conversion is, according to the standard conditions, an al

lowed operation. Then (2) is obtained, but the interpretation of that for

mula is undefined. So the formulas (6) and (2), obtained by reduction of 

(4) are not equivalent, an unacceptable result. We have to conclude that 

one of the reductions steps is not allowed. This problem is, in my opinion 

due to the fact that for the variable z in (4), there are two possibilities 

(true and false), whereas for the arguments~ there are three possibilities 

(true, false, and undefined). Note that the variable z cannot be undefined, 

because its range consists of all elements in the model of the correct type, 

and undefined is no value in the model. 

The above examples show that the laws of logic we have met before, 

cannot be used in this system without further investigations. In any case 

the conditions for >,.-conversion have to be changed. Unfortunately, Waldo 

does not provide laws for his system. This causes a difficulty in the 

study of his proposal. He presents several examples, and each consists of 

a sentence accompagnied by its reduced translation. Since I do not know 

which reduction rules hold in an approach with partial functions in the 

semantics, I cannot check the correctness of the examples. Also other 

authors who describe a fragment with the use of partial functions in the se

mantic domains, do not present reduction rules (HAUSSER (1976), COOPER 

(1975)). The last author mentions at least that not all standard reductions 

remain valid. I expect that it will be very difficult to reformulate the 

reduction rules. An obvious attempt to improve the conditions for A.-conver

sion would be to require that the reduction of A.z[a](S) is allowed only if 

Sis defined. This is, however, not a syntactic condition on S, and I doubt 

whether it is possible to give a syntactic characterization of 'undefined'. 

I already explained that the problem is due to the fact that a variable 
cannot take the value undefined, whereas an argument ~ (which might be 

substituted for that variable) can be undefined. Therefore I expect that the 

problems will be solved when a third truth value is introduced, say a 

value error. In any case, the two problems mentioned above disappear. If 

the value error is assigned to z, then the interpretation of z = z is al

ways the same as the interpretation of ~ = ~. even in case ~ is undefined. 

Now A.-conve:i:sfon is al.10wed both in (4) and in (5), and furthermore, all 

formulas (i.e. (2)-(6)) get the same interpretation for all values of~. 

Note that this plea for using a third value is not an argument for using 

some of the existing tables for three valued logic. Waldo uses super

valuations (Van FRAASSEN 1969), and one might try to reformulate super-
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valuations for an approach with a third truth value. 

The idea of using a third truth value is not new; it goes back to 

iucKASIEWICS (1920), who gives tables for the connectives in a three

valued system. In the theory of topoi one introduces a value representing 

'undefined' (GOLDBLATT 1979, p.268). In the theory of semantics of program

ming languages the problems of working with 'undefined' are well-known. Un

definedness arises, for instance, when a process is defined for calculating 

the value of a function, whereas the process does not terminate normally 

because not enough memory capacity is available. The standard approach in 

this field is not to use partial functions, but to make the functions total 

by means of the introduction of an extra element in the semantic domain, 

called 'errorvalue' or 'bottom' (SCOTT & STRACHEY 1971, GOGUEN 1978). In 

the field of Montague grannnars the situation is as follows. A model for 1n

tensional logic with 'undefined' as possible value, is presented in Von 

KUTSCHERA (1975). It is however common practice to consider undefinedness 

not as a value (see KAMP 1975, COOPER 1975, HAUSSER 1976, WALDO 1979, 

KLEIN 1981). I know of only one author who presents a treatment of acer

tain fragment and uses a model with 'undefined' as value: Ter MEDLEN (1980). 

2.3. Discussion 

The examples given in sections 2.l and 2.2 show that it will be a con

siderable change of the framework to allow for algebras with partial ope

rations. Moreover, it is not obvious in which way we have to proceed. 

GRAETZER (1968,p.80) says the following. 'For algebras there is only one 

reasonable way to define the concepts of subalgebra, homomorphism, and 

congruence relation. For partial algebras we will define three different 

types of subalgebra, three types of homomorphism, and two types of con

gruence relation.[ .. ] all these concepts have their merits and drawbacks'. 

This situation constitutes an argument for my expectation that it will be 

a considerable task to develop a framework based upon the use of partial 

algebras. What I have seen of the literature concerning partial algebras 

did not give me the confidence that an elegant framework can be built using 

this notion (e.g. ANDREKA & NEMETI (1982), MIKENBERG (1977), ANDREKA, 

BURMEISTER & NEMETI (1980)). The example concerning partial functions in 

the semantics gives me the conviction that it is not a good idea to base 

a semantic theory on partial functions. For these three reasons I do not 

sympathize with the idea of basing the framework on partial algebras. 
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As for the introduction of partial rules in the syntax only, the situa

tion seems to be different. It is just a minor change of the framework be

cause the homomorphic relations between the algebras of the framework are 

hardly disturbed. An argument in favor of the introduction of partial rules 

is that such rules are used frequently in practice. But there also are ar

guments against the introduction of partial rules in the syntax. Below I 

will mention some of them, thereafter they will be discussed. 

I. Consistency of argwnentation 

The first argument concerns the consistency of our argumentation. In 

a Montague grammar we distinguish categories, and the rules give the infor

mation in which way the expressions of certain categories combine to form 

expressions of other categories. An argument for distinguishing such cate

gories (given e.g. in chapter I) was that certain groups of expressions be

have differently from other groups in syntactic or semantic respects. De

signing partial rules would mean that among a single category we distin

guish two subgroups (these expressions of a category to which the rule can 

be applied, and those to which the rule cannot be applied). A consistent 

reaction in such a situation would be to conclude that the system of cate

gories was not refined enough, and that the system has to be refined in 

such a way that the partial rules are no longer partial. 

2. Filtering power 

A partial rule introduces a kind of filter in the grammar, and filters 

form a powerful tool which can easily be abused. In a Montague gral!llilar the 

syntactic rules provide the information which kinds of expressions may be 

combined to form new expressions. But partial rules would make it possible 

that the syntactic rules combine rubbish to rubbish, whereas a final par

tial rule would filter out the undesired expressions. In this way, the 

other rules would not give information about the combinations which make 

sense and which not. The filtering power of partial rules in syntax is 

employed in the first two examples given above. 

3. Generation of expressions 

Often one wishes to conceive a gral!llilar as a generating device. The 

rules of the fragment presented in chapter 4 can easily be conceived in 

this way. A rule like s4 is considered as an instruction stating that if 

one wants to generate a sentence, one has to generate a term and an 
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IV-phrase, and next combine them. The rules for term-formation and IV-for

mation are, in the same way, considered as instructions for a generating 

process. The processes of generating a term and of generating an IV-phrase 

may be carried out independently, and every outcome of the processes is ac

ceptable. Details of a computer program based upon these ideas can be found 

in JANSSEN (1980a).~Suppose now that the grammar contains a partial variant 

of s4 , say a rule which imposes restrictions on the possible combinations 

of a term with an IV-phrase. Then the simple algorithm just sketched cannot 

be used. One has to design an algorithm that gives the guarantee that after 

a finite amount of time an acceptable combination is found (provided that 

there is one). This requirement would make the algorithm rather inefficient: 

the only possibility I see for such an algorithm is one which tries out all 

possible combinations of a term with an IV-phrase. So in the perspective of 

a generation process partial rules are unattractive. 

4. Consequences 

An important argument in favor of total rules is that this requirement 

has attractive consequences. On a more theoretical level it gives rise to 

an interesting restriction on the possibility to incorporate transforma

tions in a Montague grammar (see section 3) . On a more practical level the 

requirement of using total rules turns out to be a valuable heuristic tool. 

Several partial rules from the literature can be reformulated or eliminated, 

and the requirement suggests how this can be done. Thus several proposals 

from the literature can be replaced by a simpler treatment (see section 4). 

5 • No theory 

The introduction of partial rules, even if only in the syntax, con

stitutes a considerable change of the framework. As the given examples have 

shown, the theory which we have developed, cannot be used without correc

tions. Since a theory about partial syntactic algebras is not available, 

there is no guarantee that all consequences are acceptable. 

None of these five arguments is decisive. As for 'consistency', it is 

indeed more elegant to use the argument for the introduction of categories 

in all situations with the same conclusion. But with respect to other con

siderations there might be arguments of elegance in favor of partial rules 

(e.g. that in that way linguistic generalizations can be captured). That 

partial rules introduce a powerful filter, is not an impressive theoretical 

argument since the algebraic grammars have a universal generative capacity 
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anyhow. As for the argument of 'generation', it is not a primary aim of 

our grammar to develop an efficient generating device. From a practical 

point of view, a parser might even be of more importancy than a generator. 

The fact that the practical consequences of using total rules turns out to 

be attractive in the situations considered, is not a guarantee that in 

other cases this will be the case as well, and that there is no theory about 

partial algebraic grammars might be a challenge to develop such a theory. 

The arguments against the introduction of partial rules and the argu

ments in favor of doing so, have to be weighed against each other. The 

arguments given above show that there are several unattractive aspects re

lated with the introduction of partial rules. I do not know of convincing 

arguments for the need or attractiveness of partial rules. In the remainder 

of this chapter I will show that there are several alternatives for the 

introduction of partial rules. These alternatives are: reformulating as a 

total rule (section 3), reformulating as a rule operating on another cate

gory (section 4) and a refined system of subcategories (section 5). It will 

turn out that the use of these alternatives gives, in most cases, rise to a 

simpler treatment than originally proposed: the requirement of using total 

rules turns out to be a valuable heuristic tool. So the situation can be 

summarized as follows: there are arguments against the introduction of par

tial rules, and attractive alternatives are available. Therefore I do not 

feel enthousiastic about the introduction of partial rules in the syntax. I 

do not state that I will never use partial rules myself, but I would first 

try to use total rules. 

3. INCORPORATING TRANSFORMATIONS 

In the field of transformational grammars, the use of partial rules is 

standard. As part of their specification the transformations always contain 

a res.triction on the inputs to which they may be applied (a SC: i.e. struc

tural condition). One might wish to incorporate transformations in Montague 

grammar in order to benefit from the syntactic insights obtained in that 

field. In this section I will present a general method for the incorpora

tion of a class of transformations in a Montague grammar in which all rules 

have to be total. 
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Some characteristics of transformations are as follows 

I. Transformations define mappings from trees to trees; these trees repre

sent constituent analyses of sentences. 

2. If several transformations can be applied, then their order of applica

tion may be prescribed. 

3. A transformation is applied to one input tree at a time. 

4. A transformation imposes structural conditions determining the possible 

input trees. 

In order to take care of the first point, it is required that a Montague 

grammar does not produce plain strings, but trees, (or, equivalently, label

led bracketings). Let us assume that Montague's framework is adapted in the 

way proposed by PARTEE (1973). So the grammar produces trees. This change 

of the system turns all rules into rules which operate on trees, so in a 

certain sense all the rules in the grarrnnar become transformations. In order 

to avoid confusion of terminology, I will use the name C-transformation 

('Chomskyan') for transformations used in transformational grammars. Once 

that they are incorporated in a Montague grammar, they are called M-trans

formations. 

The second characteristic point is not acceptable in our framework. As 

explained in section I, explicit rule ordering does not fit into the alge

braic approach. But an implicit rule ordering which has the same effects 

might be possible. The third point does not give rise to problems. Although 

the rules in a Montague grarrnnar mostly take two arguments, there is no ob

jection against rules taking one argument. The fourth point is problematic 

since it implies that C-transformations are partial rules. This is an im

portant characteristic of C-transformations which makes them very attrac

tive for practical use. It makes it possible to indicate in a simple way 

what the relevant input trees are, without the need to bother about irrele

vant inputs. 

I will incorporate a class of C-transformations in a Montague grammar 

which requires total rules, by reformulating them in a way which makes 

them total. The reader might be surprised by this reformulation and at 

first glance consider it as a sneaky trick employed in order to obey the 

letter of the principle. This is not completely true. The reformulation 

expresses a different view on transformations than the standard one, and 

it has interesting consequences. 

The reformulation proceeds as follows. Suppose that a C-transformation 
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is given in the following form. 

If the input sentence satisfies structural condition SC, then we may 
apply transformation T in order to obtain a new sentence, otherwise T 
cannot be applied. 

Its reformulation as a total rule has the following form. 

To the input sentence we apply operation T' . Operation T' is defined 
as follows. If the input sentence satisfies the structural condition 
SC, then transformation T is applied, and otherwise the 'do nothing' 
transformation is applied. 

By the 'do-nothing' transformation is understood an operation which does 

not produce another expression, but which gives its input unchanged as out

put. The reformulation expresses the view that an M-transformation applies 

to all expressions of the required category, and that its application yields 

always a result. 

Corresponding with a M-transformation T' there has to be a translation 

rule T. For the cases that we did 'nothing' in the syntax, we do 'nothing' 

in the semantics: the input formula is given unchanged as output. This means 

that for these cases the translation rule T can be represented as the poly

nomial x 1 . Since in our framework T has to be represented by means of a 
t, 

single polynomial expression, T yields for each input formula, that formula 

as output. So the M-transforrnations (obtained with the method described 

here) do not change meanings. Consequently, if one wants to incorporate C

transformations in this way in a Montague grammar, then these transforma

tions have to be meaning preserving~ This requirement is a well-known hypo

thesis in the so called standard theory of transformational grammars (see 

PARTEE 1971 for a discussion); it is, however, nowadays not generally ac

cepted. 

The conclusion that transformations have to be meaning preserving, 

holds only for the method described above. But I do not know of any other 

uniform method for incorporating transformations in a Montague grammar with 

total rules. To illustrate this, I consider one attempt. Instead of re

quiring that the translation rule corresponding with a do-nothing transfor

mation is the identity operation on formulas, we might require that it is 

the identity operation on meanings (but not necessarily the identity on 

formulas). This would make it possible that the polynomial is not the iden

tity when interpreted for the real transformation. Such a rule T has the 

following effect: 
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if <P is the translation of an expression which sa

tisfies the conditions for application of the trans

formation (p formalizes the semantic effect of the 

transformation) 

otherwise. 

The first objection is that this effect cannot be obtained by means of poly

nomial over IL. In order to obtain the effect of such a choice, IL has to 

be extended with something like the if-then-else construction. There would 

be, however, no problem in doing so. A more essential objection is that in 

the description of the translation rule T information about the (syntactic) 

expressions is used. This has. to be replaced by information concerning 

their meanings. For most transformations there is probably no semantic 

property corresponding to the condition on the transformation. In any case, 

we have no uniform method for obtaining a logical condition which is equiv

alent with the structural condition of the transformation. So a uniform 

method for finding the polynomial cannot be given. 

I described a uniform method for the incorporation of a class of trans

formations in Montague grannnar by means of a do-nothing transformation. This 

method might be generalized to a method to eliminate certain partial rules 

from a Montague grannnar. For rules with one argument the method can be used 

if the rule is meaning preserving. For rules with more than one argument 

the use of a kind of do-nothing transformations implies that (at least) one 

of the inputs should have the same category as the output. The do-nothing 

transformation has to correspond to a translation rule which is the identity 

on foc[lmulas. Therefore the translation rule which corresponds with the ori

ginal partial rule has to be the identity translation for one of its argu

ments. So this method can be used only for very limited class of the partial 

rules with more than one argument. 

4. DEFINED FOR ANOTHER CATEGORY 

4.1. Introduction 

In this section I will consider several rules from the literature which 

are partial, and for which the corresponding translation rule is not mean

ing preserving. This implicates that the method developed in the previous 

section cannot be used for them. The method employed in this section is to 
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reformulate the rule for another category than where it was originally for

mulated for. It turns out that in all cases the new version of the rule is 

simpler than the original formulation of the rule, and sometimes the origi

nal rule was incorrect whereas the new rule is correct. This shows the 

heuristic value of the framework, and of the requirement of using total 

rules in particular. The examples are presented in the notation of the origi

nal proposal; most examples were already mentioned in JANSSEN (1978a). 

4.2. He 1 is loved 

PARTEE (1973) considers the M-transformation 'Passive Agent Deletion'. 

An example is 

Translation: 

If 9 E Pt and 9 translates into 9', then F102 (9) translates 

into 3x.9'. 
J 

On the one hand this transformation applies only to input trees of a 

special form, on the other hand the translation rule is not the identity 

mapping. This means that we cannot reformulate this transformation as a 

total rule, and that Partee's way of dealing with agentless passive is dis

allowed by the requirement of using total rules. For the example under dis

cussion, the literature provides an alternative. THOMASON (1976) presents 

rules for generating passive directly, i.e. without a passive transforma

tion and without a passive agent deletion. 

4.3. Give John a book 

The C-transformation of dative shift changes sentence (7) into (8). 

(7) Mary serves the cake to John 

(8) Mary serves John the cake. 

A refined category system for sentences in which dative-shift would be a 

total rule is very difficult to design (since each new subcategory would 

require rules producing expressions of that subcategory). Also here the 
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literature contRins an alternative, DOWTY (1979a) shows that the partial 

rule of dative shift on the level of sentences, can be replaced by a rule 

on the level of lexical elements. That rule changes the category of the 

verb serve from DTV (verbs which take a Dative and a Term) to TTV (verbs 

which take two Terms). By having a sufficiently refined category system, 

these lexical rules become total rules. Many examples of transformations 

which are reformulated on the lexical level can be found in DOWTY 1978, 

1979a, and in BARTSCH 1978b, thus they can easily be reformulated as total 

rules. 

4.4. Mary shakes John awake again 

In chapter 5, section 5.2, we considered some semantic aspects of the 

proposals of DOWTY (1976) concerning the treatment of factives. Now I will 

consider some syntactic aspects (of course, in doing this, the semantic 

aspects cannot be neglected). Dowty produces the factive sentence Mary 

shakes John awake from the term Mary and the IV-phrase shake John awake. 

This IV-phrase in its turn is obtained from the TV-phrase shake awake. The 

first rule Dowty presents for generating this TV-phrase is as follows. 

s 30 : If a E PIV and $ E Pt and $has the form hen is y 

then F30 ,n(a,$) E PTV where F30 ,n(a,$) = ay. 

An example is: 

F30 , 1 (shake, he1 is awake) = shake awake. 

The corresponding translation rule reads: 

T30 : If a translates into a' and $ 

translates into $' then F30 (a,$') translates into: 
V A A V ,n 

APAx P( AX [a'(x, AP[ P(x )]) CAUSE[BECOME[$']]]). n n 

This rule is a partial rule which is not meaning preserving, so we 

have to find another approach. Can the above result be obtained by means of 

a total rule? For generating expressions like shake awake one only needs an 

adjective and a TV-phrase. So it lies at hand to try the following rule 

s601= If a E PTV and BE padj then F601(a,B) E PTV where F60l(a,B) =aB. 

The corresponding translation rule would be 

T601 =If a translates into a' and$ translates into $ 1 then F601 (a,B) 

translates into 

APAx[vP(AAy[a'(x,AAP[vP(y)]) CAUSE[BECOME(B'(y))]])] . 
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Why did Dowty propose a production of shake awake, with as intermediate 

stage the sentence He 1 is awake? This has probably to do with the ambiguity 

of Mary shakes John awake again. On the one reading Mary has done it before, 

on the other John has been awake before. Dowty tre.ats again as a sentence 

modifier and he needs two different sentences in the derivation in order to 

deal with the ambiguity. He starts his investigations along this line prob

ably for historical reasons: it is the way in which such constructions are 

treated in generative semantics. But, as in the previous examples, we need 

not to follow the old pattern. By rule R601 we are guided to another ap

proach to this ambiguity. The one reading can be obtained by combining again 
with Mary shakes John awake, the other by combining it with shake awake. I 

do not go into details of this approach for the following reason. After con

sidering several phenomena concerning factives, Dowty observes that his 

first approach is not completely adequate. He discusses extensively several 

alternatives and escapes. Finally he concludes 'there would be no reason 

why we should not then take the step of simplifying rules 530-532 drastical

ly by omitting the intermediate stage in which a sentence is produced'. Next 

he presents as the rule which he considers as the best one, a rule which is 

identical with s601 • So the framework has led us immediately to the solution 

which is the simplest and best one. This example suggests that we might de

rive from the framework the advice 'when designing a syntactic rule, ask for 

what you need as input and not for more'. 

4 .5. See himself 

In chapter 5, section 2.1, we considered the derived verb phrase rule 

of PARTEE (1973). This rule makes verb phrases out of sentences. An example 

is 

* F104 (he 1 sees him1 self) =see him self. 

The syntactic part of this rule reads as follows: 

If </> E Pt and </> has the form t[T[hei]IV[a]], then F !04 (</>) E PIV' where 

F 104 (q,) =a', and a' comes from a by replacing each occurrence of hei' 
himi, himiself by he*, him* him*se<lf respectively. 

At the one hand tne derived verb phrase rule is a partial rule, at the 

other hand its output belongs to a different category than its input. 

Therefore we cannot reformulate this rule as a total one using a do-nothing 

transformation. The derived verb phrase rule is disallowed by the requirement 
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of using total rules, and we have to find another treatment for the cases 

where Partee uses this rule. Let us, in accordance with the advice given in 

section 4.4, just ask for what we actually need and not for more. In the 

above example we only need a TV-phrase. So we might try the following rule. 

s602 If a E PTV then F602 (a) E PIV where F602 (a) = a him*self. 

The corresponding translation rule reads: 

T602 If a translates into a', then F602 (a) translates into 

Ax[a'(x,AAP[VP(x)J)J 

Would this rule be an acceptable alternative? 

Let us consider why one would like to generate see himself from the 

source sentence he sees himself. There are semantic arguments for doing so. 

The sentence John sees himself is obviously semantically related to the 

sentences John sees John and He 1 sees him1 . In transformational grammar this 

might be an argument for producing these sentences from the same source: 

no other formal tool is available. The effect of Partee' s rules is that such 

a transformation is split up into several stages; it amounts to the same 

relations. Montague grammar has a semantic component in which semantic re

lations can be laid formally. So if we do not have to ask for a sentence as 

source for syntactic reasons, we are not forced to do so on semantical 

grounds. So this cannot be an argument against s602 . 

PARTEE (1975) provides as an explicit argument for the derived verb 

phrase rule the treatment of sentence (9) 

(9) John tries to see himself. 

This sentence is generated, using the derived verb phrase rule, from sen

tence (10) 

(10) he3 tries to see him3self. 

The translation of (9) becomes in this case (II) 

A A A V 
(II) try to( john, Ax3[see(x3 , AP[ P(x3)J)]). 

Sentence (9) can also be generated according to the rules of PTQ. If we do 

not change the syntactic details of the rule the following sentence is pro

duced: 

(12) John tries to see him. 

In (12) him is coreferential with John. The translation is 
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Partee provides arguments for her opinion that interpretation (11) might be 

preferable to (13). Let us assume that her arguments hold and consider 

whether s602 is compatible with that. The combination of try to with the 

translation of see him* self (obtained by T602) yields 

(14) try to(A\x[see(x,A\p[vP(x)J). 

So the translation of John tries to see himself is, as desired, equivalent 

to (II). As Partee notices, the derived verb phrase rule does not prohi-

bit the unwanted reading (13). Rule s602 is an improvement since it only al

lows for reading (11). Of course, s602 does not give a complete treatment 

of reflexives, and I am not sure whether I would like to treat them in this 

way. For the purpose of the discussion this aspect is irrelevant: I just 

would like to demonstrate that the requirement of using total rules, and in 

particular the advice 'ask for what you need', guides us to a better rule 

than originally proposed. 

4.6. Easy to see 

PARTEE (1975) presents another example for the derived verb phrase 

rule: 

F104 (he7 is easy to please) =be easy to please. 

This example may seem somewhat strange since it produces the IV-phrase be 
easy to please from a sentence containing this IV-phrase. The reason is 

that the sentence is obtained by some transformation from the source 

(15) To please him7 is easy. 

This transformation is not sufficient for producing all sentences contain

ing the phrase be easy to please. Phrases resulting from F 104 have to be 

produced as such, in order to generate (16) and (17). 

(16) few rules are both explicit and easy to read 

(17) try to be easy to please. 

In PARTEE (1977a) other constructions are considered which contain expres

sions of this kind, such as 

(18) John is being hard to please. 

In order to deal with such expressions Partee needs another rule, called 
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the derived adjective rule, which has the following effect 

IV[be easy to please]+ ADJ'[easy to please]. 

This is again a partial rule which cannot be brought in accordance with the 

restriction of total rules. So for (15)-(18) an alternative has to be given. 

The advice given in section 3.4 stimulates us to ask just for what we 

need for generating easy to please. We need an expression like easy and 

some TV-phrase. Let us, following PARTEE 1977a, assume that we have a 

special category ADJ which contains easy, tough etc. The resulting expres

sion easy to please will be of the category ADJ'. Then we are guided to the 

following rule: 

s603 : If a E PADJ and S E PTV then F603 (a,S) E PADJ': where 

F603 (a,S) = a to S. 

The translation of (this) easy must be such that it may be combined with an 

TV-translation in order to obtain an expression of the type of translations 

of adjectives. Then the translation rule reads 

T603 : If a translates as a' and S as S' then F603 (a,S) translates into 

\xa'(\yS'(y,\P[vP(x)])). 

Rule s603 makes it possible to generate the expressions containing 

easy to please we mentioned above. Unfortunately, Partee does not provide 

an explicit semantics for the source of all her constructions (sentence (15)) 

so we cannot compare it with the semantic consequences of s603 ; but I ex

pect that she will finally end up with something close to the result of 

T603 • Concerning the syntax, it is demonstrated that our requirement guides 

us to a much simpler treatment. 

In section 3.5 and 3.6 we have considered two examples concerning the 

derived verb phrase rule. These examples do not cover all possible applica

tions of the rule. But the treatment given here shows that in any case the 

two kinds of examples for which Partee has used the derived verb phrases rule 

can be dealt with in a better way by means of total rules. 

5. SUBCATEGORIZATION AND RULE SCHEMES 

5. 1 • Hyperrules 

An argument for distinguishing categories (given for instance in 
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chapter 1, section 1.3) is that certain groups of expressions behave (syn

tactically or semantically) differently than other groups of expressions. 

If for some rule it turns out that the rule can only be applied to a subset 

of the expressions of its input category, then this can be considered as an 

indication that the system of categories is to coarse. A method to avoid 

partial rules consists of refining the system ot categories. In this sec

tion we will consider examples of this method, and present tools which are 

useful when it is employed. 

There are several arguments for distinguishing among the category of 

nouns the groups of mass nouns and of count nouns. One of the differences 

between the expressions of these two groups is their behaviour with re

spect to determiners. Let us compare, as an example, the count noun ring 

with the mass noun gold. Well-formed are a ring and every ring, whereas 

ill-formed are a gold, and every gold. In larger expressions the same dif

ferences arise: well-formed are a beautiful ring and every ring from China, 

whereas ill-formed are a beautiful gold and every gold from China. These 

differences constitute an argument for introducing in the grammar the sep

arate categories 'Mass Noun' and 'Count Noun'. 

In many respects, however, mass-nouns and count nouns behave analogous

ly. Expressions of both categories can be combined with relative clauses 

and with adjectives. If we treat mass nouns and count nouns as being 

two independent categories, then the consequence is that the rules for rela

tive clause formation and for adjective addition are duplicated. Thus the 

grammar will contain a lot of closely related rules. This effect will be 

multiplied if more categories are distinguished among the nouns. Therefore 

it is useful to have a tool for controlling this proliferation. Such a 

tool are rule schemes. 

Rule schemes are not new in Montague grammars; recall the rule for 

relative clause formation given in chapter 4. 

s3,n: CN x s ~ CN 

F3 : replace in a all occurrences of he by him/she/it, and of him ,n n n 
by him/her/it, according to the gender of the first noun or term 

in S; concatenate (a, such that, S). 

This cannot be considered as a rule because F deals with occurrences of 3,n 
hen' whereas this expression does not occur in the lexicon of the fragment: 

examples of relevant expressions of the fragment for this rule are he1, he 2 • 

So we have to consider S as a rule scheme out which rules can be obtained. 3,n 
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This can done by replacing all occurrences of n in the scheme by some num

ber. Thus s3 stands for an infinite collection of actual rules. 
,n 

In s3 three characteristic features are illustrated of the kind of 
,n 

rule schemes that I will use. The first one is that a rule scheme differs 

from a real rule by the occurrence of a parameter. s3 ,n contains the para

meter n, which stands for a number. Schemes may contain several occurrences 

of one or more parameters, and I will put no restrictions on where a param

eter stands for. The second characteristic feature is that out of a scheme 

an actual rule can be formed by means of substituting the same expression 

for all occurrences of a parameter. If it is not required that all occur

rences are replaced by the same expression then the occurrences of the 

parameter will be indexed (e.g. with n1,n2, ..• ), and then occurrences with 

different indices may be replaced by different expressions. The third fea

ture is that a parameter may stand for a part of a (formally simple) symbol. 

The expression hen is, formally spoken, a single generator in the syntactic 

algebra, but in the scheme given above it is treated as a compound symbol 

with he and n as parts. This does not change the role of he1 in the alge

bra; it remains a simple generator. One should distinguish the formal posi

tion in the algebra, and the presentation of an infinite collection opera

tors (or generators) by means of schemes. 

A rule scheme involving nouns is the following. 

s604 ,n: Adj x cm Noun~ cm Noun 

F604 ,n: Concatenate (a,S). 

From this scheme two actual rules can be obtained. If cm is replaced by 

'Count', then we obtain a rule which says that an adjective in combination 

with a Count Noun forms a new Count Noun. If cm is replaced by 'Mass', then 

we obtain a rule which says that an adjective in combination with a Mass 

Noun forms a new Mass Noun. This scheme exhibits again the feature that a 

compound symbol in the sense of the scheme, can be a single symbol in the 

algebraic sense. In the algebra 'Count Noun" is a category symbol, whereas 

in s604 ,n it is a compound with 'Count' and 'Noun' as individual parts. 

Notice that the above scheme contains two parameters: n and cm. 

The new formal aspects introduced in this section are the use of com

pound category symbols and the possibility to use parameters for parts of 

these symbols. The practical impact of this is that partial rules can be 

avoided by increasing the number of categories, and that rule schemes can 

be used for handling these categories. 
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Now I will introduce some terminology. The parameters in the rule 

schemes are called metava,riables. To distinguish the rule schemes of the 

kind just described, from others, the former are called hyperrules (i.e. 

they are rules containing metavariables). Hyperrules without the occurrence 

of a variable are considered as a special case; by means of an 'empty' sub
stitution they become actual rules. I will give the hyperrules a 'name' 

which starts with an H, and its parameters will not be included in the name. 

So rule s604 ,n mentioned above will be called H604 • The distinction between 

Count Nouns and Mass Nouns is in linguistics called subcategorization. I 

will use this term with the following formal interpretation. A category c1 
is called a subcategory of a category c2 if the carrier of sort c1 is a sub

set of the carrier of sort c2 • 

5.2. Metarules 

Suppose that we have a hyperrule which contains some metavariable. In 

the example from section 4.1 concerning nouns, I explicitly listed the two 

possible substitutions. But often the situation will be more complex. There 

are arguments for distinguishing among the nouns many more subcategories, 

and we will meet examples were infinitely many substitutions are possible. 

Therefore it is useful to have a handsome tool for telling what the possible 

substitutions for a metavariable are. In the sequel we will use rewriting 

rules for this purpose. Besides the grammar consisting of hyper-

rules I will give a second grammar, called metagrammar. This grammar con

sists of a collection context-sensitive rewriting rules, and in these rules 

the metavariables of the grammar occur as auxiliary symbols. If we take 

some metavariable as start symbol, then the metagrammar determines a lan

guage: the set consisting of all strings which can be produced from the 

metavariable which was taken as start symbol. The possible substitutions 

for a metavariable in some hyperrule are all strings from the language 

generated by the metagrammar using that metavariable as starting symbol. 

The benefit of using a metagrarmnar becomes especially clear in cases 

were there are several levels of subcategorization and crosslinks in the 

category system. As example I present the metagrammar for the subcategori

zation system given in CHOMSKY (1965, p.85); it is striking to observe 

that Chomsky used rewriting rules as well for the presentation of the 

subcategorization. 
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common + sgn count 

sgn + 

{: 
count + sgn Abstract CN 

count + {- ~imate CN 

an~m 

anim + sgn Human CN 

According to the convention for substitution, this metagrammar implicates 

that a hyperrule containing anim as metavariable represents two actual 

rules (for the subcategories+ Human CN and -Human CN), and that a hyper~ 

rule containing common represents 5 actual rules. 

A grammar designed in the way sketched above is a system with two levels 

in the grannnar: the level of metarules and the level of the (hyper)rules. 

The conception of a grammar with two levels is due to Van Wijngaarden, and 

was developed for the formal description of the syntax of the programming 

language ALGOL 68 (see VAN WIJNGAARDEN 1975). He used these notions hyper

rule and metarule with about the same meaning (for a linguistically orient

ed example see VAN WIJNGAARDEN 1970). The same terminology, although with a 

somewhat different meaning, is used in GAZDAR & SAG 1981 and GAZDAR 1982. 

The concept of a two-levelled grammar gives rise to an elegant method 

handling a lot of rules, even an infinite number. The method could easily 

be generalized to multi-level grannnars. In Van Wijngaarden's original 

system the metarules have to be context-free, whereas I allowed for context 

sensitive rules. This liberty has no consequences since the generative 

power of system lies in the rules, and not in the metarules. In the example 

given above (Chomsky's subcategorization) the context sensitive rules 

turned out to be useful. If we would be more liberal, and allow to use 

a type-0 grammar as metagrammar instead of a context sensitive grammar, 

then this would have the consequence that the by the metagrammar produced 

language would be undecidable. Then it would not be decidable whether a 

substitution for a metavariable is allowed, and consequently the set of 

actual rules would not be recursive. Therefore type-0 grammars are in our 

framework not acceptable in the metagra.mmar. 

5.3. Variables 

The use of variables in a Montague grammar gives rise to certain prob

lems. I will consider here two of them. A more extensive discussion will be 
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given in chapter 8. 

I. 'Left over' 

According to the PTQ rules we may generate the sentence He 3 runs. This 

is not a correct English sentence because it contains he3 , which is not 

a correct English word. 

2. 'Not there' 

One might apply a rule which involves variables in a situation in which 

such variables are not there. In this way one obtains relative clauses, 

which do not contain a reflexive pronoun. An example is the man such 

that Mary seeks a unicorn. 

In order to eliminate these two problems, in chapter 8 a restriction will 

be proposed that contains the following two conditions: 

(I) The production of a sentence is only considered as completed if each 

syntactic variable has been removed by some syntactic rule. 

(II) If a syntactic rule is used which contains instructions which have the 

effect of removing all occurrences of a certain variable from one of 

its arguments, then there indeed have to be such occurrences. 

It is evident that requirement (II) can be guaranteed by means of a 

partial rule. To this aspect I will return later. Requirement (I) says that 

all stages of the derivation process have to meet a certain condition. So 

is appears to be a global filter. Since one can tell from the final result 

whether the condition is met, it reduces however to a final filter. As I 

explained in chapter V, filters are not acceptable in our framework. But 

the effect of (I) can be obtained by means of a partial rule as follows. 

Replace everywhere in the grammar the category of Sentences by the catego

ry of Protosentence (so the grammar produces Protosentences). Then we add 

an extra rule which produces a sentence out of a protosentence in case re

quirement (II) is fulfilled, and which is not applicable when this require

ment is not fulfilled. Thus only sentences obying (I) are produced. Since 

I aim at avoiding partial rules, I have to provide an alternative method 

for the incorporation of the above two restrictions. This will be given be.

low. 

Categories are defined to be complex symbols consisting of two parts: 

a category name as we used before (e.g. S), and a representation of a set 

of integers. The set indicates which indices occur in the expressions of 
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that (complex) category. So he2 or he3 is an expressions of the category 

(T,{2,3}). Other examples are He 4 runs of the category (S,{4}), and John of 

the category (T,0). The language generated by the grammar is defined as the 

set of expressions of the category (S,0). 

The hyperrules of the grammar contain variables for integers (n) and 

variables for sets (set1,set2, ••• ). The following notations are used. 

set1 U set2 
set with n 

set - n 

denotes the set obtained as union of the sets set1 and set2 

is a compound expression indicating that set contains elementn 

is a compound expression denoting the set obtained by removing 

the element n from set. 

The hyperrule corresponding with s4 reads 

H4: (T,set1 ) x (IV,set 2) + (S,set 1 u set2) 

F4 : replace the first verb in S by its third person present singular, 

concatenate (a,S). 

This hyperrule states that set of the syntactic variables in the sentence is 

the union of the syntactic variables in the T-phrase and the IV-phrase. An 

example of an actual rule obtained from H4 is 

H4 : (T,{1,2}) x (IV,0) + (S,{1,2}) 

F 4 : see above. 

This rule may be used in the production of He 1 or he2 runs. Corresponding 

with s2,s5 , ••• ,s 13 and s 17 we have analogous hyperrules. The hyperrules 

corresponding with the rules s 14 and s3 are: 

H14 : (T,set1) x (S,set2 with n) + (S,set1 u [set 2-nJ) 

F14 : substitute (a, first occurrence of hen in S); 

replace all occurrences of he in S by he/she/it and of him by 
n n 

him/her/it according to the gender of the first noun or term in a• 

H3 (CN,set1) x (S,set 2 with n) + (CN,set1 u [set2 - n]). 

F3 Replace hen in S by he/she/it and himn by him/her/it, according 

to the gender of the first CN in a; 

concatenate (a, such that, S). 

An actual rule obtained from H14 is 

H3 : (T,0) x (S,{2,3}) + (S,{3}). 

An application of this rule is the production of John loves him3 from John 
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and he 2 loves him 3• 

A formalist might object to the hyperrules given above since they im

plicitly assume that the reader knows what sets are, and what is meant by 

the symbols u, with and -. This is, however, not knowledge about operations 

of the grammatical system, but set theoretical knowledge, and the rules 

should not be dependent on this knowledge. In appendix 3 of this book it 

will be shown how these notions can be described by means of purely gram

matical tools (viz. by rewriting rules). 

Clause (I) required that the expressions of the generated language do 

not contain any occurrences of syntactic variables. In my approach this 

requirement is not formalized as a filter or as a condition in a partial 

rule, but within the system of categories. This is theoretically more at

tractive, and practically somewhat simpler. Cl•ause (II) requires that in 

case a rule is applied which removes variables, then there are such occur

rences. This clause is also dealt with in the categorial system, as one 

can see from the following. Let us suppose that the categorial information 

given in the rules corresponds with the syntactic operations performed by 

these rules (i.e. if the rule removes all occurrences of a variable, its 

index is removed from the set mentioned in the category of the produced 

expression). This ass\)IIlption can easily be checked from the rules. Assuming 

this correspondence, the condition set2 with n in H14 and H3 guarantee that 

these rules are applied only to expressions containing the required occur

rences of variables. So instead of formalizing (1) as a condition in a par

tial rule, it is formalized within the categorial system. This is theore

tically more attractive, but practically somewhat more complex. 

One observes that the requirements concerning variables can be dealt 

with in accordance with the aim of using total rules. This is made manageable 

by using a two-level grammar. Within this system the requirements can be 

handled about as easy as in a system with partial rules. But the introduc

tion of two levels did not make the system simpler. Therefore I would not 

say that the requirement of using total rules has led us here to a simpler 

treatment. In order to see practical advantages of using a two-level 

grammar, one has to consider a much more complicated situation. Such a 

situation will be described in chapter 9: the interaction of tense scope, 

and quantifier scope. But in the present situation the advantage is only of 

theoretical importancy. Therefore one might take in practice the following 

position. It has been shown that the requirements concerning variables 

can be incorporated within a system with only total rules. This implicates 
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that in practical cases there is no need to treat the requirements explicit

ly in this way. One might use requirements (I) and (II) as they are formu

lated, assuming the present formalization. 

5.4. A theoretical result 

The method introduced in this section for eliminating partial rules 

consists in refining the system of categories. For nouns I gave an example 

with five subcategories, and for the treatment of variables even an in

finite number. One might consider the possibility of applying this method 

up to the very limit (every expression constituting a single category on 

its own). By proceeding that far, all partial rules are eliminated from the 

grammar. This simple idea is followed in the proof of the following theorem 

(LANDSBERGEN 1981). 

5. I. THEOREM. For every enumerable algebraic gramnar G with partial rules, 

there is a general algebraic grammar G' with total rules, such that 

L(G) = L(G'). 

PROOF. We obtain G' as follows. For each category C of G and each expression 

w of this category, we define a new category in G', denoted by the compound 

symbol (C,w). The only expression of this category is w. Since for each 

sort of G, the expressions are recursively enumerable, the sorts of G' are 

recursively enumerable as well (but in general not recursive). For each 

rule R in G there is a collection of rules in G', If according to a rule of 

G the expression w0 (of category c0) is formed out of the expressions 

w1,w2, ••• ,wn of the categories c1, ••. ,Cn' then there is in G' a rule pro

ducing expressions of the category (c0 ,w0) out of expressions of the cate

gories (C 1 ,w1 ).~Cn,wn). Of course, this rule can be used in only one pro

duction, but it is a total rule. Since the rules of G and the expressions 

of L(G) are recursively enumerable, the rules of G' are recursively enumer

able as well. Suppose that the distinguished category of G is S (so 

L(G) =GS). Then we add for each category (S,w), where w is arbitrary, a 

new rule which takes as input an expression of category (S,w) and yields 

as output the expression w of category S. From this construction it is evi

dent that L(G) = L(G'). 

5.1. END 

The theorem states that every language generated by a grammar with 
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partial rules can be generated by a grammar with total rules. As such the 

theorem is not surprising: even finite grammars have a universal generating 

capacity. The merit of the theorem lays in the method used in its proof. 

The grammars G and G' do not only generate the same language, but they do 

so in the same way. The derivational history of a given expression has in 

G and in G' the same structure. Several properties of G are carried over to 

G'; for instance, if G consists of concatenation rules only (i.e. if the 

rules correspond with a context free rules), then the same holds for G'. 

This correspondence between G and G' means that the proof can be used for 

restricted classes of grammars as well. 

One might be tempted to conclude from the theorem that grammars with 

partial rules are just notational variants of grammars with total rules, 

and that it constitutes a justification for writing partial rules in a 

framework that requires total rules. This is however not the case, since 

an important property of G can be lost by transforming it to G'. If G is 

a recursive grammar, where its generated language L(G) is not recursive, 

then G' is not a recursive grammar. In chapter 2 we have restricted our at

tention to the class of recursive grammars. Hence the method used in the 

theorem may bring us outside the class of grammars we are working with. 

For this class the grammars with partial rules cannot be considered as a 

notational variant of the grammars with total rules. So the requirement to 

use total rules is a substantial one. It has a consequence that not every 

condition on applicability is acceptable: only those are acceptable 

which can be reformulated as total rules in a recursive algebraic grammar. 

In previous sections it has been demonstrated that such a reformulation gives 

rise to a simpler, a better grammar. 

6. THE WELL-FORMEDNESS CONSTRAINT 

In this section I will discuss some aspects of a principle for syntax 

due to Partee. It is called 'the well-formedness constraint', and it reads 

as follows (PARTEE l979b, p.276): 

Each syntactic rule operates on well-formed expressions of specified 
categories to produce a well-formed expression of a specified category. 

The motivation for this principle is related with the aim 'to pursue the 

linguists goal of defining as narrowly as possible the class of possible 

grammars of natural languages' (op. cit. p.276). Although this is a com

pletely different aim than the theme of the present chapter, it turns out 
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that the well-formedness constraint has practical consequences which can be 

compared with consequences of our algebraic approach, in particular with the 

requirement of using total rules. I will restrict the discussion of the 

well-formedness constrain to these aspects. 

Our investigations started from algebraic considerations, and the re

quirement of using total rules constitutes a formal restriction. The value 

of the requirement was its impact on heuristics. What is the position of 

the well-formedness constraint in this respect? I$ it a formal restriction, 

heuristic guideline, or something in between these two? I w~ll first try 

to answer this question by considering the constraint as it is formulated; 
Partee's interpretation will be considered thereafter. In order to answer the 

question concerning the formal position of the well-formedness constraint, 

it is important to have a formal interpretation for the phrase 'well-formed 

expression'. I will consider two options. 

One might decide to associate the phrase 'well-formed expression' with 

the meaning that this phrase has in formal language theory. The rules of a 

grammar produce strings over some alphabet, and these strings are called 

the well-formed expressions over this alphabet. The epithet 'well-formed' is 

used to distinguish these strings from the other strings over this alphabet. 

Un-well-formed generated expressions do not exist by definition. It is pos1-

sible to tell what the well-formed formulas of predicate logic are, but it 

is not possible to give examples of un-well-formed formulas of predicate 

logic; if a string is not we 11-formed, it is no formula at all. If we apply 

this interpretation to the PTQ grammar, then we have to conclude that love 
him1 is a well-formed expression (of the category IV) because it is a string 

produced by the grammar, whereas love her is not well-formed (because it 

is not produced as IV-Phrase). With this interpretation the phrase in the 

constraint stating that the rules produce well-formed expressions is a 

pleonasm. The same holds for the input: the only possible expressions of 

specified categories are the expressions generated by the grammar. With this 

interpretation the well-formedness constraint just describes how the frame

work operates, and it is no constraint at all. 

One might relate the notion well-formedness with the language generated 

by the grammar. Then the generated language consists of well-formed expres

sions, and also all substrings of well-formed expressions are considered as 

well-formed. Following this interpretation, the constraint says that all 

intermediate stages in the production process have to be substrings of the 

produced language. So an acceptable grammar for English has not only to be 
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adequate (i.e. produce the correct language), but also all the intermediate 

stages arising from the granmar have to be adequate in a certain sense. 

This mixture of the notions 'possible grammar' and 'adequate grammar' makes 

the constraint an unusable one. Suppose that a list of rules of a grammar 

for English is presented, and one is asked whether they conform the con

straint. In order to answer this question one may start to produce some 

strings by means of the rules, and ask for each application of a rule, 

whether it is applied to well-formed expressions of English. Suppose that 

this is the case, then one cannot thereby conclude that all rules from the 

list obey the constraint, since not all possible derivations have been con

sidered. One has to try and try again, but the definite answer 'yes' can

not be given. It may be undecidable whether an arbitrary gra!lllllar satisfies 

the constraint or not. Of course, this is not a mathematical proof. Such 

a proof cannot be provided, since the set of English sentences is not a 

mathematically defined set, but related questions in formal language theory 

are known to be recursively undecidable. Since the constraint is an unde

cidable constraint, it cannot be accepted as a restriction on the class of 

possible grammars (otherwise a more attractive, undecidable, constraint 

would be 'is an adequate grammar for English'). 

Partee gives no formal definition of the notion 'well-formed expres

sion~ Conclusions about her interpretation have to be based upon the exam-1 

ples she gives concerning the constraint. As an illustration of the con

straint she presents a rule which forms adnominal adjectives from relative 

clauses. (PARTEE 1979b,p.277). Its syntactic function Fi has the effect 

that: 

Fi(irronigrant who is recent)= recent irronigrant. 

The input for this operation is an ill-formed expression (immigrant who is 

recent), and therefore she judges that this rule is prohibited by the well

formedness constrain. From this example is clear that she does not follow 

the first interpretation given above, the second one is closer to her in

tentions. But she would not consider all substrings of well-formed expres

sions as being well-formed as well (Partee, personal communication). I ex

pect that John and Peter is well-formed, whereas John and is not. Probably 

the judgement what well-formed expressions are, is to be based upon lin

guistic intuitions. In any case, Partee does not give a formal interpreta

tion for the notion 'well-formed expression'. If this notion is not for

mally interpreted, then the constraint itself cannot be a formal 
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restriction either. Furthermore, both our attempts to give a formal inter

pretation were not successful. 

I conclude that the constraint has to be considered as a guideline for 

designing rules. As such it might be useful for its heuristic value, but it 

has not the position of a formal constraint on the possible kinds for gram

mars. As a guideline it is a very appealing one, since it aims at a natural 

way of production; in which no artificial expressions occur as intermediate 

forms. However, following this interpretation is not without problems. As 

HAUSSER (1978) remarks, the intuitions concerning the well-formedness of 

incomplete expressions are rather weak. Hausser gives as example and about 

the seven diuarfs quickly; well-formed or not? Furthermore, the well-formed

ness constraint does, even in clear cases, not guarantee that only natural 

production processes are obtained. Hausser gives as example an operation 

with the following effect. 

Fn(John kissed Mary) =Bill walks. 

This operator Fn is according to the well-formedness constraint an accept

able operator: an intuitively well-formed expression is transformed into 

well-formed expression. In order to give real content to the principle, re

strictions have to be put on the possible effects of a rule. PARTEE (1979a) 

gives some proposals for such constraints, and her ideas will be followed 

in chapter 8. 

A consequence of Partee's interpretation of the well-formedness con

straint brings us back to the discussion of this chapter. Her interpretation 

says that in all stages of the production process only well-formed expres

sions are formed. So there is no need to filter out some of them. Neither 

there is a need to have obligatory rules which have in transformational 

grammars the task to transform ill-formed expressions into well-formed 

ones. So in a grammar satisfying the constraint obligatory rules and filters 

are not needed. Partee even goes further and interpretes the constraint in 

such a way that they are disallowed. As we found in section l, such require

ments are a dir~ct consequence of the algebraic framework. 

Partee's proposal deviates in an important aspect from our framework. 

Following linguistic practice, she allows for partial rules. As explained 

in the previous sections, I would not like to follow this idea and I would 

prefer to use total rules. Some effects of the well-formedness constraint 

can be dealt with by means of the requirement of using total rules, as will 

be shown below. 
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Suppose that in a grammar with total rules there is a rule Si of which 

the syntactic operation Fi has the following effect. 

Fi(immigrant who is recent)= recent immigrant. 

So the rule operates on a common noun phrase which, according to rule s3 ,n 
must be constructed from the common noun immigrant and a sentence of the 

form he is recent. This sentence has to come from the IV-phrase be recent. n 
Since we require that the rules are total, we may also combine this IV-

phrase with other term-phrases. So the sentence John is recent also is 

generated by the grammar, and this is not a correct sentence of English. 

This example suggests that an adequate grammar for English with total rules 

cannot contain a rule which generates recent immigrant in the way Si does, 

because one cannot get rid of the phrase be recent. But an easy solution 

for the production of recent immigrant is available. Follow the advice 

given in section 4.3, and ask for what we need to produce this phrase. This 

advice suggests us to ask for an adjective (recent) and a noun phrase 

(immigrant). So the requirement of using total rules has the same practical 

impact here as the well-formedness constraint: it is a guideline for ob

taining a non-artificial production process. (Note that I did not prove 

that it is impossible to have a rule like F. in a system with total rules; 
i 

I expect that a refined subcategorization might make this possible). 

PARTEE (1979b) discusses certain aspects of the formation of (13). 

(13) Fewer of the women came to the party than of the men. 

Following BRESNAN (1973), this sentence is derived from the (ill-formed) 

sentence (14) by means of an operation called Comparative Ellipsis. 

(14) Fewer of the women came to the party than of the men came to the party. 

This is in its turn derived from (15) by Comparative Deletion. 

(15) Fewer of the women came to the party than x many of the men came to the 
party. 

As Partee says, the production of (13) is a difficult case for the well

formedness constraint since it uses the ill-formed source (14). Partee 

says: 'Unless further analysis of these constructions leads to a different 

kind of solution, they would seem to require the admissibility of ungram

matical intermediate stages. (Note that the derivations in question give 

semantically reasonable sources, so any reanalysis has a strong semantic 

as well as syntactic challenge to meet).' (PARTEE !979b,p.303,304). 
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For our requirement of using total rules this production process is 

problematic as well. It is no problem that the rules of comparative deletion 

and comparative elipsis are partial rules, since they are meaning preserving. 

But the production of the ill-formed sentence (14) is problematic since we 

cannot get rid of this sentence: we cannot filter this sentence out, we may 

not have it as an expression of the generated language, and we may not use 
its embeddings (cf. the discussion concerning recent immigrant). But why 

follow this approach? Maybe one judges that a source like (14) or (15) ex

presses the semantic content of the comparatives more completely than com

paratives. Or one wishes to explain the semantic relations between all 

variants of comparatives by generating them from the same kind of source. 

In transformational grammar this might be valid arguments, no other formal 

tools than transformations are available. In a Montague grammar there is a 

semantic component in which such semantic relations can be formally ex

pressed. So if we do not need such a source for syntactic reasons we may 

try another approach. The requirement of using total rules guides us toward 

asking what we need. In order to make a sentence of which the kernel con

sists of two terms and a verb phrase, we need two terms and a verb phrase. 

Therefore we should introduce a three place rule 

F605 (Jolm,Bill,see women) = Jolm sees more women than Bill. 

The semantic component has to express what is compared; the syntax needs no 

to do so. 

Another rule might compare of two nouns in which degree they are in

volved in a certain property. 

F606 (man,boy,come to the party) fewer of the men come to the party 

than of the boys. 

One may also compare two terms for two verb phrases 

F607 (John,Bill, see men,meet women) =John sees more men than Bill 

meets women. 

These examples do not provide for a treatment of the comparative. They just 

illustrate the kind of solution one might search for in a framework with 

total rules. Variants are possible: for instance, one might introduce com

pound quantifier phrases like fewer of the man than of the boys, and use 

instead of F606 a rule with two arguments. Note that all these attempts to 

find total rules, are in accordance with the well-formedness constraint. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONSTITUENT STRUCTURES 

ABSTRACT 

Some proposals from the literature for assigning constituent structures 

to the expressions produced by a Montague grannnar are shown to violate the 

framework. A treatment of the syntax of the PTQ fragment is presented which 

assigns constituent structures to the produced expressions and which meets 

the requirements of the framework. Furthermore a restricted set of syntac

tic operations is introduced for the description of the syntactic rules. 
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I. STRUCTURE - WHY? 

The syntactic rules of PTQ make a primitive impression in comparison 

to the kind of rules used in transformational grailID!ars. A first point of 

difference is that the syntactic operations make no reference to the con

stituent structure of the involved expressions. A second one is that the 

syntactic operations are described without any formalism: the desired ef

fects are described by English sentences. On the one hand English is a 
rather poor tool since in this way the description of the syntactic opera-

tion can hardly use any abstract syntactic information. At the other hand 

it is a very unrestricted tool, since it allows any operation that can be 

described in the English language. Since the earliest times of Montague 

grailID!ar, it has been tried to bring the syntax of Montague grammar closer 

to that of transformational grallIDlar. This would open the possibility to in

corporate syntactic knowledge from transformational grammars in Montague 

grammar, and to discuss the differences. In this chapter I will present the 

first steps of an approach which makes the syntax of Montague grallIDlar less 

primitive: by developing a formalism for the formulation of the syntactic 

rules, and by introducing constituent structures in the syntax. 

An example of the kind of structure used in transformational grammars 

is given in figure I. The tree is not taken from any proposal in that field 

(then several details would be different), but it can be used to illustrate 

what kind of information is provided by such trees. The words attached to 

the end nodes of the tree yield, when read in the given order, the sen

tence of which the tree represents the constituent analysis. Constituents 

are groups of words which have a certain coherence. This appears for in

stance from the fact that it is rather easy to replace a constituent of a 

sentence by another group of words, whereas this is not the case for ar

bitrary groups of words from the sentence. The tree in figure l indicates 

what the constituents of the sentence are: all words of a certain con

stituent are connected to the same node in the tree. This node is labelled 

by a symbol: the name of the category of the constituent. Thus the tree 

gives the information that each word is a constituent, and that e.g. 

a unicorn is a constituent, whereas seeks a is not. 
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T 

Figure Tree like those in transformational grammar 

A first argument for the introduction of constituent structures in the 

syntax of Montague grammars is that it would make it possible to incorporate 

ideas, or even particular rules, from transformational grammars into 

Montague grammar. I will not try to sketch the role such structures play in 

the syntax of transformational grarrnnars; the reader should accept that con

stituent stru~tures have proven their usefulness. A second argument is that, 

even without the aim of incorporating ideas from transformational grammar, 

it is useful to have structural information available about the expressions 

dealt with. An example, based upon a phenomenon from the PTQ granunar, is 

the following (PARTEE 1973). 

Rule Slla from PTQ, the rule for verb-phrase conjunction, produces the 

IV-phrase 

(l) walk and talk. 

Rule s8 produces from (1) and the verb try to the IV-phrase 

(2) try to walk and talk. 

From the term Jolm and the IV-phrase (2) we can produce, according to rule 

S 4 , the sentence 

(3) Jolm tries to walk and talk. 

Another derivation is to produce first (using s8) 

(4) try to walk. 

Next we produce (5), using s 11 • 

(5) try to walk and talk. 
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Application of s4 to (5) yields (3), but the correct form of a sentence 

with the intended conjunction would be 

(6) John tries to walk and talks. 

In order to correct rule s4 for this, it is useful to distinguish the con

junction of try to walk and talk form the IV phrase try to walk and talk. 

So it is useful to assign structure to the strings (5) and (6). 

This second argument shows that it is useful to have some kind of 

structure available, not that it has to be the kind of structures used in 

transformational grammars. As has been shown by FRIEDMAN (1979), the kind 

of problems mentioned above can be dealt with by un-labelled trees. Acom

pletely different kind of syntactic structures is used in JANSSEN 1981b, 

where the present framework is combined with the structures used in Dik's 

'functional grammar' (DIK 1978,1980). However, the kind of structures I 

will consider in this chapter are constituent structures of the kind de

scribed above. 

2. THEORETICAL ASPECTS 

2.1. Trees in Montague grammar 

The rules of a Montague grammar determine how basic syntactic units 

are combined to larger ones. Such production processes can be represented 

by a tree. The tree for the de-dicto reading of John seeks a unicorn is 

given in figure 2. 

John seeks a unicorn --- ----John seek a unicorn 

----seek 
~ 

a unicorn 
/I 

a unicorn 

Figure 2 tree from Montague grammar 

Such trees are representations of derivational histories. For this reason 

PARTEE ( 1975) compares them with the T-markers from transformational grannnar, 

and not with the produced trees theraselves. In transformational gramJ!lars trees 

are produced, and if one wishes to compare the approach of Montague grammar 
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to the approach of transformational grammar, then one has to compare trees. 

Trees like the one in figure 2 are the only trees one finds in publications 

of Montague. Therefore one is tempted to compare such trees with the trees 

obtained in transformational grammars. 

The tree in figure 2 is not of the form of the trees of transforma-

tional grammars. The main difference is that in transformational grammars 

the nodes are not labelled with expressions, but with category symbols 

(except for the end-nodes). Therefore one considers the tree from figure 2 

as an unusual representation of the tree given in figure I. Then the tree 

from figure 2 is taken as the syntactic structure assigned to the sentence 

by the PTQ grammar. Proceeding in this way, using the only trees available 

in Montague grammars, it becomes possible to compare the structures in 

Montague grammar with the s.tructures in transformational grammars. This 

view on syntactic structure in Montague grammar can be found in work of 

several authors. In the next chapter we will see that PARTEE (1973) has 

compared the relative clause formation in Montague grammar and in transfor

mational grammar by comparing trees like the one in figure 2, with those 

of transformational grammars. This way of discussion was followed up in 

by BACH & COOPER (1978). The same approach can be found in COOPER & 

PARSONS (1976). They describe a transformational grammar that is claimed 

to be equivalent with the PTQ system. The base rules of their transforma

tional grammar produce (roughly) the same trees as the derivational his

tories of PTQ. 

If one just compares the trees in the two approaches one soon will 

find great differences, and problems arise if one wishes to take the trees 

from Montague grammar as serious proposals for the syntactic structure as

signed to a sentence. Consider the tree for the de-re reading of John seeks 

a uniaorn, given in figure 3, or alternatively the one in figure 4. 

John seeks a uniaor>n --- ~ a uniaorn 

/ "' a uniaorn 

John seek him1 
~ "-.. 

John seek him1 
/"-.. 

seek he1 

Figure 3: de-re reading 

/s"' 
/T" 

Det CN 
I I 

uniaor>n a 

s 
I " T IV 

I I " John TV T 

I I 
seek he1 

Figure 4: variant of figure 3 
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This tree cannot be taken as a serious analysis of the constituent structure 

of the sentence since it does not even fulfill the weakest requirement: that 

the lexical material is presented in the correct sequence. 

Cooper has developed a variant of Montague grammar in which no quanti

fication rules are used, and which seems to eliminate the problem just men

tioned. I give an example from COOPER 1978 (the idea originates from COOPER 

1975). Consider the tree in figure 2. The interpretation of this tree fol

lows its structure. The lexical items are interpreted first, and next the 

interpretations of larger constituents are formed. The usual interpretation 

yields the de-dicto reading, roughly presented as John'(seek'(a uniaorn')). 

The de-re interpretation is obtained by means of a mechanism which gives 

the translation of the uniaorn wide scope. This mechanism simply is a 

storage mechanism which allows the translation of the noun phrase a uniaorn 

to be stored, putting a variable placeholder in the regular translation. 

The stored translation of a unicorn is carried up the tree, until it can be 

retrieved at a suitable point where quantifying in is allowed. The store is 

a set of pairs consisting of an interpretation of a term and a variable. 

The way of processing is as follows. 

a unicorn ~""'+ <APvP(x0); <a uniaorn 1 ,x0>> 

seek a uniaorn ~ <seek'(APvP(x0)), <a uniaorn',x0>> 

John seeks a uniaorn ~""'+ <John'(Aseek'(APvP(x0))), <a uniaorn 1 ,x0>> 

retrieve from store, yielding 

<a uniaorn'(Ax0 (John'(Aseek(APvP(x0))))),~>. 

Cooper is not very explicit about the details of his proposal, and 

therefore it is difficult to evaluate it. Nevert~eless, I have serious 

doubts about the acceptability of his proposal in any approach which ac

cepts the principle of compositionality of meaning. The reason for this 

is as follows. The phrase seek a uniaorn has two parts: seek and a uniaorn. 

The contribution of the latter part to the meaning of the whole phrase con

sists in three components, one of them being the variable x0 • We have 

formalized meanings as abstract functions (intensions), and the symbol x0 
is not an element in this formalization. I assume that Cooper does not in

tend to define meanings as something which has the symbol x0 as a component. 

So the mechanism does not build meanings from meanings, and therefore it 

violates the principle of compositionality of meaning. A more explicit 

description of a storage mechanism is given in PARTEE & BACH (1981); that 
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related objections apply. 
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The above discussion shows that we cannot get rid of trees like the 

one given in figure 3 by using Cooper storage. This has the following con

sequence. If one takes the tree representing the derivational history of a 

sentence in a Montague grammar to be the syntactic structure assigned to 

that sentence, then one has to conclude that in certain cases they are un

acceptable as constituent structures. This is a practical reason against 

identifying the derivational histories with constitutent structures. As 

will be explained below, there are also algebraic reasons against it. 

2.2. Algebraic considerations 

In our framework the syntax is an algebra, i.e. a collection of car

riers with operations defined on them. An algebra can be defined in many 

ways. For instance, one can enumerate all the elements of each carrier, and 

state what the operators are. But we have developed a more efficient way of 

defining an algebra: state what the generators and the operators are. In 

this way with each element of the algebra (at least) one derivational his

tory can be associated. Such derivational histories are important for the 

semantics, because this process is mirrored when building the corresponding 

meanings. We have met several examples where the choice of a certain gener

ated algebra was determined by semantic considerations. If we consider only 

the syntactic side of the situation, the generation process is just some 

method to define the algebra. If we would replace a given definition by 

another definition of the same algebra, the elements and the operators 

would remain the same. More in particular, an element of an algebra by it

self does not have a derivational history. Only if one has additional in

formation concerning the way in which the algebra is defined, it becomes 

possible to associate with an element some derivational history, and with 

the algebra itself an algebra of derivational histories (a term algebra). 

The operators of a syntactic algebra are functions defined on the elements 

of that algebra, and since the information how the algebra is defined, 

cannot be read off from these elements, the operators of the syntactic al

gebra cannot interfere with derivational histories. In section 2 I argued 

that we need syntactic structures in order to design more sophisticated 

rules. As argued above, the syntactic rules are completely independent of 

such histories. Hence we cannot consider derivational histories to be the 
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structures we are looking for. This means that the only available trees 

cannot be used as a kind of syntactic structures. So the conclusion has to 

be that the PTQ grammar assigns no structure at aZZ to the expressions it 

deals with. 

If one wants the elements of an algebra to have a structure, then these 

elements sh.ouZd be structures! So in order to obtain a syntactic structure 

for the expression of a Montague grammar, this grammar should produce struc

tures: trees, or, equivalently, labelled bracketings. This brings us to an 

approach dating from the first years of Montague grammar: PARTEE 1973. That 

proposal follows the sound approach to structure in Montague grammar. It 

distinguishes between the structure of the derivational history and the 

structure of the produced element itself. A remark about the relevance of 

distinguishing these two levels in a grammar for natural language can al

ready be found in CURRY (1961), who calles the level of history 'tecto

grammatics', and the level of produced expressions 'phenogrammatics'. DOWTY 

1982 claims that rather different languages (such as Japanese and English) 

may have the same tectogrammatic structures, whereas the differences be

tween the languages are due to phenogrammatical differences. This idea can 

also be found in LANDSBERGEN 1982, where it constitutes the basic idea for 

a computer program for automatic translation. In figure 5 the two kinds of 

structure are presented for the de-re reading of John seeks a unicorn: the 

trees within the squares are the constituent structures produced by the 

grammar, and the tree consisting of double lines with squares as nodes is 

the tree representing the derivational history. 

2.3. Practical differences 

Above I argued on algebraic grounds for distinguishing the structure 

an element has, from the derivational history assigned to it in some genera

tive definition of the algebra. A practical aspect of this distinction is 

that there are completely different criteria for the design of these two 

kinds of structures. The derivational history is mapped homomorphically to 

the semantic algebra and determines the meaning of the expression. Seman

tic considerations play a decisive role in the design of the operators, and 

considerations concerning efficiency of definition determine the choice of 

the generators. The inherent constituent structure of the expressions is 

determined by syntactic considerations, e.g. the role such a structure has 

to play in the description of the syntactic effect of an operation. These 
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{S, 14,1} 

I {S,4} 
I 

/I 

CN {CN} 

II 
rr{De<J 
LLI _u_nico_r_n_ 

1 
{T} 

/IV~ 

l' 1 

{IV,5} 

John seek 

Figure 5 One derivational history containing many constituent 

structures 
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two different kinds of arguments may yield different kinds of structures. 

Below I will give some examples which show that the derivational history 

may sometimes differ considerably from what an acceptable constituent struc

ture might be. 

a) The PTQ rule s 14 produces e.g. John runs out of Joki and He 1 runs. This 

is not an acceptable syntactic structure since it contains at an end node 

a word that does not occur in the sentence (cf. the discussion concerning 

figure 3). 

b) In the grammar for questions by GROENENDIJK & STOKHOF ( 198 I) , there is a 

rule which substitutes a common noun into phrases of a certain kind. Thus 

which man walks is produced oi1t of man and which one walks. Here the same 

argument applies as for the quantification rule of PTQ: it contains at an 

end node an argument that does not occur in the sentence. 

c) In HAUSSER (1979b) another variant is presented of the substitution of 

a common noun for an occurrence of one in some phrase. Here the same conclu

sion holds. 

d) BACH (1979a) presents rules which produce persuade Bill to leave out of 

Bill and persuade to leave. The operation which performs this task, called 

'right-wrap', is a kind of substitution operation. It disturbs the sequence 

of words, and therefore it gives rise to a derivational history in which 

the order of the words does not correspond with the order of the words in 

the phrase. Therefore the derivational history is different from any pos

sible syntactic structure. 

e) DOWTY (1978) gives a very eleeant categorial treatment of phenomena which 

are traditionally treated by transformations. Examples are dative movement 

and object deletion. His rules shift serve from the category DTV (takes a 

dative and a term), to the category TTV(takes two terms), and next to TV and 

IV. This history is presented in figure 6. As far as I know, such a struc

ture has not been proposed in transformational grammars, which is an indi

cation that there is no syntactic motivation for this structural analysis. 

All steps in this production process are semantically relevant, and I con

sider it as a prime example of a semantically motivated elegant design of 

a derivational history. 
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John serves {S} 
/ "--._ 

John {T} serve {IV} 
I 

serve {TV} 
I 

{TTV} serve 
I 

{DTV} serve 

Figure 6: History a la Dowty 

3. TECHNICAL ASPECTS 

3. I • Introduction 

In this section I will sketch some tools which are useful in a version 

of Montague grammar in which the syntax produces structured expressions. 

The desire to provide handsome tools for a certain limited purpose leads 

to restricted tools (all-purpose tools are usually not very handsome: I 

would not like to describe a language by means of a Turing machine). So, 

whereas I do not have the aim of Partee ('defining as narrowly as possible 

the class of possible grammars of natural languages' (PARTEE 1979b, p.276)), 

the practical work is closely related. The tools I will use originate main

ly from Partee (ibid); in the details there are some differences. It is not 

my aim to develop a complete theory about structured syntax, but I will use 

the opportunity to make some theoretical and practical remarks about the 

available techniques. For more ambitious proposals which use the same ap

proach to structure, see BACH 1979b, PARTEE 1979a, 1979b, and LANDMAN & 

MOERDIJK 1981. 

The basic change I will make here in comparison with previous chapters, 

is a change of the algebra on the background, which is always assumed when 

we define a generated algebra. In the previous chapters this was mostly the 

algebra consisting of all strings over the alphabet involved with concate

nation as operator. In the present chapter this background algebra is 

replaced by one which consists of all trees, labelled in an appropriate way, and 

which has the basic operations which will be described in the sequel. 
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3.2. Operations on trees 

It is not very convenient to describe operations on trees by means of 

English sentences. Following Partee, I describe such operations as 

the composition of a few basic ones. These are described in the sequel. 

The operation root gives a new collllllon root to the members of a list of 

trees. The new root is labelled with a given category name. Let a and S 

denote trees, and let (a,S) denote the list consisting of these two trees. 

The effect of root((a,S),IV) is that the roots of the trees a and Sare 

connected with a new root, labelled IV, see figure 7. 

Figure 7: root ((a,S),IV) 

The operation insert substitutes a tree for a given node in some other 

tree. Let us accept the phrase 'first he2 in (a)' as a correct description 

of the node marked with x in tree a, see figure 8. Then the effect of 

insert (S, first hen in (a)) is given in figure 9. A single word is con

sidered as the denotation of a tree consisting of one node, labelled with 

that word. So the root operation can be applied to it. The effect of 
root(and, Con) is shown in figure 10. 

Figure 8: situation Figure 9: insert(a,S,x) Figure 10: root(and, Con) 
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These two operations for tree manipulation, together with operations 

for feature manipulation and index manipulation, suffice for the treatment 

of the PTQ fragment. For larger fragments other operations might be re

quired. An example is 'everywhere-substitution', which has the effect of 

substitution for all occurrences of a variable. This effect cannot be ob

tained by means of a repetition of the insert operator since one and the 

same tree cannot be at the same time the daughter of different nodes. So 

everywhere-substitution requires a copy operation which might be added as 

a primitive operation. PARTEE 1979b has no copy operation, but considers 

everywhere-substitution as a basic operation (we do not need everywhere

substitution since we deal with S/4,n by means of an operation on features). 

As an example I present the rule for verb-phrase conjunction. If we 

stay close to PTQ, it gets the following form, and yields the result given 

in figure I I . 

s 11 : IV x IV+ IV 

F 11 : root((a, and, S),IV). 

One might prefer to give the connective and a categorial status in the syn

tactic structure; the status of a connective. Then the operation could read 

as follows, yielding the result given in figure 12. 

s 11 : IV x IV+ IV 

F 1 1 : root ( (a, root (and, Con) , S) , IV) 

IV 

I '\ 
Con ,~ 
I~ 

and 

Figure II; root((a,-and, S),IV) Figure 12: root((a,root(and, Con),S),IV) 

3.3. Features and lexicon 

Rule s4 of PTQ tells that the subject-verb agreement in a sentence is 

obtained by replacing the first verb by its third person singular present. 

This is not an explicit formulation of what the effect of the rule is sup

posed to be. In an explicit form it would say that the verb run is to be 

replaced by runs and that try to (in PTQ a single word with a space inside) 
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is to be replaced by tries to. Rule s4 can have its short readable form on

ly since it is not explicit about such details. In order to obtain an ex

plicit syntactic rule which is not full with details, we have to abstract 

from the inflection behaviour of the individual verbs. So it is useful to 

let the syntactic rules deal with more abstract lexical elements. By in

corporating features in Montague granmar, rule s4 may for the PTQ fragment 

simply attach the features like present and third person singular to an 

elementary form of the verb without being concerned with the effect of these 

details for every individual verb. The information about morphological be

haviour of the verb can be given in the lexicon or in a separate morphologi

cal component. 

Features originate from transformational grammar. They were used, as 

far as I know, for the first time in Montague granmar by GROENENDIJK & 
STOKHOF 1976 for a phenomenon like the one above. Features are also use-

ful if one incorporates transformations into Montague granmar. PARTEE 1979b 

gives several examples of transformations which require features; an example 

is the Subject-Aux inversion process for questions which requires isolation 

of the tense morpheme. 

As an example of the use of features I give a reformulation of rule S4 

using features. Of course, the rule has in other respects the same short

comings as the original PTQ rule, but it is fully explicit now. 

s4 : T x IV+ S 

F4 : add features((pres,sing 3), first verb in (a)); 

root((a,S),S). 

The details of the regular formation of the word forms can be given on 

a separate morphological component, whereas details about irregular word 

forms can be given in the lexicon. So the function verbform in the morpho

logical component will be such that 

verbform((pres,sing3),a) =as 

verbform((pst,sing3),a) = aed 

(e.g.waZks) 

(e.g.waZked). 

The morphological component also contains a function pronomen such that 

pronomen(sing3,acc,masc) him 

pronomen(sing3,nom,neut) it. 

Besides morphological details, the lexicon also contains the information 

which features are inherent to the word (e.g. John always bears the feature 
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specified (e.g. Jorm may not be specified for tense). 
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On the basis on the above considerations I define a lexical element as 

a list consisting of the following five components. 

I. a string being the basic form of the word 

2. a category symbol, being the category of the lexical element 

3. a list of inherent features 

4. a list of kinds of features for which the lexical element can be speci

fied. 

5. a description of the procedure for making derived forms of the word. 

The above definition says that a lexical element is denoted by a list 

of five elements, of which some are lists themselves. We already introduced 

a notation for lists. Let furthermore ( ) denote an empty list. The examples 

of lexical elements presented below are somewhat simplified with respect to 

PTQ since they only consider past and present tense. 

("John", T, (masc, ,sing3), (), wordform: "john") 

("walk", IV, 0, (tense,pres), wordform: verb form( (tense,pres),"waZk"), 

("run" ,IV,(), (tense,pres), 

if value of tense = past then wordform: "ran" 

else wordform: verb form( (pres,sing3), "run") ) . 

Up till now we only considered kinds of features which are well known. 

But nothing in the feature definition prohibits us to define unusual ones. 

We might define a feature kind 'mainverb' with values # and -. The instruc

tions for introduction or deletion of this feature can be the same as the 

instructions for Bennetts # mark which indicates the main verbs of a phrase 

(BENNETT 1976). In this way we can use the features as syntactic markers. 

Following Partee, I would not like to do so. Features are introduced for 

isolating morphological phenomena, not for syntactic marking. So I would 

like to restrict features to morphological relevant ones, just as PARTEE 

(1979b) proposed. This restriction requires, however, a formal definition 

of this notion (Partee gives no definition). 

The notion 'morphologically relevant feature' is clearly word depen

dent. The case feature is relevant for he but not for John. So we might 

call a feature morphologically relevant if it is relevant for at least some 

word in the grammar. But what does this notion mean? Something like that 

the feature influences the form of the word? It is to be required further-
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more that this influence can be observed in real sentences: it is not enough 

that it occurs in some morphological rule since this leaves open the possi

bility of a fake feature which influences the form of some 'external' word 

that does not occur in a produced sentence. We want a feature to create an 

opposition of wordforms in the produced language. Based upon these consider

ations I would define the notion as follows. 

3.1. DEFINITION. A feature Fis called morphologically relevant in grammar 

G if the following two conditions are satisfied. 

I. There is a sentence s 1 E L(G) containing a lexical element W which bears 

feature F and which has wordform W 1• 

2. There is a sentence s2 E L(G) containing an occurrence of W which does 

not bear feature F and which has wordform w2 where w2 is different from 

WI. 

3.1. END 

Note that this definition uses quantification over the sentences in the 

language L(G). This quantification makes the notion 'morphologically rele

vant' to an undecidable notion. Suppose a list of syntactic rules, a lexi

con containing features, and a list of morphological rules is given. Then 

one might try to show that a feature is not morphologically relevant by 

producing a lot of sentences and checking the conditions. However, one 

never reaches a stage that one can say for sure that such a feature is un

acceptable. A formal proof is given in the following theorem. 

3.2. THEOREM. There exists no algorithm which decides for all grammars G 

and feature F whether F is morphologically relevant in G. 

PROOF. Suppose that such an algorithm would exist. Then this would give 

rise to a decision procedure for algebraic grammars, as will be shown below. 

Let G be an arbitrary algebraic grammar, with distinguished sort S, and 

suppose L(G) is a language over the alphabet A. Let a be an arbitrary 

string over this alphabet, and let w E A be the first symbol of a. Let 

w' E A be a new symbol, and F a new feature not occurring in G. Define the 

wordform of w when bearing feature F as being w'. Extend now grammar G to 

G' by adding the following rule: 

R: S + S is defined by 

R(a) a' where a' is obtained from a by attaching F to w 
R(~) ~ if ~ is not equal to a. 
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The only way to introduce w' in some expression of L(G') is by means of this 

new rule R. Hence F is morphologically relevant in G' if and only if 

a' E L(G'). From the definition of R it follows that a' E L(G) iff a E L(G). 

So if it would be decidable whether F is morphologically relevant, it would 

be decidable whether a is generated by grammar C. Since L(G) can be any re

cursively enumerable language, this question is undecidable. 

3.2. END 

The undecidability of the notion 'morphologically relevant' has as a 

consequence that it can not be considered as a formal constraint, and that it 

cannot be incorporated in the definition of the notion 'grammar'. This does 

not mean that the property is worthless. It could play about the same role 

as the well-formedness constraint, being an important practical guideline 

for designing and evaluating grammars. 

3.4. Queries for information 

In syntax one often uses information about the grammatical function of 

words and groups of words. The grammatical tradition has constituted names 

for most of these functions, e.g. mainverb, subject and object. That the 

information for determining these functions is present in the syntactic 

structure assigned to them, has already been stated in CHOMSKY 1965. He de

fines the subject of a sentence as the NP which is immediately dominated by 

the main S node. In spite of this approach to grammatical functions, the 

tradition of transformational grammar never uses such information explicit

ly. PARTEE 1979b proposes to incorporate this information in Montague gram

mar and to make explicit use of it in the syntactic rules. 

On the question what the main verbs of a sentence are, an answer like 

run is not good enough since that verb might occur more than once. An ans

wer has to consist of a list of occurrences of verbs; or formulated other

wise a list of nodes of the tree which are labelled with a verb. Functions 

used to obtain syntactic information such as mainverb are functions from 

trees to lists of nodes of that tree. The first use of functions of this 

kind in Montague grammar is given in FRIEDMAN 1979. Such functions are 

called queries by KLEIN (1979); PARTEE (1979b) uses the name properties for 

a related kind of functions, The different name covers a different approach 

to such functions. It is a property of each individual occurrence of a 

verb to be a mainverb or not so: hence a property is a boolean valued 
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function, but a query is not. Since it is not convenient to use properties 

in syntactic rules, I use queries. 

PARTEE (1979b) defines queries by means of rules parallel to the for

mation rules of the syntax. This has as a consequence that she in fact per

forms induction on the trees which represent derivational histories. Thus 

properties of derivational histories can be defined by means of her queries. 

It allows, for instance to define a query which tells us what the terms are 

which are introduced by means of a quantification rule. This query which I 

call 'substituted terms', can be defined as follows: 

I. add to rule s 14 ,n the clause 

substituted terms (s 14 ,n(a,13)) = {a} u substituted terms (13) 

2. do the same for the other quantification rules 

3. add to the other rules the clause 

substituted terms (S.; (a,13)) = substituted terms(a) ll 

substituted terms(i3) 

Since we do not consider the derivational histories as representations of 

syntactic structures, we do not want information about the derivational 

history to be available in the syntax. Therefore I will not define queries 

in this way. 

FRIEDMAN (1979) defines queries separately from the rules. She defines 

them for all constituent structures by means of a recursive definition with 

several clauses; each clause deals with a different configuration at the 

node under consideration. So Friedman performs induction on the constituent 

trees, and not on the derivational histories. Consequently, the query 'sub

stituted terms' cannot be defined in Friedman's approach. In principle I 

will follow Friedman' s method, but some modifications are useful. 

Friedman's method has a minor practical disadvantage. If one adds a 

rule to the grannnar, then at several places the grannnar has to be changed: 

not only a rule is added, but all query definitions have to be adapted. In 

order to concentrate all these changes on one place in the grammar, I will 

mention the clauses of the definitions of a query within the operation 

which creates a new node, so within the operation root. In this way it is 

for each node determined how the answer to a query is built up from the 

answers to the query at its subnodes. If a root operation contains no 

specifications for a query, this is to be understood as that the answer 

to the query always consists of an empty list of nodes. As an example, I 

present rule Slla' in which a clause of the query mainverb is defined. 
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SI I : IV x IV -+ IV 

F 11 : root((a,root(and, Con),S), IV, 

mainverbs = mainverbs(a) u mainverbs(S) ). 

The basis of the recursion for a query is formed by its application to a 

node only dominating an end node of the tree. Then a query yields as result 

that end node. So is the query mainverbs is applied to the root of the tree 

in figure 13, then the result is that occurrence of run. 

IV 

run 

Figure 13: basis of recursion 

4. PTQ SYNTAX 

Below I will present a syntax for the PTQ fragment. The purpose of 

this section is to provide an explicit example of what a Montague grammar in 

which structures are used, might look like. It is not my aim to improve all 

syntactic shortcomings of PTQ; only some (concerning conjoined phrases) are 

corrected. For more ambitious proposals see PARTEE 1979b and BACH 1979. 

In the formulation of the rules, several syntactic functions and oper

ations will be used. Below the terminology for them is explained, thereafter 

they will be described. 

I. Queries 

Functions which have a tree as argument and yield a list of nodes in the 

tree. They are defined within the root operations. 

2. Primitive functions 

Functions of several types which yield information, but do not change any

thing. 

3. Primitive operation 

Operations of several types which perform some change of the tree or lists 

involved. 

4. Composed operations 

Like 3, but now built from other operations and functions. 
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QUERIES 

Mainverbs 

Yields a list of those occurrences of verbs in the tree which are the 

mainverbs of the construction. 

Headnouns 

Yields a list of those occurrences of nouns, pronouns and proper names 

which are the heads of the construction. 

PRIMITIVE FUNCTIONS 

_Index of (w) 

yields the index of the word w (provided that w is a variable) 

First of (I) 

yields the first element of list I. 

All occurrences of (he ,t) 
n 

yields a list of all occurrences of he in tree t. 
n 

G"nder of (w) 

yields the gender of word w, and of the first word of w if w is a list. 

Is a variable (w) 

determines whecher term w is a variable (of the form hen). 

PRIMITIVE OPERATIONS 

root ( ( t 1 , ... , t ) , C, query: ... ) . 
-- n 

Creates a new nod~ which is the mother of the trees t 1, ... ,tn. 

This new node is labelled with category symbol C. 

For all queries a clause of their recursive definitions is determined: 

either explicitly, or implicitly (in case the query yields an empty list). 

Add features (f,1) 

Attaches to all elements of list 1 the features in feature list f. 

Delete index (n,I) 

Deletes index n from all elements in list I. 

Replace index (l,m) 

Replaces the index of all variables in list l by index m. 

Insert (r,t) 

Replaces node r by tree t, thus inserting a tree in another tree. 

Union (I 1, 12) 

Yields one list, being the concatenation of lists 11 and 12 . 
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COMPOSED OPERATIONS 

Termsubstitution (t,n,r) 

Substitutes term t in tree r for the first occurrence of hen. The ope

ration is defined by: 

if is a variable (t) 

then replace index (all occurrences of (hen,r), index of (t)) 

else insert (t, first of (all occurrences of (he ,r))) 
-- n 

define: list=all occurrences of (he ,r) 
n 

delete index(list) 

add features ((sing,pers3,gender of (first of (main nouns (t))), list). 

End definition. 

Below the rules for the PTQ-fragment are given with exception of the 

rules for tense. Their formulation resembles the formulation they would get 

in an ALGOL 68 computer program I once thought of. 

S 2 : De t x CN -+ T 

root ((o.,13),T, 

head nouns= head nouns (13)). 

s3 : CN x S -+ CN 
,n 

define: list= all occurrences of (hen,13); 

delete index (n, list); 

add features (gender of (head nouns (a), list)); 

root ((a, root (such-that,Rel),13),CN, 

head nouns= head nouns (a)). 

s4 T x IV -+ S 

add features ((pres,sing3), main verbs (13)); 

add features (nom, read nouns (a)); 

root ((o.,13) ,S, 

main verbs= main verbs (13)). 

s5 TV x T -+ IV 

add features (ace, head nouns (13)); 

root ((a,13),IV, 

main verbs= main verbs (a)). 

s6 Prep x T -+ IAV 

add features (ace, head nouns (13)); 

root ((o.,13), IAV), 
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S7: IV/S x S -+ IV 

root ((ex,8), IV, 

main verbs = main verbs (ex)) • 

SS: IV//IV x IV-+ IV 

root ((ex,8),IV, 

main verbs = main verbs (ex)) • 

S9: S/S x S -+ S 

root ((ex,8), s, 

main verbs = main verbs (8)) • 

SIO: IAV x IV -+ IV 

root ((8,ex), IV, 

main verbs main verbs (8)) 

s 1 la: S x S -+ S 

root ((ex, root (and, Con),8), S, 

main verbs= union (main verbs (ex), main verbs (8))). 

SI lb: SxS-+S 

root ((ex, root (or, Con) ,8), s 

main verbs = union (main verbs (ex), main verbs (8))). 

s12a IV x IV -+ IV 

root ((ex, root (and, Con) ,8), IV, 

main verbs =· union (main verbs (ex) ' main verbs (8))). 

s12b= IV x IV -+ IV 

root ((ex, root (or, Con),8), IV, 

main verbs = union (main verbs (ex) ' main verbs (8))). 

s 13 T x T -+ T 

root ((ex, root (or, Con),S), T, 

head noun= union (head nouns (ex), head nouns (8))). 

sl4,n: TXS-+S 

termsubstitution (ex, .n, 8). 

s 15,n T x CN -+ CN 

termsubstitution (ex' n, 8). 

s,6,n: T x IV -+ IV 

termsubs ti tut ion (ex' n, p). 
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CHAPTER IX 

RELATIVE CLAUSE FORMATION 

ABSTRACT 

Does the principle of compositionality compel us to a certain analysis 

of relative clause constructions? Answers given by Partee and Bach & Cooper 

will be investigated, and new arguments will be put forward. The question 

will be generalized and answered on the basis of algebraic properties of 

the framework. The investigations give rise to a restriction on the use of 

variables in Montague grammar: the variable principle. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Our framework, which formalizes the principle of compositionality of 

meaning, says that the syntax and semantics are similar algebras, and that 

the meaning assignment function is a homomorphism. Now one may ask to what 

extent this organization of the grammar restricts the options we have in 

the syntax to describe a particular phenomenon. This question was raised by 

PARTEE (1973) with respect to relative clause constructions, and her answer 

was that we have to use a particular analysis. She concluded that the frame

work puts very strong constraints on the syntax, with the consequence that 

'it is a serious open question whether natural language can be so described' 

(PARTEE 1973, p.55). Her argumentation is used by CHOMSKY (1975) to support 

his ideas of an autonomous syntax in transformational grammars. Partee's 

conclusion about relative clause formation has been disputed by BACH & 

COOPER (1978), who give an alternative construction. 

In chapter 2 it has been proven that every recursively enumerable lan

guage can be described by means of a finite algebraic grammar. Hence Partee's 

question, as quoted above, has already been answered positively. But we 

will curtail it to the question whether the framework constrains the way in 

which natural language phenomena can be described. More in particular, we 

will investigate the thematic question: does the framework of Montague gram
mar compel us to a particular syntactic analysis of restrictive relative 
clauses? The arguments given in the literature will be considered, and new 

arguments will be put forward. In the course of the discussion positive and 

negative answers to the thematic question will alternate. An answer to the 

general version of the question is obtained as well. It will turn out that 

syntactic variables (like hen) play an important role in relative clause 

constructions. This role is investigated, and this gives rise to the intro

duction of a new principle for Montague grammar: the variable principle. 

This chapter is a slightly revised version of JANSSEN (1981a). 

2. THE CN-S ANALYSIS 

2.1. The discussion by Partee 

PARTEE (1973) considers three kinds of analyses of relative clause 

constructions which were proposed in the literature in the framework of 

transformational grammar. She investigates which of them constitutes a good 
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basis for a compositional semantics. The comparison is carried out in the 

way described in chapter 7, section 2.1: the derivational histories from 

Montague grammar are compared with the constituent structures proposed in 

transformational grammars. As was explained there, this is not the most 

felicitous way to compare the two approaches. Our thematic question, how

ever, does not concern a comparison but is a question about the present 

framework itself: the structures from transformational grammar merely con

stitute a starting point. Hence all trees under discussion have to be taken 

as representing derivational histories, even in case they originate from 

transformational grammar as constituent structures. In the sequel I will 

use the categorial terminology from the previous chapters, and not the 

transformational terminology used in the proposals under discussion. 

Below I summarize Partee's argumentation. She discusses three kinds 

of analysis for the restrictive relative clause construction. They are named 
after the configuration in which the relative clause is introduced. These 

analyses (of which the second was the most popular among transformational 

grammarians) are 

I. CN-S 

2. T-S 

the Common Noun-Sentence analysis (Figure I) 

the Term-Sentence analysis (Figure 2) 

2. Det-S: the Determiner-Sentence analysis (Figure 3). 

/T 
Det \ 

/ 
CN ~ 
I~ 

the boy who runs 

Figure I : CN-S 

/\ 
/' .A 

Dr r u 
the hoy who runs 

Figure 2: T-S Figure 3: Det-S 

In the analysis presented in Figure I, the common noun boy can be in

terpreted as expressing the property of being a boy, and the phrase who runs 
as expressing the property of running. The conjunction of these properties 

is expressed by the noun phrase hoy who runs. The determiner the expresses 

that there is one and only one individual which has these two properties. 

So the CN-S analysis provides a good basis for obtaining the desired 

meaning in a compositional way. 
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In the T-S analysis as presented in Figure 2, the term the boy is in

terpreted as expressing that there is one and only one individual with the 

property of being a boy. Then the information that the individual is running 

can only be additional. So in a compositional approach to semantics who runs 

has to be a non-restrictive relative clause. Therefore Partee's conclusion 

is that the T-S analysis does not provide a good basis for a compositional 

semantics of restrictive relative clauses. 

The Det-S analysis from Figure 3 does not provide a good basis either. 

The phrase dominated by the uppermost Det-node (i.e. the who runs), expres

ses that there is one and only one individual withthe property of running, 

and the information that this individual is a boy, can only be additional. 

Of course, these arguments do not constitute a proof that it is impos

sible to obtain the desired meanings from the T-S and Det-S analyses. It 

is, in general, very difficult to prove that a given approach is not pos

sible, because it is unlikely that one can be sure that all variants of a 

certain approach have been considered. This is noted by Partee when she 

says: 'I realize that negative arguments such as given against analyses 2. 

and 3 can never be fully conclusive.[ •.. ]' (PARTEE 1973, p.74 - numbers 

adapted T.J.). She proceeds: 'The argument against 3. is weaker than that 

against 2., since only in 2 the intermediate constituent is called a T.' 

(ibid.). Her carefully formulated conclusion is 'that a structure like I, 

can provide a direct basis for the semantic interpretation in a way that 

2 and 3 cannot' (ibid. p.54). 

2.2. The PTQ-rules 

Accepting the argumentation given in Section 2.1, is not sufficient 

to accept the claim that one should use the CN-S analysis. It remains to 

be shown that such an analysis is indeed possible, and this means providing 

explicit syntactic and semantic rules. Partee does not need to do so be

cause in her discussion she assumes the rules for relative clause forma

tion which are given in PTQ. Although these rules do not produce literarely 

the same string as she discusses, the same argumentation applies to them. 

I recall the rule for relative clause formation given in chapter 4. 

s 3,n 
F3 : ,n 

T3 : ,n 

CN x S + CN 

Replace he n in 8 by he/she/it and him by him/her/it, according n 
to the gender of the first CN in a; concatenate (a, suah tha.t, 8) 

AX [a'(x) A 8']. 
n n 



According to this rule, the derivational history of boy wlw runs has the 

structure presented in figure I. The phrase can be produced from the noun 

boy and the sentence he3 runs by an application of instance s3 , 3 of the 

above scheme. The corresponding translation reads 
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This expression is interpreted as the property which holds for an individual 

if it both is a boy and is running. This is completely in accordance with 

the interpretation sketched for figure I. 

I recall that S can be applied two times in succession (or even 3,n 
more). Then sentences are obtained like (2) (due to Bresnan, see PARTEE 

1975, p.263) and (3) (due to PARTEE - ibid). 

(2) Every girl wlw attended a women's college wlw made a large donation 

to it was included in the list. 

(3) Every man wlw has lost a pen wlw does not find it will walk slowly. 

In these sentences two relative clauses are attached to a single head noun. 

This construction is known under the name stacking (of relative clauses) . 

In Dutch and German stacking is not a grammatical construction. 

Rules s 3 and T3 do not give a correct treatment of all phenomena ,n ,n 
which arise in connection with relative clauses. Some examples are: 

1. The rule produces the such-that form of relative clauses, and this is 

not their standard form. A rule which produces a form with relative 

pronouns cannot be obtained by means of a straightforward reformulation 

of s3 ' since complications arise (see RODMAN 1976). ,n 
2. In certain circumstances T 3,n may give rise to an, unintended, collision 

of variables. This problem was discussed in section 5.3 of chapter 6· , 
see also section 6.1. 

3. Some famous problematic sentences do not get a proper treatment with 

this rule. Examples are the so called 'Bach-Peters sentences' and the 

'Donkey sentences'. There are several proposals for dealing with them. 

For instance HAUSSER (1979c) presents a treallllent for the Bach-Peters sen

tence (4), and COOPER (1979) for the donkey sentence (5). 

(4) The man wlw deserves it gets the price he wants. 

(5) Every man who owns a donkey beats it. 

For a large class of sentences, however, the PTQ rule yields correct 

results, and I will restrict the discussion to this class. The class 
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contains the relative clause constructions in the such-tha.t form, the rela

tive clause is a single (i.e. unconjoined) sentence, and stacking is al

lowed. Bach-Peters sentences and Donkey sentences are not included. For this 

class, the CN-S analysis gives a correct treatment in a compositional way, 

whereas for the T-S and Det-S analyses it is argued that this is not the 

case. So in this stage of our investigations, the answer to the thematic 

question has to be positive: the compositionality principle compels us to 

a certain analysis of relative clause constructions. 

2.3. Fundamental problems 

The PTQ rule for relative clause formation is essentially based on 

the use of variables in the syntax (hen), and the use of unbound variables 

in the logic (x ). This device gives rise to two problems which are of a 
n 

more fundamental nature than the problems mentioned in Section 2.2. The 

latter concerned phenomena which were not described correctly by the given 

rule, but it is thinkable that some ingenious reformulation might deal with 

them. The fundamental problems I have in mind are problems which arise from 

the use of variables as such. It is essential for the entire approach to 

obtain a solution for these problems, since in case they are not solved 

satisfactorily we cannot use the tool at all. This aspect distinguishes them 

from the problems mentioned in Section 2.2. The problems also arise in con

nection with other rules dealing with variables (s 14 ,n, ••• ,s 17 ,n). Note 

that the epithet 'fundamental' is not used to make a suggestion about the 

degree of difficulty of the problem, but to indicate the importance that 

some answer is given to it. The two fundamental problems are the following. 

I) 'left-over' 

The first problem is: what happens in case a variable is introduced 

that is never dealt with by s3 or any other rule. On the syntactic side ,n 
it means that we may end up with a sentence like he7 runs. Since he 7 is 

not an English word, this is not a well-formed sentence, and something has 

to be done about it. On the semantic side it means that we may end up with 

an expression containing an unbound logical variable. From the discussion 

in Section 5 it will appear that it is not obvious how we should interpret 

the formulas thus obtained. 

2) 'not-there' 

The second problem is: what happens when a rule involving variables 

with a given index is applied in case such variables are not there. I give 
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two examples of such situations. The first is obtained if one applies s3 , 1 
to the common noun man, and the sentence Mary talks. Then the noun-phrase 

(6) is produced, which is ill-formed because there is no pronoun which is 

relativized. 

(6) man such that Mary talks. 

On the semantic side (6) gives rise to a lambda operator which does not 

bind a variable. The second example (GROENENDIJK & STOKHOF l976b) is obtain

ed by an application of s3, 1 to man and he 2 1valks. Then the common noun 

phrase (7) is formed, out of which (8) can be obtained. 

(7) man such that he2 walks. 

(8) He 2 loves the man such that he2 walks. 

By an application of s 14 , 2 we finally obtain 

(9) John loves the man such that he walks. 

This sentence has just one reading, viz. that John loves a walking man. The 

translation rules of PTQ however, yield (JO) as reduced translation for 

(9). 

(10) 3u[Vv[[man*(v) A walk*(john)] ++ u = v] A love*(john,u)] . 

This formula expresses that the one who walks is John. THOMASON (1976) makes 

a related observation by counting the number of ambiguities of (II). 

(II) Bill tells his father that John resembles a man such that he shaves him. 

For the first problem it is evident that it is the use of variables 

which creates it, and that it are not the phenomena themselves: if there 

were no variables in the syntax, they could not be 'left-over', nor remain 

'unbound' in their translation. For the second problem it is rather a mat

ter of conviction that it is the use of variables that creates the problem. 

Even if (6) would be well-formed, I would consider its production in the 

way sketched above, as an undesirable side effect of the use of variables, 

because it does not exhibit a phenomenon for which variables are required. 

In the literature there are some proposals for dealing with these two 

fundamental problems. One proposal (implicitly given in RODMAN 1976) is of 

a purely syntactic nature and simply says: the 'left-over' and 'not-there' 

constructions are not acceptable, and in case such a construction threatens 

to arise, it is filtered out. This approach is not considered here in de

tail, because it played no role in the discussion concerning our thematic 
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question. In the approach of COOPER (1975) the 'left-over' constructions 

are accepted, an answer is given to the semantic questions, and the 'not

there' constructions are dealt with in the semantics. In the next sections 

his proposal will be discussed in detail. A proposal combining syntactic and 

semantic aspects (JANSSEN 1980b) will be considered in Section 5. 

3. THE T-S ANALYSIS 

3.1. Cooper on Hittite 

COOPER (1975) considers the construction in Hittite which corresponds 

to the relative clause construction in English. In Hittite the relative 

clause is a sentence which is adjoined to the left or the right of the 

main sentence. For this and other reasons, Cooper wishes to obtain such 

constructions by first producing two sentences and then concatenating them. 

A simplified example is the Hittite sentence which might be translated as 

(12), and has surface realization (13). The sentence is produced with the 

structure given in figure 4. For ease of discussion English lexical items 

are used instead of Hittite ones. 'Genitive' is abbreviated as 'gen', 

'plural' as 'pl', 'particle' as 'ptc', and 'which' as 'wh'. The example is 

taken from BACH & COOPER (1978) (here and in the sequel category names are 

adapted). 

(12) And every hearth which is made of stones costs 1 shekel. 

(13) SA NA4 HI.A-ia kuies GUNNI.MES nu kuissa 1 GIN 
gen.stone-pl.-and which hearth-pl. ptc. each(one) shekel 

---- s~ s--- ··~s 
/l~ ~2~ 

Die'_,/~\ /\ Pee T ~ 
1uh hearths be of stones nu each( one) cost 1 shekel 

Figure 4 
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Sentence (13) is assumed to have the same meaning as the corresponding 

English sentence (12). There seems to be a conflict between the arguments 

in favor of a CN-S analysis as given in section 2, and the wish to use the 

S-S analysis for Hittite. Cooper's solution is to allow the Term-phrase 

each(one) 'to denote the set of properties possessed by every entity having 

property R' (BACH & COOPER 1978, p.147). Which property R is, is specified 

by the relative clause s 1. The translations of s2 and s 1 are (14) and (15), 

respectively (here and in the sequel v A and symbols are added). 
* 

(14) Vx[vR(x) + Cost-one-shekel(x)] 

(15) Hearth(z) A Made-of-stone(z). 

The syntactic rule which combines s 1 and s2 to a phrase of the cate

gory S, has as corresponding translation rule 

Here s 1' and s2• are the translations of s 1 and s2 , respectively. When this 

rule is applied to (14) and (IS), we obtain (16) as reduced translation. 

(16) Vx[hearth(x) A made-of-stone(x) + cost-one-shekel(x)]. 

Since S is of another category than s 1 and s2 , this production process does 

not allow for stacking, what is claimed to be correct for Hittite. 

3. 2. Bach & Cooper on English 

BACH & COOPER (1978) argue that the treatment of COOPER (1975) of 

Hittite relative clauses can be used to obtain a T-S analysis for English 

relative clause constructions which is consistent with the compositionality 

principle. Terms are treated analogously to (the Hittite version of) each 
(one). The term every man is assumed to denote, in addition to the PTQ in

terpretation, the set of properties possessed by every man which has the 

property R. Then the term-phrase every man who loves Mary is obtained from 

the structure given in figure 5. 

Det CN COMP 

every man 

Figure 5 

s -----s /', 
L___~ 
who loves Mary 
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The rule for combining the translation of the term and the relative 

clause is: 

Here T' and S' are the translations of the term phrase and the relative 

clause, respectively. If we take (17) as translation of every man, and (18) 

as translation of the relative clause S, then we obtain (19) as translation 

of the whole term (after reduction). 

(17) APfVx[man(x) A VR(x)] + VP(x)J 

v 
(18) Az[love*( z,mary)] 

v v 
(19) AP[Vx[man(x} A love*( x,mary)] + P(x)J. 

Thus a T-S analysis is obtained for relative clause constructions, of which 

the translation is equivalent to the translation in the case of a CN-S 

analysis. 

As Bach and Cooper notice, if we follow this approach, a complication 

has to be solved, since English allows for indefinite stacking of relative 

clauses. The proposal sketched so far, provides for one relative clause for 

each T. The complication can be taken care of by allowing an alternative 

interpretation not only for Terms, but also for relative clauses. 'Thus, 

for example, the relative clause who loves Mary can denote not only the 

property of loving Mary but also the property of loving Mary and having 

property R' (BACH & COOPER 1978, p.149). 

Bach and Cooper remark that their compositional treatment of the T-S 

analysis clearly is less elegant and simple than the alternative CN-S anal

ysis. They conclude: 'Our results seem to indicate, however, that such an 

analysis cannot be ruled out in principle, since any constraint on the 

theory that would exclude the T-S analysis, would seem to exclude the 

Hittite analysis as well.[ •.. ] or the happy discovery of some as yet un

known principles will allow the one, but not other.' (ibid. p.149). 

The conclusion which prompts itself in this stage of our investiga

tions is that the answer to the thematic question is a negative one: the 

principle of compositionality does not compel us to a special analysis of 

English relative clauses. 
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3.3. Fundamental problems 

As a matter of fact, the discussion in BACH & COOPER (1978) does not 

provide the evidence that a T-S analysis is indeed possible for English 

relative clauses. They do not present explicit rules, and neither is it 

innnediately clear. what the details would look like (e.g. what is the role 

of S and COMP in the -.system-of categories, and what is the translation rule 

which combines the translations of Sand COMP). Nevertheless, the main point 

of their approach has become clear from their exposition. 

The kernel of the approach of Bach and Cooper is to let the transla

tions of terms and relative clauses contain a free variable R. For this 

variable the translation of some relative clause will be substituted. How

ever, this variable R gives rise to the same kind of problems as mentioned 

in section I with respect to the variables x • 
n 

1. 'Left-over' 

We may select for a term the translation with free variable R, whereas we 

do not use in the remainder of the production a rule which deals with this 

variable. Since R has no syntactic counterpart, the produced sentences are 

not per se ill-formed, but the question concerning the interpretation of 

unbound variables remains to be answered. 

2. 'Not-there' 

There may be an occurrence of the term-phrase every man with the transla

tion without R, nevertheless appearing in a structure where a relative 

clause is attached to it. Then an incorrect meaning is obtained. 

Only when these fundamental problems are solved, we may hope that the 

idea of Bach and Cooper leads to rules for the T-S analysis. Notice that 

the proposal of RODMAN (1976) for solving the two fundamental problems by 

filtering them out, cannot be followed here because in the syntactic ex

pressions there is no variable which may control the filter. A solution has 

to be found on the semantic side. These problems for the Bach-Cooper idea, 

are signalized for the case of Hittite by COOPER (1975). He has proposed 

some solutions which are assumed by Bach and Cooper. In order to obtain 

further justification for the answer to the thematic question given in 

Section 3.2, we have to check the details of Cooper's proposals for these 

problems. This will be done in the next section. 
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4. THE PROPOSALS OF COOPER 

4.1. Not-there 

A translation rule which usually binds a certain variable, may be used 

in a situation where no occurrences of such a variable are present. To 

avoid problems, Cooper proposes to give no semantic interpretation to ex

pressions of intensional logic which contain a vacuous abstraction. Accord

ine; to his proposal the interpretation of lcRa is undefined in case a has no 

occurrences of R. 

Let us first consider in which way this idea might be formalized. At 

first glance it seems easy to obtain the desired effect. One just has to 

look into the expression a in order to decide whether lcRa is defined or not. 

However, this is not acceptable. Such an approach would disturb the homo

morphic interprea tion of in tensional logic: for each cons true tion of the 

logical language there is a corresponding interpretation instruction. To 

obtain the interpretation of a compound logical expression, the interpre

tations of the parts of that compound are relevant, but not their actual 

forms. An important consequence of this is that two semantically equivalent 

expressions are interchangeable in all contexts. If we would have a condi

tion like 'look into a' in the definition of interpretation, this basic 

property of logic would no longer be valid. Two IL-expressions a and i3 

might be semantically equivalent, whereas a satisfies the 'look into'-con

dition, and i3 not. Consequently, the interpretation of jmit one of lcRa and 

lcRi3 would be defined. Such a violation of the fundamental law of substitu

tion of equivalents is of course not acceptable, and therefore, a 'look in

to' clause has to be rejected. One has to respect the homomorphic interpre

tation of logic, and therefore, the situations in which lcRa should receive 

no interpretation have to be characterized in terms of the semantic proper

ties of a (i.e. in terms of the interpretation of a with respect to a point 

of reference and a variable assignment). Cooper follows this strategy. 

Cooper's first step towards a characterization consists of adding a 

restriction to the usual definition of. the interpretation of lcua. 

'[ .• ] the function denoted by the abstraction expression lcua is only de

fined for entities within its domain if a different assignment to the 

variable u will yield a different denotation for a' (COOPER 1975, p.246). 

As he notes, this definition has as a consequence that lcua is 'undefined' 

not only if a does not contain a free occurrence of u, but also if a is 
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a tautology. Thus for instance, according to this definition Au[u=u] re

presents a function which is undefined for any entity. However, the tech

nique of supervaluation [ .•. ]will show these expressions to be defined but 

not those where a is not a tautology' (ibid.). This definition is Cooper's 

final one, but it is not the one we need. It implies that now AR[x=x] is 

defined. This has the following consequence for relative clause formation. 

One might produce some sentence expressing a tautology, while its transla

tion does not contain an occurrence of the variable R. Syntactically there 

needs not, in Cooper's approach, be anything which can prevent us from 

using this sentence in a relative clause construction, whereas, contrary to 

his intention, the interpretation of the translation is defined. So Cooper's 

definition does not provide a solution to the 'not-there' problem. 

Cooper's aim was to give a semantic characterization of the IL-syntac

tic property 'contains an occurrence of the variable R'. I expect that there 

is no semantic property coinciding with the syntactic one. This is suggested 

by the observation that almost always a semantic irrelevant occurrence of a 

certain variable can be added to a given IL-expression. (~ and R=R A ~ are 

semantically indiscernable). Therefore, I expect that no solution in this 

direction can be found. Moreover, I consider the whole idea underlying 

Cooper's approach to be unsound. The standard interpretation of ARa is, in 

case a does not contain an occurrence of R, a function that delivers for 

any argument of the right type, the interpretation of a as value. So ARa 

denotes a constant function. Following Cooper's idea, one would loose this 

part of the expressive power of IL, a consequence I consider to be unde

sirable. 

4.2. Left-over, proposal 

The translation of a completed syntactic production of a sentence may 

contain an occurrence of a free variable. The second fundamental problem 

was what to do with variables that are 'left over'. Cooper proposes to as

sign no interpretation to such an expression, and to follow this approach 

for special variables only. Let z be such a variable (of the type of indi

viduals). As was the case with the first problem, discussed in Section 

4.1, one has to respect the homomorphic interpretation of IL. The desired 

effect should not be obtained by looking into the formula, but by changing 

the definition of interpretation. Cooper claims that the desired effect is 

obtained 'by restricting the assignments to variables so that z is always 
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assigned some particular non-entity for which no predicate is defined' 

(COOPER !975, p.257). This proposal gives rise to a considerable deviation 

from the model for IL as it is defined in PTQ. In that model, there are for 

every entity predicates which hold for it, e.g. the predicate of being 

equal to itself (viz. \u[u=u]). This property is lost in Cooper's approach. 

He does not define a model which has the desired properties, nor does he 

give other details. For the discussion concerning the thematic question, 

this point is not that relevant, because BACH & COOPER (1978) do not pro

pose to follow this proposal in the case of English relative clause con

structions, but another one, which will be discussed in Section 4.3. 

4.3. Left-over, Proposal 2 

A second proposal of COOPER (1975) for the treatment of unbound vari

ables which occur in the translation of a completed production of a sen

tence is to let the unbound variables be interpreted by the variable assign

ment function, and to give some linguistic explanation of how to understand 

the results thus obtained. This approach assumes that in complete sentences 

indices of variables can be neglected, or that there is some final 'clean

ing-up' rule which deletes the indices. For our discussion of relative 
clause formation the syntactic details of this proposal are irrelevant be

cause the variable R leaves no trace in the syntax. 

The unbound relative clause variable R only occurs in subexpressions 

of the form R(x). These subexpressions are understood by Cooper as 'a way 

of representing pragmatic limitations on the scope of the quantifier 

[binding x].[ ... ]. l~us assigning a value to R in this case has the same 

effect as adding an unexpressed relative clause to show which particular 

set we are quantifying over' (COOPER 1975, p.258-259). The same strategy 

is employed in COOPER (1979a,b) for indexed pronouns. A pronoun he that n 
has not been dealt with by a relative clause formation rule or some other 

rule, is considered as a personal pronoun referring to some contextually 

determined individual. Its translation has introduced a variable xn' which 

remains unbound, and is interpreted by the variable assignment. This idea 

for dealing with free variables is also employed in GROENENDIJK & STOKHOF 
(l976b). In one respect the idea leads to a deviation from PTQ. There, an 

expression of type t is defined to be true in case it denotes I for every 

variable assignment (MONTAGUE 1973, p.259). So, run(x) would mean the same 

as its universal closure. In the proposal under discussion this definition 
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has to be dropped, but this does not cause any difficulties. 

I have several objections against this proposal of Cooper. The first 

one is that it yields incorrect results; the other three argue that the 

whole approach is unsound. My objections are explained below. 

I. If the translation of a phrase contains two occurrence of R, and a re

lative clause is combined with that phrase, then the translation of the re

lative clause is, by A-conversion, substituted for both occurrences of R. 

As Cooper mentions, this phenomenon arises in his gramnar for Hittite for 

(the Hittite variant of): 

(20) That(one) ado:r>ns that(one). 

Here the translation of both occurrences of that(one) contains an occurrence 

of the variable R. If this sentence is combined with a sentence containing 

two occurrences of a wh-phrase, semantically strange things happen. Cooper 

notes this problem and he says: 'My intuition is, however, that if there 

were such sentences, they would not receive the interpretation assigned in 

this fragment.[ .•• ] As it is not clear to me what exactly the facts of 

Hittite are here I shall make no suggestions for improving the strange 

predictions of the fragment as it is.' (COOPER 1975, p.260). 

Unfortunately, the proposal for English of BACH & COOPER (1978) runs 

into a related problem. Consider the structure for the term phrase given in 

Figure 6. It is an example taken from their article, and exhibits stacking 

of relative clauses (the structure is simplified by omitting Comp's). 

every man who loves a girl who lives in Amherst 

Figure 6 

The translation of every man has to contain a variable for the relative 

clause. Recall that, in the conception of Bach & Cooper, the proposal dis

cussed in Section 4.1 deals with the situation that we have the translation 

not containing R. Let us assume that we have taken the translation (21), 

which contains an unbound variable R. 
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(21) APVx[man(x) A VR(x) + VP(x)], 

Suppose now that the referent of a girl is to be contextually determined 

(this possibility is not considered by Bach & Cooper). Then the transla

tion of a girl has to contain the variable R. Besides this variable the 

translation of (22) has to contain a variable R for the second relative 

clause. So the translation of (22) has to be (23). 

(22) who loves a girl 

v v v v 
(23) A23y[gir1 (y) A R(y) A love*( z, y) A R(z) J. 

Consequently, the translation of (24) has to be (25). 

(24) every man who loves a girl 
v v v v v 

(25) APVx[man(x) A 3y[girl(y) A R(y) A love*( x, y) A R(x)]+ P(x)]. 

The translation of who lives in Amherst roughly is indicated in (26). 

(26) Az[live-in-Amherst(z)]. 

The translation of the entire term-phrase in figure 6 is described by 

(27) AR[every man who loves a girl'] (who lives in Amherst'). 

This yields a logical expression which says that both the man and the girl 

live in Amherst, which is not the intended reading of the construction with 

stacked relative clauses. 

These incorrect predictions are not restricted to stacking. The same 

problems arise in case a relative clause like who runs is combined with a 

disjoined term phrase like the man or the woman. Then semantically both 

terms are restricted, whereas syntactically only the second one is. The 

source of all these problems is that a single variable is used for relative 

clauses and for contextual restrictions. These two functions should, in my 

opinion, be separated. But then the left-over/not-there problem for rela

tive clause variables arises with full force again. 

2. As a motivation for interpreting the R's as contextual restrictions, 

the argument was given that when we speak about every man, we in fact in

tend every man from a contextually determined set. But this argument applies 

with the same force in case we speak about every man who runs. It is not 

true that terms sometimes are contextually determined, and sometimes not. 

If one wishes to formalize contextual influence, then every term should be 

restricted. This suggests (as under I) a system of variables for context 
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restrictions which is independent of the system of variables for relative 

clauses. 

3. Variables of which the interpretation is derived from the context have 

to receive a very special treatment. This can be shown most clearly by con

sidering a sentence which has as translation a formula containing an occur

rence of an unbound variable of the type of individuals or individual con

cepts: he runs, obtained from the sentence he runs. These sentences have 
n 

as translation run(x ) . For every variable assignment this translation gets 
n 

an interpretation. One of the possible assignments is that xn is the person 

spoken to, so He runs would have the same truth conditions as You run. Some 

female person might be assigned to xn' so the sentence may have the same 

truth-conditions as she runs. These are incorrect results, so there has to 

be some restriction on the variable assignments for xn. There are also se

mantic arguments for such a restriction. A pronoun he usually refers to in

dividuals from a rather small group (e.g. the person mentioned in the last 

sentence, or the person pointed at by the speaker). So again some restric

tion has to be given. These two sources of inadequacy can be dealt with by 

not evaluating a complete sentence with respect to all variable assignments, 

but only to a subset thereof. In the light of the arguments given above, 

this subset is rather small. So the contextually determined variables are 

not so variable at all; they behave more like constants. 

4. A rather fundamental argument against the use of variables for for

malizing contextual influence is the following. In PTQ the contextual fac

tor of the reference point under consideration (a time world pair), is 

formalized by means of the so called indices I and J. Several authors have 

proposed to incorporate other factors in the indices. LEWIS (1970), for in

stance, mentions as possible indices: speaker, audience, segment of sur

rounding discourse, and things capable of being pointed at. These indices 

constitute an obvious way to formalize contextual influence. In the light 

of this, it is very important to realize that in IL the interpretation of 

constants is 'index dependent', whereas variables have an 'index indepen

dent' interpretation: 

cA,i,j,g = F(c)(i,j), A,i,j,g 
x g(x). 

This means that in IL it is very strange to use logical variables for the 

purpose of encoding contextual restrictions. The obvious method is by means 
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of constants. This is precisely the method employed in MONTAGUE (1968) and 

BENNETT (1978). 

4.4. Conclusion 

We considered Cooper's proposals concerning the solution of the 'not

there/left-over' problems. His idea to give a semantic treatment of the 

'not-there' problem was not successfully formalized. His treatment of the 

variables 'left-over' led to incorrect results for English sentences. We 

have to conclude that the technical details of the Bach & Cooper proposal 

are such that their approach does not work correctly. This means that at 

the present stage of our investigations concerning the thematic question 

we are back at the situation of the end of Section 2: only the CN-S analysis 

seems to be possible. 

I have not formally proved that it is impossible to find some treat

ment in accordance with Cooper's aims. As I said in Section 2, such a proof 

is, in general, difficult to give. But I have not only showed that the pro

posals by Bach & Cooper do not work correctly, I have also argued that they 

have to be considered as unsound. They constitute a very unnatural approach, 

and in my opinion one should not try to correct the proposals, but rather 

give up the idea underlying them altogether. Since I consider such proposals 

as unsound, I will in the next section put forward a principle which pro

hibits proposals of these kinds. 

5. THE VARIABLE PRINCIPLE 

In the previous section we have considered some attempts to deal with 

the 'not-there/left-over' problems. These attempts do not give me the im

pression that the considered situations they deal with a.re welcome; rather 

they seem to be escapes from situations one would prefer not to encounter 

at all. In my opinion these attempts arise from a neglect of the special 

character of syntactic variables. Syntactic variables differ from other 

words in the lexicon since they are introduced for a special purpose: viz. 

to deal with coreferentiality and scope. In this respect they are like 

logical variables, and in fact they can be considered as their syntactic 

counterpart. One would like to encounter syntactic variables only if they 

are used for such purposes. This special character of syntactic variables 

is expressed by the variable principle, of which a first tentative version 

is given in (29) . 
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(29) Syntactic variables correspond closely to logical varia.hles. 

The intuition behind this statement is not completely new. THOMASON 

(1976) draws attention to the analogy between 'that-complement' construc

tions in English, and the A-abstraction operator in logic. PARTEE (1979b) 

proposes the constraint that any syntactic variable must be translated into 

an expression of the logic containing an unbound logical variable. Partee 

does not accept this constraint the other way around, precisely because she 
do~s not want to disallow Cooper's treatment of free variables. 

The formulation of the principle given in (29) is vague, and one might 

be tempted to strengthen it to (30). 

(30) An expression contains a syntactic variable if and only if its unre

duced translation contains a corresponding unbound logical variable. 

This is intuitively an attractive formulation. However, a major drawback 

is that it does not fit into the framework of Montague granmar. It would 

give the unreduced translation of an expression a special status which it 

does not have in the framework as it is .. The unreduced translation, would 

no longer be just one representation among others, all freely interchange

able. It would become an essential stage since the principle would have to 

function as a filter on it. It would no longer be allowed to reduce the in

termediate steps in the translation process since then a semantically ir

relevant occurrence of a logical variable might disappear, and thereby a 

translation that had to be rejected, might become acceptable. Therefore, 

I will give a formulation which turns the principle into a restriction on 

possible Montague grammars. The formulation below has the same consequences 

for the unreduced translation as (30), but it is not a filter on the unre

duced translations and it leaves the framework untouched. This formulation 

is slightly more restrictive than (30), and than the formulation in 

JANSSEN (1980b). 

The VARIABLE PRINCIPLE is defined as consisting of the following 6 re

quirements: 

la) A syntactic variable translates into an expression which contains a 

free occurrence of a logical variable, and which does not contain oc

currences of constants. 

lb) This is the only way to introduce a free occurrence of a logical vari

able. 
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2a) If a syntactic ruZe removes aZZ occurrences of a certain syntactic 

variabZe in one of its arguments, then the corresponding transZation 

ruZe binds aZZ occurrences of the corresponding ZogicaZ variabZe in the 

transZation of that argument. 

2b) If a transZation ruZe pZaces one of its arguments within the scope of 

a binder for a certain variabZe, then its corresponding syntactic ruZe 

removes aZZ the occurrences of the corresponding syntactic variabZe 

from the syntactic counterpart of that argument. 

3a) The production of a sentence is onZy considered as corrrpZeted if each 

syntactic vaPiabZe has been removed by some syntactic ruZe. 

3b) If a syntactic ruZe is used which contains instructions which have the 

effect of removing aU occurrences of a certain variabZe from one of 

its arguments, then there indeed have to be such occurrences. 

This formulation of the variable principle is not what I would like to 

call 'simple and elegant'. I hope that such a formulation will be possible 

when the algebraic theory of the organization of the syntax is further 

developed. Suppose that we have found which basic operations on strings are 

required in the syntax (following PARTEE (1979a,b,see chapter 8)), and that 

a syntactic rule can be described as a polynomial over these basic opera

tions. Then we may hope to formulate the variable principle as a restric

tion on the relation between the syntactic and semantic polynomials. We 

might then require that these polynomials are isomorphic with respect to 

operations removing/binding variables. 

Requirement la) is a restriction on the translation of lexical elements. 

It can easily be checked whether a given grammar satisfies the requirement. 

It is met by all proposals in the field of Montague grammar that I know of; 

e.g. the PTQ translation of he is AP[vP(x )], and the translation of the n n 
comme~ noun variable onen (HAUSSER 1979c) is the variable Pn. 

For reasons of elegance, one might like to have formulation la') in

stead of formulation la). 

la') A syntactic variabZe transZates into a ZogicaZ variabZe. 

In order to meet la') in the PTQ fragment, one could introduce a category 

of Proper Names containing John, Mary, he1, he2, .•• (with translations 

john, mary, x 1, x 2 , respectively). Out of these Proper Names, Terms could 

be produced which obtain the standard translation (AP[vP(john)J, etc.). 

Since I do not know of a phenomenon, the treatment of which would be sim

plified using this approach, and since the variable principle then still 



would not have a simple formulation anyhow, I will not use it here. Re

quirement la) has as a consequence that the translation of a syntactic 

variable is logically equivalent to a logical variable. If constants are 

allowed to occur, then this would no longer be true (e.g. it is not true 

that for every c the formula 3x[x=c] is valid). 
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Requirement lb) is a restriction both on the translation of lexical 

elements, and on the translation rules. This requirement is met by PTQ. 

It is not met by the proposals of BACH & COOPER (1978) which allow free 

variables to occur which do not have a syntactic counterpart. Since they 

do not present explicit rules, I do now know at which stage the context 

variable R is introduced, as a lexical ambiguity of the noun, or by means 

of some syntactic rule. 

Requirements 2a) and 2b) are conditions on the possible combinations 

of a syntactic rule with a translation rule. Whether a grammar actually 

meets them is easily checked by inspection (PTQ does). Requirement 2b) is 

not met by the Bach & Cooper proposal since their approach in some cases 

gives rise to the introduction and binding of logical variables without 

any visible syntactic effect. 

Requirements 3a) and 3b) we have already mentioned in chapter 6. They 

are not met by PTQ, nor by Bach & Cooper. In a certain sense they con

stitute the kernel of the principle. They express that certain configura

tions (described with respect to occurrences of variables) should not arise. 

When these requirements are met, the fundamental problems described in 

Section I disappear. As such, the two requirements are closely related to 

two instructions in JANSSEN (1980a, p.366), and to two conventions in 

RODMAN (1976, one mentioned there on p.176, and one implicitly used on 

p.170). Requirements 3a) and 3b) alone, i.e. without I) and 2), would suf

fice to eliminate the syntactic side of the two fundamental problems, but 

then the close relationship between syntactic and logical variables would 

not be enforced. That freedom would give us the possibility to abuse syn

tactic variables for other purposes than coreferentiality and scope. An ex

treme case is given in JANSSEN (1980b), where some rules which obey 3a) and 

3b), but violate I) and 2), are defined in such a way that the information 

that a rule is obligatory is encoded in the syntactic variables. I intend 

to prohibit this and other kinds of abuse of variables by combining the 

third requirement with the first and second. In chapter 6, section 5.3, 

it is discussed how we might incorporate requirements 3a) and 3b) by filters 
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and partial rules or by total rules (using a refined system of categories) 

For the present discussion it is irrelevant how these requirements are 

exactly incorporated in the system. Since we are primarily interested in 

the effects of the principle, it suffices to know that it can be done in 

some way. 

Let me emphasize that the principle is intended to apply to the stan

dard variables of intensional logic and their corresponding syntactic 

variables. For instance, the argument concerning the use of unbound vari

ables for contextual influence does not apply if we do not translate into 

IL but into Ty2. If Ty2 is used, the variable principle does not simply 

apply to all the variables of type s. Neither does the principle apply to 

so called 'context variables' of HAUSSER (1979c), or the 'context expressions 

of GROENENDIJK & STOKHOF (1979), which both are added to IL for the special 

purpose of dealing with contextual influence. 

The principle eliminates the basic problems from section 2 and dis

allows the treatment of variables aimed at in COOPER (1975), and COOPER 

(1979a,b). Another example of a treatment which is disallowed is the pro

posal of OH ( 1977). For a sentence without discourse or deictic pronouns 

he gives a translation containing a unbound variable! A consequence of the 

principle is that the denotation of a sentence is determined completely by 

the choice of the model and the index with respect to which we determine 

its denotation. In other words, the denotation is completely determined by 

the choice of the set of basic entities, the meaning postulates, the index, 

and the interpretation function for constants (i.e. the interpretations of 

the lexical elements in the sentence). In determining the denotation the 

non-linguistic aspect of an assignment to logical variables plays no role. 

This I consider to be an attractive aspect of the principle. What the im

pact of the principle is for the answer on the thematic question will be 

investigated in the next section. 

6. MANY ANALYSES 

6.1. The CN-S analysis for English 

Do the rules for the CN-S analysis of relative clauses obey the vari

able principle? 

Recall the PTQ rules from Section 2.1. 
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S CN x S + CN 
3,n 

F Replace hen in 8 by he/she/it and himn by him/her/it, according to 3,n 
the gender of the first CN in a; concatenate (a, such that, S). 

T (PTQ) 3,n 

This combination of s3 and T3 does not obey the variable principle since , n , n 
possible occurrences of xn in a' are, by \xn' bound in the translation, 

whereas the occurrences of the corresponding syntactic variable hen in a 

are not removed. This aspect is the source of the 'collision of variables' 

mentioned in Section 3.1. (for details see section 3.4 of chapter 5). A 

reformulation of T3 which avoids such a collision is given by THOMASON ,n 
(1974, p.261). 

(THOM~SON) T 3,n 
Ax [a' (x ) A S'] 

m m 
where S' is the result of replacing all occurrences of x in S' by 

n 
occurrences of xm' where m is the least even number such that xm has 
no occurrences in either a' or S'. 

The syntactic rule s3 removes the occurrences of he in S. Thomason's ,n n 
reformulation has the effect that the unbound logical variables xn in S' 
do not occur free in the translation of the whole construction, whereas the 

same variables in a remain unbound. Nevertheless, Thomason's reformulation 

does not obey the variable principle since in the syntax occurrences of 

hen in S are removed, whereas in the translation the occurrences of the 

corresponding variable (i.e.xn) are not bound, but of a variable xm (where 

n # m). 

Another kind of objection against Thomason's rule is that it is not a 

polynomial over IL. This objection was considered in chapter 5, section 3.4. 

The formulation proposed there for the translation rule is the following. 

T \p[\x [vP(x) A S'J(Aa')]. 3,n n n 

This formulation has as a consequence that only those occurrences of xn are 

bound, of which the syntactic counterparts are removed in S 3,n 

6.2. The S-S analysis for Hittite 

Is an analysis of Hittite relative clause constructions possible which 

on the one hand satisfies the variable principle, and on the other hand pro

duces such a construction out of two sentences? 
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Below I will describe an analysis which shows that the answer is af

firmative. I will only deal with the example discussed in Section 3, and 

not with all other cases of Hittite relative clauses which are treated by 

COOPER (1975). My analysis is intended mainly as an illustration of the 

kinds of technique which are available if one obeys the variable principle. 

The treatment described in Section 3 violates the variable principle 

because both subsentences in Figure 4 have a translation which contains an 

unbound variable, whereas the sentences themselves do not contain a syntac

tic variable. Given the principle, in both sentences there has to be an oc

currence of a syntactic variable as well. The English variant of sentence 

s2 gives a hint on how to do this. It contains in a CN-position the word 

(one) - probably added for explanatory reasons. This word suggests the in

troduction in the syntax of CN variables one 1,01ie2, •• • , which are trans

lated into logical variables P 1 ,P2 , ••• , respectively (such CN-variables are 

discussed rn HAUSSER (1979c)). The rule which combines s 1 with s2 will then 

give rise to a translation in which (by :\-conversion) the relevant property 

is substituted for Pn. In case one prefers not to introduce a new consti

tuent onen' a new variable of category T might be introduced alternatively: 

(31) , tr ans la ting as (32) . 

(31) 

(32) 

each 
n 

:\Q[Vx[vp (x) + vQ(x)]. 
n 

The variable in the translation of the relative clause can be intro

duced by the translation of the determiner wh. Therefore, the category of 

determiners (which contains the Hittite version of every, etc.) is extended 

with a variable (33), translating as (34). 

(33) whn 

(34) AQAP[VQ(z) A VP(z )]. 
n n 

We have to combine a relative clause containing a free variable zn with 

a main sentence containing a free variable Pn. This can be done by means of 

a single rule binding both logical variables and performing the relevant 

operations on both syntactic variables, or by means of two rules, each 

dealing with one variable at a time. The former method would yield the tree 

from figure 4, but it would implicate that a new kind of rules is introduced 

(rules with two indices). I will follow the two-rules approach. 

First the relative clause is transformed into an expression of the new 



category Prop (=t/ /e), being a set of expressions denoting properties. 

We do this by means of the following rule (the numbers in the 800-series 
are numbers of newly proposed rules). 

s 801,n 
S -+ Prop 

F 80 I, n Replace whn in a by wh 

T :X.z [a' J. 801,n n 

The rule combining a property with a sentence is 

s 802,n 
Prop x s -+ s 

F delete all occurrences of one from B; 802,n n 
concatenate (a, B) 

T DP B' Jc'' a') . 802,n n 
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Using these rules, the Bach & Cooper example is obtained in the way 

indicated in figure 7. Its translation is equivalent to the one given in 

Section 3 for figure 4. Since we assume that it is guaranteed that the vari

able principle is obeyed, no problems arise with the syntactic variables. 

The principle guarantees that rule s802 , 1 is applied only in case the main 

sentence contains an occurrence of one1 and that rule s801 2 is applied , 
only when the sentence contains an occurrence of the variable wh2 . Further-

more, it guarantees that all syntactic variables finally will have disap
peared. 

--- S{802, I} 

Figure 7 

Prop{ 80 I, 2} 

I 
s~ 

IV 

~ 
hearth be of stone 

6.3. The T-S analysis for English 

-----------------7 Ptc T/ /""' Det CN 

nu ec;,ch 
L 
cost 1 shekel 

As shown in Section 6.2, an S-S analysis can be obtained simply by 

introducing a variable in the syntax, when such a variable is required in 
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the translation. The same idea can be used to obtain a T-S analysis for 

relative clauses. In this case, we need a variable of the category Prop, 

written as of kind . It translates into the variable K • n n 
A property and a common noun phrase combine to a new common noun 

phrase as follows: 

s803 CN x Prop + CN 

F803 concatenate (a,8) 

T803 Ay[a'(y) A S'{y)]. 

A category RC of relative clauses (RC = t///e) is introduced because RC's 

and Prop's will occur in different positions. The expressions of the cate

gory RC are made out of sentences as follows: 

S S + RC 804,n 

F delete the index n from all pronouns in a; 804,n 
concatenate (such that, a) 

T AX [a']. 804,n n 

A relative clause may be quantified into a term phrase by substituting the 

relative clause for a property variable: 

S T x RC + T 
805,n 

F substitute 8 for of-kind in a 805,n n 

T AK [a'](AS'). 
805,n n 

An example of a production using these rules is given in figure 8. 

--------T: every boy such that he runs {805,3} 

-------- "' T--------- RC: such that he runs {804,2} 

/~ 
Delt CN/ CN~ S 

Prop ~ 
I I~ 

every boy of-kind3 he2 runs 

Figure 8 

The translation of the lower term phrase in figure 8 is (35), the 

translation of the RC phrase (36), and of the upper term phrase (after 



reduction) is (37). 

(35) AQVx[boy(x) A VK3 (x) + VQ(x)J 

(36) Ax2[run(x2)J 

(37) AQVx[boy(x) A run(x) + vQ(x)]. 

Note that the intermediate stage of an RC is not required if s805 is a 

double indexed rule, dealing both with he and of-kind . n m 

6.4. The Det-S analysis for English 

Is a Det-S analysis possible which obeys the variable principle? 
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Recalling the pattern underlying the S-S and T-S analyses, one might try 

to find such an analysis as a variant of the CN-S analysis by introducing 

new variables. It appeared, to my surprise, that it is possible to obtain 

a Det-S analysis which is not a variant of the CN-S analysis, but which is 

a pure Det-S analysis (recall the proviso by Partee for her argumentation 

concerning the Det-8 analysis). I will not discuss the heuristics of this 

analysis, but present the rules illlIIlediately. 

8 Det x 8 + Det 806,n 

F remove all indices n from pronouns in S; 806,n 
concatenate (a, such that, S) 

Maybe the following explanation of the translation is useful. A determiner 

o is, semantically, a function which takes as argument the property n ex

pressed by a noun and delivers a collection of properties which have a cer

tain relation with n. 8806 produces a determiner which takes a noun property 

n and delivers a set of properties which has that relation with the conjunc

tion of n and the property expressed by the relative clause. 

The combination of a CN with a Det-phrase, requires that the CN is 

placed at a suitable position in the determiner phrase. In the present 

fragment this position is the second position (if we had determiners like 

all the, then also other positions might under certain circumstances be 

suitable). The rule for this reads as follows: 

8807 Det x CN + CN 

F807 insert S af~er the first word of a 

T 80 7 a ' (AS ' ) • 
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The combination of the determiner every with the sentence he2 runs 

yields determiner (38), with (39) as unreduced, and (40) as reduced trans

lation. 

(38) every such that he2 runs 

(39) AR[AQAP[Vx[VQ(x) + VP(x)J](Ay[VR(y) A Ax2[run(x2)J(y)J)J 

(40) ARAPVx[VR(x) A run(x) + VP(x)J. 

The combination of (38) the common noun man yields the term phrase (41), 

which has the (usual) reduced translation (42). 

(41) every man such that he runs 

(42) APVx[man(x) A run(x) + vP(x)]. 

The techniques which are used to obtain a T-S analysis from a CN-S 

analysis can be used as well to obtain a T-S analysis which is a variant of 

the Det-S analysis: introduce in the Det-S analysis the variable of-kind, 
n 

but now within the determiner. This means that at least two kinds of T-S 

analyses are available. 

6 .5. Conclusion 

In Section 5 a new principle was introduced: the variable principle. 

Obeying this principle we designed rules for relative clause constructions. 

It turned out that for English besides the CN-S analysis both the T-S and 

the Det-S analysis are possible in at least two essentially different 

variants. And for Hittite an S-S analysis is possible. So at the present 

stage of our investigations a negative answer to the thematic question has 

to be given: several analyses of relative clauses are possible. 

Consider the T-S analysis of 6.3 again. Is it the kind of T-S analysis 

meant by Partee? I do not think so. At a certain level we indeed have a 

T-S analysis, but on another level in the production tree there is a CN

Prop analysis which is nothing but a variant of the CN-S analysis. The op

position between the two analyses was, however, the main point in the dis

cussion of PARTEE (1973). So one could say that her conclusion that the 

pure T-S analysis cannot be used, in a certain sense still holds. For the 

case of Hittite however, the discussion primarily aimed at obtaining an 

S-S analysis at some level, rather than a.t avoiding the CN-S analysis on 

all levels. In Section 2 I quoted Bach & Cooper who expressed the hope for 

the 'happy discovery of yet unknown principles' which exclude the 
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T-S-analysis, but allow for the S-S-analysis. It seems reasonable to inter

pret this as the desire for a principle which prohibits the pure T-S analy

sis, but allows some variant of the S-S analysis. The variable principle 

has such an effect. But if it is interpreted as the hope for a principle 

which excludes all kinds of T-S analyses, or which allows a pure S-S analy

sis, then the variable principle is not such a principle. So the answer to 

the thematic question I gave above, has to be relativized: although several 

analyses are available, not all analyses are possible. 

The answer to the thematic question obtained in this section, was 

based upon an investigation of the relative clause construction as such. 

Interaction with other phenomena was not taken into consideration. In the 

next section I will leave this isolation and consider the interaction of 

relative clause formation with some other phenomena. 

7. OTHER ARGUMENTS 

7.1. Syntax: gender agreement 

The relative pronoun has to agree in gender with the antecedent noun

phrase. In the Det-S analysis, this poses a problem. The rule which com

bines a determiner with a relative clause has to specify what is to be 

done with the syntactic variable. The formulation I gave of rule S 806,n 
just deletes the index, so it gives a correct result if the noun has male 

gender. But in the same way as we produced every boy such that he runs, we 

may produce every girl such that he runs. It is not possible to formulate 

s806 in such a way that this kind of ill-formedness is avoided, because the 

information which gender the noun has, is not available at the stage at 

which the determiner and the relative clause are combined. Not removing the 

index would, according to the variable principle, require a free variable 

in the translation of the term phrase; but I do not see how this approach 

might work. 

The T-S analysis gives rise to a similar problem. The rule which makes 

the relative clause (RC) out of a sentence (S), has to specify what has to 

be done with hen. The formulation I gave of s804 works correctly for mascu

line nouns only. Again, information about the gender of the noun is not yet 

available, and not removing the index would constitute a break with the 

principle. This argument does not apply to the T-S analysis in which a 

double indexed rule is used. In the CN-S analysis, no problems arise from 
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gender agreement, since at the stage at which the index has to be removed, 

the gender of the noun is known. 

One should not conclude from this discussion that it is impossible to 

obtain correct gender agreement in case of the Det-S or T-S analysis under 

discussion. I expect that it can be done by means of further subcategoriza

tion. One has to distinguish feminine, masculine, and neuter relative 

clauses, and feminine, masculine, and neuter determiners, and probably one 

needs to make similar distinctions in other categories. Then the subcate

gory system provides the information needed to obtain precisely the correct 

combinations of relative clause, determiner and noun. 

There is the hidden assumption in this discussion that gender agreement 

has to be handled within the syntax. If we do not assume this, then a phrase 

as a giPl such that he :r>Uns, is no longer considered to be syntactically 

ill-formed. COOPER (1975) argues in favor of dealing with gender in the se

mantics (at least for English). Others might prefer to handle gender in 

pragmatics (Karttunen, according to PARTEE (1979a)). Then the arguments 

given here are no longer relevant. But in languages with grammatical gender 

(e.g. Dutch, German), this escape is not available. Here one might adopt 

one of the solutions I mentioned: refined subcategorization, a T-S analysis 

with a double indexed rule, or simply the CN-S analysis for relative 

clauses. 

7.2. Semantics: scope 

Consider the following sentence (exhibiting stacking on the head man): 

(43) EvePy man such that he loves a giPl such that he kisses heP is happy. 

This sentence has a possible reading in which evepy has wider scope than a. 

In a PTQ like approach (so with the CN-S construction for relative clauses), 

this reading is obtained by quantification of a giPl into the CN phrase 

(44) man such that he loves him such that he kisses him . 
n n 

The corresponding translation of the sentence (44) reduces to 

v v v v 
(45) Vy[3x[gir1(x) A man(y) A love*( y, x) A kiss*( y, x)] + happy(y)]. 

Can this reading be obtained in other analyses of relative clauses? 

In the T-S analysis this stacking of relative clauses can be obtained 

by means of a process indicated in figure 9. In order to obtain coreferen

tiality between both occurrences of the term him , the term a giPl has 
n 
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to be substituted at a stage in which both relative clauses are present. 

The earliest moment at which this is the case, is iDD11ediately after the 

uppermost term has been formed. Using a rule analogous to the standard 

quantification rules would assign the existential quantifier wider scope 

than the universal quantifier, thus not yielding the desired reading. So it 

seems to be impossible to obtain in such a T-S analysis coreferentiality 

and correct scope at the same time. 

Figure 9 

In the Det-S analysis the earliest stage at which the coreferentiality 

of she and a girl can be accounted for, is when the determiner phrase (46) 

has been formed. 

(46) every suah that he loves him3 suah that he kisses him3. 

Some later stage (e.g. the term level), might be selected as well. But in 

all these options, the quantification rule would give wider scope to a than 

to every, thus not yielding the desired reading. 

Underlying this discussion is the assumption that there is something 

like stacking of relative clauses. If there is stacking, then the rule for 

quantification into a CN is essential for the PTQ fragment (FRIEDMAN & 

WARREN (1979b)). But is stacking indeed a phenomenon of natural language? 

As for Hittite, BACH & COOPER (1975) inform us that no stacking occurs, and 

in Dutch and German stacking is not possible. As for English, no author ex

presses doubts, except for PARTEE (1979b). She states that the evidence 

for stacking is spurious. If we accept this, it would leave a rather small 

basis for our argumentation concerning an answer on the thematic question. 

There is another phenomenon, however, that requires quantification 
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into CN's. It might be the kind of examples meant by PARTEE (1975, p.236). 
Example (47) assumes that there are common nouns in the fragment of the form 
friend of. 

(47) Every picture of a woman which is owned by a man who Zoves her is a 
vaZuabZe object. 

Here the intended reading is the one in which every has wider scope than 
a, and in which there is coreferentiality between a woman and her. This 
reading can easily be obtained by means of substitution of a woman into the 
CN-phrase (48). 

(48) picture of he1 such that it is owned by a man such that he Zoves him1. 

So even if we do not accept stacking as a phenomenon of English, a CN-S 
analysis would be required. 

It is remarkable to notice that the variable principle plays no role 

in the discussion concerning scope. The occurrences of the Prop variables, 
which form a practical consequence of the principle, were not relevant. If 
they were omitted, which would bring us back to the original Bach & Cooper 
approach, then still the same problems would arise with respect to scope. 
So even without the variable principle a CN-S analysis appears to be re
quired. This conclusion has to be relativized immediately. I have not given 
a formal proof that it is impossible to obtain a correct treatment of scope 
in the other analyses. I just showed that the CN-S analysis provides a di
rect basis for a semantic treatment of scope phenomena in a way that the 
considered T-S and Det-S analyses can not. This conclusion mentions an
other argument for relativizing. We only considered the three analyses which 
had our main interest. A lot more analyses are possible, and for some a 
correct treatment of scope may be possible. For instance, a correct treat
ment of scope might be possible if the category of determiners contains 
variables for which a determiner can be substituted in a later stage. 

7.3. Conclusion 

In the previous section we observed that the framework of Montague 
grammar hardly restricts the possible syntactic analyses of relative 
clauses. In this section we investigated the possibilities for incorporating 
the available options in a somewhat larger fragment. It turned out that 
from the three main options only one was suitable. From this we learn that 
it is important to consider phenomena not only in isolation, but to design 
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grammars for larger fragments. The fact that for each isolated phenomenon 

there are many syntactic options available, gives us a firm basis for the 

hope that it is indeed possible to find a combination of syntactic construc

tions that fits together in a system yielding the correct semantics for the 

constructions involved. Thus we see that extending fragments is a fruitful 

step which has impact on the description of isolated phenomena. This can be 

considered as a reaction to be a remark Van BENTHEM (1981, p.31) who denies 

the use of generalization and the combination of partial theories. 

8. THE GENERAL QUESTION 

In this section I answer the general version of the thematic question. 

We employ a framework in which the syntax and semantics have to be algebras, 

and in which meaning assignment is a homomorphism. The general version of 

the thematic question was to what extent this organization of the grammar 

restricts the options we have available for describing a particular pheno

menon in the syntax. 

For the special case of relative clause formation we obtained in sec

tion 6 the answer that any kind of analysis can be obtained, but that cer

tain kinds of analysis cannot be avoided. This practical result will be ex

plained below on the basis of the algebraic properties of the framework, and 

the result will be generalized to an answer on the general question. 

Let us suppose that we have found a semantic operation T888 which 

takes two arguments, and delivers the meaning of a certain construction. So 

in the semantics we have the construction step T888 (a',8'). Due to the 

homomorphism relation, there has to be a corresponding operation F888 (a,S) 

in the syntax, and the two semantic arguments have to correspond with 

the two syntactic arguments. Instead of the semantic step T888 (a' ,8'), 

several variants are possible, each with its own consequences for the syn

tax. These variants amount to a construction process with two stages. We 

may first have T888 (a',R), where Risa variable, and introduce in a later 

stage a A-operator for R taking 8' as argument: 

AR[ ... T888 (a' ,R) ••. ](8'). 

This means that the syntactic expression 8 can be introduced in an arbitrary 

later stage of the syntactic production process. Consequently, a lot of 

variants of the original syntactic construction can be formed. These variants 
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are based on the use of the construction step T888 (a',R) in the logic. Due 

to the variable principle, the variable R has to be introduced by the trans

lation of some syntactic variable. Let us suppose that V is such a variable. 

Due to the homomorphic relation between syntax and semantics, this means that 

in the syntax there has to be a step F888 (a,V). So whereas we have gained 

the freedom to introduce S in a later stage of the syntactic construction 

process, step F888 is not avoided. The same argumentation applies when the 

first argument of T888 is replaced by a variable. It is even possible to 

replace both arguments by a variable, thus obtaining a large freedom in the 

syntax concerning the stage at which a and S are introduced. But in all 

these variants F888 is not avoided. Application of this argumentation to 

the case of relative clauses (where two basic constructions are found) means 

that we cannot avoid both the CN-S and the Det-S construction at the same 

time. 

So on the basis of the compositionality principle, formalized in an 

algebraic way, many relative clause constructions are possible. This is due 

to the power of A-abstraction. This operation makes it possible that on the 

semantic side the effect is obtained of substituting the translation of one 

argument on a suitable position within the other argument, whereas in the 

syntax a completely different operation is performed. Referring to this 

power Partee once said 'Lambdas really changed my life' (Lecture for the 

Dutch Association for Logic, Amsterdam, 1980). 

The above argumentation is not completely compelling: there is (at 

least) one exception to the claim that it is not possible to make a variant 

of a given semantic construction which avoids the corresponding syntactic 

construction step. An example of such an exception arose in the S-S analy

sis for Hittite. In the main sentence we had the Det-CN construction each 

onen, where onen was a variable. We obtained a variant in which there is no 

Det-CN construction: the logical variable introduced by one , could be in-
n 

traduced by a new variable eachn (see (34)). The algebraic description of 

this method is as follows. Consider again T888 (a' ,R). The variable R might, 

under certain circumstances, be introduced by the translation of a, thus 

allowing to replace T888 by a related semantic operation which takes only 

one argument. That the translation of a introduced the variable R, means 

that in the syntax a is to be replaced by some variable, say an indexed 

variant of a. Its translation is then a compound expression (being a com

bination of the old translation a' with the variable R). This process, 
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which avoids to have F888 in the syntax, is possible only if a is a single 

word with a translation which does not contain a constant (e.g. if a is a 

determiner). If the translation of a would contain a constant, then require

ment Ja) of the variable principle would prohibit that its translation in

troduces a variable. If a is not a single word, then it cannot be replaced 

by a syntactic variable (maybe one of its parts can then be indexed). This 

method of creating exceptions would be prohibited when requirement la) of 

the variable principle would be replaced by the more restrictive version 

Ja'). In order to prove that the exception described here is the only one 

by which a given analysis can be avoided, the details of the relation be

tween operations in the semantics or in the syntax have to be formalized 

algebraically (see also Section 3). 

These algebraic considerations explain the results of our practical 

work. On the basis of these considerations it would be possible to explain 

that a Det-S analysis which is variant of the CN-S analysis, is not to be 

expected (in any case the described method for obtaining variants does not 

work). The algebraic considerations also answer the general question whether 

the principle of compositionality restricts the options available for 

descriptive work. On the basis of a given construction step, a lot of 

variants are possible, but due to the variable principle and the homomorphic 

relation between syntax and semantics, this construction step cannot be 

avoided in these variants. So the answer to the general question is that 

there are indeed restrictions on the syntactic possibilities, but only in 

the sense that a basic step cannot, generally speaking, be avoided. But 

these restrictions are not that strong that only a single analysis is pos

sible. Formal proofs for these considerations would require, as I said be

fore, a further algebraization of the syntax. 
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CHAPTER X 

SCOPE AMBIGUITIES OF TENSE, ASPECT AND NEGATION 

ABSTRACT 

In this chapter verbal constructions with will, have, with negation, 

and with the past tense are considered. The meanings of these syntactic 

constructions are expressed by semantic operators. These operators have a 

certain scope, and differences in scope give rise to semantic ambiguities. 

These scope ambiguities are investigated, and a grallDllar dealing with these 

phenomena is presented. In this grallDllar features and queries are used, and 

the grammar produces labeled bracketings. 
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I . INTRODUCTION 

Verbal constructions with will, have, with negation, or with the past 

tense, give rise to semantic operators: negation, tense operators and aspect 

operators. The syntactic counterparts of such operators I will call 'verb

modifiers'. So a basic verb modifier consists sometimes of a single word 

(will, have), sometimes of two words (do not), and sometimes of a verb af-· 

fix (for the past). Compound verb modifiers are combinations of basic modi

fiers; they may consist of several words (will not have). 

The semantic operators which correspond with basic verb modifiers have 

a certain scope, and a sentence can be ambiguous with respect to the scope 

of such an operator. The aim of the present chapter is to present a treat

ment of scope phenomena involving terms and verb modifiers. Examples of 

such ambiguities are provided by sentences (I) and (2). Both are ambiguous; 

each sentence may concern either the present president or the future presi

dent. 

(I) The president will talk 

(2) John will hate the president. 

It is not my aim to analyse in detail the semantic interpretation of 

operators corresponding with verb modifiers. I will not present proposals 

for the formal semantics of tense or aspect; there is, in my treatment, no 

semantic difference between past and perfect (there is a syntactic differen

ce). It is my aim to investigate only scope phenomena of operators and not 

to consider the operators themselves. 

The main conclusion concerning the treatment of scope will be that 

the introduction of verb modifiers has to be possible both on the level of 

verb phrases and on the level of sentences. Another conclusion will be that 

compound verb modifiers have to be introduced in a step by step process: 

each step introducing one semantical operator. The treatment that I will 

present does not deal with all scope phenomena correctly (see section 5). 

2. THE PTQ APPROACH 

2.1. Introduction 

As starting point for my investigations I take the treatment of verb 

modifiers as presented in MONTAGUE 1973 (henceforth PTQ). I will discuss 

F. Heny and B Riahards (eds.), Linguistia Categories: Auxiliaries and Related 
'Puzzles, Vol. Two, 55-76. 

Copyright© 1983 by D. Reidel f>ublisging Company. 
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syntactic and semantic aspects of that proposal and compare these with re

lated aspects of my approach. 

2.2. Syntax of PTQ 

The grannnar of PTQ has six operations for the treatment of verb modi

fiers: rules for present, perfect and future, and for the negated variants 

of these tenses. Some examples: 

F 14 (John, walk) 

F 15 (.Tohn, walk) 

F 11 (John, walk) 

John has walked 

John has not walked 

John does not walk. 

These operations are completely independent. The operation 'make a sentence 

in the perfect tense' is independent of the operation 'make a sentence in 

the negative perfect tense'. One would like to have here another situation. 

My treatment aims at a so-called 'orthogonal' syntax: each phenomenon will 

be treated by its own collection of rules (e.g. 'negating' will be treated 

by means of a rules which just deal with negation), and all such collections 

of rules will have the same structure as much as possible. 

The PTQ rules do not treat conjoined verb phrases correctly since only 

the first verb is conjugated. So the PTQ syntax produces (3) instead of (4). 

(3) John has walked and talk 

(4) John has walked and talked 

FRIEDMAN (1979) has given a treatment of this kind of error, and the treat

ment in this chapter of these problems will be about the same as hers. 

The rules of PTQ deal with only three verb-modifiers: future, perfect 

and negation. Compound modifiers such as past perfect (in had walked) are 

not treated, nor the simple past (walked). These modifiers will be incor

porated in the fragment of the present chapter. Furthermore, compound 

verb phrases will be incorporated of which the conjuncts (disjuncts) may 

be modified in different ways (has walked and will talk). 

2.3. Ambiguities 

The granmar of PTQ deals with several scope ambiguities. I will recall 

two of them because variants of them will return in the discussion. The 

most famous example is (5). This sentence has a de-re reading (6) and a de

dicto reading (7). 
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(5) John seeks a uniaorn 

(6) 3u[unicorn*(u) A seek*(john,u)] 

(7) seek(Ajohn,AAP3u[unicorn*(u) A vP(u)]). 

Another example is the scope ambiguity in (8); this sentence has 

readings (9) and (10) 

(8) Every man loves a woman 

(9) Vu[man*(u) + 3v[woman*(v) A love*(u,v)]] 

(10) 3v[woman*(v) A Vu[man*(u) + love*(u,v)]]. 

The readings of (8) have a remarkable property. Reading (10) logically im

plies (9). This means that there is no situation in which (JO) is true, 

while (9) is false. For this reason one might doubt whether this scope am

biguity is an ambiguity we have to account for: reading (9) seems to be 

always acceptable. I will give two arguments explaining why (8) is consider

ed ambiguous. Both arguments are due to Martin Stokhof (personal connnuni

cation); see also chapter 4, section 6. 

The first argument is that for slight variants of (8) the two readings 

are logically independent. Consider sentence (II), in which we understand 

one as preaisely one. 

(11) Every man loves one woman. 

'This sentence has readings (12) and (13), where neither (12) follows from 

(13), nor (13) from (12). 

(12) Vu[rnan*(u) + 31v woman*(v) A love*(u,v)]] 

(13) 31v[woman*(v) A Vu[man*(u) + love*(u,v)]]. 

A more well-known variant of the scope ambiguities of (8) and (II) is sen

tence (14). Also here the two readings are independent. 

(14) Every man in this room speaks two languages. 

These considerations show that sentences closely resembling (8) exhibit in

dependent ambiguities. 

The second argument is that in certain contexts the weaker reading of 

(8) is required. Consider (15) or (16). 

(15) It is not the aase that every man loves a woman 

(16) John does not believe that every man loves a woman. 
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Sentence (15) can be used in situations in which it means (17), as well as 

in situations where it means (18). 

(17) I [Vu[man*(u) + 3v[woman*(v) A love*(u,v)]]] 

(18) I 3v[woman (v) I'. Vu[man (u) +love (u,v) ]] • 
* * * 

Here the implication goes in the other direction: reading (17) implies (18). 

So if we prefered to have only one reading for (15), it would have to be 
(18). It is very likely that (15) is obtained by building (8), and next ne

gating it. This construction requires that reading (18) of (15) be produced 

from reading (10) of (8). So sentences like (IS) require that reading (10) 

is available. Hence (8) should get both reading (9) and (10). 

2.4. Model 

In several recent proposals arguments are put forward in favor of an

other model for time than the one used in PTQ. Such proposals are based up

on a model with an interval semantics for time, rather than one with time 
point semantics (DOWTY 1979b, many contributions in ROHRER 1980). I will not 

incorporate these innovations, but follow the PTQ logic and semantics since 

it was not my aim to improve the PTQ interpretation of modifiers. This means 

that the logic does not provide for the tools to discriminate semantically 

between simple past and perfect, and therefore I will assign the same 

meanings to them. The use of the PTQ model has as a consequence that, for

mally spoken, I only deal with a limited use of tense: the reportive use 

(see BENNETT 1977). 

Using such a 'primitive' semantics is, for the present purposes, not 

a great drawback. The scope phenomena under discussion will arise within 

any semantic treatment of tenses, no matter what kind of a model is used. 

I expect that my treatment can be adopted for another model (by taking the 

same derivational history, but changing the translations or their inter

pretations) . 

3. BASIC VERB MODIFIERS 

In this section sentences will be considered which contain basic verb 

modifiers. First such sentences will be considered from a syntactic point 

of view. The PTQ rules produce such modifiers in few contexts only, but 

there are more situations in which they may occur. Next we will consider 
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such sentences from a semantic point of view and investigate their scope 

ambiguities. Finally we will consider which kind of rules might be used to 

produce such sentences and to obtain the desired meanings. 

The first kind of situation we will consider are the complements of 

verbs like try, assert and regret. The rules of PTQ allow for unmodified 

verb phrases as compaement. An example is (19). 

(19) John tries to run. 

PTQ does not allow for negated verbs as complement. Such complements are 

possible as is pointed out by BENNETT (1976); see example (20). The sen

tence is intended in the reading that what John tries, is not to run. 

(20) John tries not to run. 

As sentence (21) shows, complements in the perfect are also possible (un

like the PTQ predictions). 

(21) John hopes to have finished. 

Future is not possible in these complements (but in Dutch it is possible). 

The second kind of situations where the PTQ rules are inadequate is 

provided by sentences with conjoined verb phrases. The PTQ syntax states 

that the first verb has to be conjugated. If we assume that the rule is 

changed to mark all relevant verbs, then sentences like (22) are produced. 

(22) John has walked and talked. 

In the PTQ approach it is not possible to obtain differently modified 

verbs in the conjuncts to the verb phrase; yet it was noticed by BACH (1980) 

and JANSSEN (1980b) that they can be combined freely. Some examples, due to 

Bach (op. cit.) are (23) and (24). 

(23) Harry left at three and is here now. 

(24) John lives in New York and has always lived there. 

These examples can easily be adapted for other verb modifiers. In (25) 

negation occurs and in (26) future. 

(25) Harry left at three but is not here now. 

(26) John has always lived in New York and will always stay there. 

So the PTQ syntax has to be extended for complements and conjuncts. 

Now we come to the semantic aspect. Sentences which contain a modifier 

exhibit scope ambiguities with respect to the corresponding operator. An 
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example is (27). 

(27) The president will talk. 

This sentence has a reading which says that the present president will speak 

at a moment in the future (maybe after his presidency). It also has a read

ing which says that on a future moment the then president will speak. So 

sentence (27) has readings (28) and (29). 

(28) 3u[Vv[president*(v) +-+ u 

(29) W3u[Vv[president*(v)+-+ u 

v] A W[talk*(u)]] 

v] A talk*(u)]. 

Notice that I consider president a predicate which may apply for dif

ferent reference points to different persons. In some cases an index in

dependent interpretation of an in principle index-dependent noun seems to 

be required. The American hostages in Iran will probably always be called 

hostages although they are no longer hostages. This means that this noun in 

sentence (30) is used with an index independent interpretation. 

(30) The hostages were received by the president. 

I assume that even the president can be used in an index independent way; 

in a biography about Eisenhower one might say 

(31) The president st;udied at West-Point. 

With an index independent interpretation of president formulas (28) and (29) 

are equivalent. An example of a term for which only an index-dependent in

terpretation is possible is 70-years-old-man. Sentence (32) only has 

readings (33) and (34). 

(32) A 70 years old man will visit China. 

(33) W3u[70-years*(u) A man*(u) A visit*(u,China)] 

(34) 3u[70-years*(u) A man*(u) A W[visit*(u China)]]. 

For past tense and for negation ambiguities arise which are related 

to the ambiguities for future discussed above. For perfect the opinions 

vary. Some native speakers have claimed that perfect can only have narrow 

scope, whereas others have no problems with two readings for sentence (35). 

(35) The president has talked. 

The grammar I wil present, assigns two readings to (35), but a slight mo

dification would give only one reading. 
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For sentences with differently modified verb phrases there is no 

scope ambiguity. Sentence (36) only has reading (37), see BACH 1980. 

(36) A woman has walked and will run 

The above examples concerning embeddings and conjunctions suggest that 

it is useful to have rules which produce modified verb phrases. This is the 

approach that will be followed in this article. But the examples do not 

prove that it is impossible to design a system in which only sentences with 

verb modifiers are produced, and no modified verb phrases. I will sketch 

below some problematical aspects of such approaches. 

One might think of introducing the perfect on the level of sentences, 

thus obtaining (39) from (38). Combination with (40) then yields (41). 

(38) Harry leaves at th:t>ee 

(39) Harry has left at th:t>ee 

(40) Harry is here now 

(41) Harry has left at three and Harry is here now. 

From (41) we obtain (42) by means of a deletion rule. 

(42) Harry has left at th:t>ee and is here now. 

For these sentences there arise no problems with this approach. But for 

(43) it is problematic since (43) does not have the same meaning as (44). 

(43) A man left at th:t>ee and is here now 

(44) A men left at th:t>ee and a man is here now. 

Our framework requires that there be a semantic operation which corresponds 

with the rule that produces (42) from (41) and (43) from (44). I do not 

know of a semantic operator which has the desired effect, and therefore it 

is questionable whether this approach can be followed. 

A variant of this method, due to Van Benthem (personal communication) 

is to produce (42) from (45). 

(45) He1 has left at th:t>ee and is here now. 

Sentence (45) is produced in the way sketched above, so obtained from (46) 

by means of a deletion rule. 

(46) He1 has left at th:t>ee and he1 is here now. 
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The semantic problem mentioned above does not arise because (45) and (46) 

are equivalent. I expect that an approach like this will require rules which 

are far more complex than the rules which produce modified verb phrases in 

this chapter. 

If we have rules introducing verb modifiers at the level of verb 

phrases do we then still need rules introducing them at the level of sen

tences? The answer of BACH (1980) seems to be that only rules for verb 

phrases are needed. He presents a new translation rule corresponding with 

the syntactic rule which produces a sentence from a term and a verb phrase. 

His translation rule has the effect that in the translation of the sentence 

the operator in the IV-translation gets wider scope than the subject. So 

the basic situation is that subjects obtain narrow scope, and subjects can 

obtain wide scope by quantifying in. In this way the two readings of (47) 

are obtained. 

(47) The president will walk. 

An exception to this pattern is the conjunction (disjunction) of different

ly modified verb phrases. As we observed above, the subject can only have 

wide scope. Recall (36) 

(36) A woman has walked and will run. 

In order to deal with such constructions, Bach presents translation rules 

for conjunction and disjunction of verb phrases which have the effect that 

for such constructions the subject gets wide scope. 

Bach's approach is insufficient because there are examples where one 

whishes to quantify a term in, but where nevertheless this term should be 

within the scope of the tense operator. I will give three examples. Each 

exhibits in the future tense a phenomenon for which quantification rules 

are commonly used in the present tense. The first example concerns scope 

ambiguity of quantifiers: sentence (48) with reading (49). 

(48) Every catholic will follow a man 

(49) W3u[man*(u) A Vv[catholic*(v) + follow*(v,u)]]. 

In order to obtain reading (49) one wishes to quantify a man into Every 
catholic follows him and only after that, assign the tense. The second ex

ample concerns the de-dicto/de-re ambiguity: sentence (SO) with reading 

(51) • 
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(50) Jorm will seek a uniaorn 

(51) W3u[unicorn*(u) A seek*(john,u)]. 

Here John seeks a future 'de-re unicorn'. Again one wishes to quantify in, 

and then assign tense. The third example concerns coreferentiality of terms 

inside the scope of the tense operator: sentence (52) with reading (53). 

(52) The president will love a woman who kisses him 

(53) W3u[Vv[president*(v) ++ u = v] A 3w[woman*(w) A kiss*(w,u) Alove*(u,w)]]. 

This translation represents the reading in which the loving and kissing 

happen on the same moment in the future. Again one wishes to produce this 

sentence by means of first quantifying in at the sentence level, followed 

by tense assignment on that level. Related examples can be given for other 

tenses and aspects. 

For the introduction of negation on the sentence level related examples 

can be given: situations where one wished to quantify in, but where nega-

tion has wide scope. Examples are the wide quantifier scope in (54), the de-re 

reading of (55) and the coreferentiality in (56). 

(54) Every woman does not love a man 

(55) John does not seek a uniaorn 

(56) The president does not love the woman who kisses him. 

The main conclusion of this section is that rules are needed which in

troduce modifiers on the level of verb phrases, but that also rules are 

needed which do so on the level of sentences. This aspect constitutes the 

fundamental difference between the present approach and the approach of 

BACH (1980). Notice that an important part of the argumentation is based 

upon the fact that phenomena like scope of terms, de-dicto/de-re ambiguity 

and coreferentiality, are dealt with by means of quantification rules. 

The last part of this section consists of two examples of sentences 

which are produced according to the ideas I have just sketched. The details 

of the rules will not be given here, but the sequence of stages of the pro

cess (and the respective translations) are the same as the ones obtained 

by using the rules of the grammar from section 7. 

The first example is sentence (57), with reading (58). 

(57) John will seek a uniaorn 
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(58) W[3u[unicorn*(u) A seek*(john,u)]. 

First sentence (59) is produced, it has (60) as translation. 

(59) John seeks him1 
A A A 

(60) seek( john, AP P(x 1)). 

The next step is to quantify in the term a uniaorn. Then sentence (61) is 

obtained, with translation (62). 

(61) John seeks a uniaorn 

(62) 3u[unicorn*(u) A seek*(john,u)]. 

The last step is the introduction of future tense in (61). This gives us 

sentence (57), with (58) as translation. 

The second example concerns the sentence John tries not to run. This 

sentence contains the verb phrase not to run, and this raises the question 

which kind of translation we use for verb phrases. BACH (1980) has given 

several arguments for considering verb phrases as functions operating on 

subject terms. This approach has as a consequence that a new, somewhat 

complex translation rule has to be used for S4 (the rule which combines a T 

and an IV to make an S). One of Bach's arguments in favor of considering 

verb phrases as functions was his treatment of tense and aspect. As we con

cluded, his proposal is in this respect not satisfactory. His other argu

ments in favor of verb phrases as functions, concern phenomena I do not 

deal with in this article (such as 'Montague phonology' and constructions 

like A unicorn seems to be approaahing). Since in our fragment we will not 

have any of the advantages of that approach, I will use the simpler PTQ 

translation. But no matter which translation is chosen, the conclusion 

that modifiers have to be introduced on two levels remains valid. 

Let us return to the example, sentence (63) with translation (64). 

(63) John tries not to run 

(64) try to(Ajohn,Ax l[(run(vx)]). 

The first stage in the production of this sentence is to produce verb phrase 

(65). Its translation as explained above, is (66). 

(65) d.o not run 

v 
(66) AX I [run*( x)J. 
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The next step is the addition of try to, yielding (67), with (68) as trans

lation. 

(67) try not to run 
v 

(68) try to(Ax,1 [run*( x)]). 

Combination with the term John gives sentence (63), with translation (64). 

4. COMPOUND VERB MODIFIERS 

In this section I will consider sentences in which verbs occur which 

are accompanied by compound modifiers: constructions with will not, will 

ha:ve, ha.d, would, etc. The sentences exhibit ambiguities which give us sug

gestions as to how to deal with compound modifiers. 

The first example concerns the combination of negation and future. 

Sentence (69) has three readings, viz. (70), (71) and (72). 

(69) Every woman will not talk 

(70) Vu[wornaw;(u) -+I W[talk*(u) ]] 

(71) I WVu[wornan*(u) -+ talk*(u)] 

(72) I Vu[wornan*(u)-+ W talk*(u)]]. 

Notice that in all readings negation has wider scope than future. The first 

two readings are the most likely ones. A situation in which the relative 

scope of the third reading seems to be intended arises in HOPKINS (1972, 

p.789). Hopkins argues that it is not necessary to always design elegant 

computer programs because 

(73) Every program will not be published. Many will be used only onee. 

In the PTQ approach only readings (70) and (71) can be obtained. This is 

due to the fact that in PTQ tense and negation are treated as an indivisible 

unit which is introduced by one single step. 

For sentence (74) related ambiguities ar~se. The sentence is three 

ways ambiguous. 

(74) The president will ha.ve talked. 

This sentence may concern 

(i) An action of the present president (maybe after his presidency). 

(ii) An action of some president during his presidency (maybe a future 

president) • 



(iii) An action of a future president (maybe before his presidency). 

This readings are presented in (75), (76) and (77) respectively. 

(75) 3u[Vv[president*(v) Au= v] A WH[talk*(u)]] 

(76) WH3u[Vv[president*(v) ++ u = v] A talk*(u)] 

(77) W3u[Vv[president*(v) ++ u = v] A H[talk*(u)]]. 
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I assume that (75) is the most likely reading of (74). The relative scope 

of the tense operators and president as indicated in (76) is, however, the 

most likely reading of (78) 

(78) {In 2000 the political situation will be different since} 

A USA president will have visited Cuba. 

The relative scope as indicated in (77) is the most likely reading of (79) . 

(79) The president will have learned Montague grammar at high school. 

These examples show that the two tense operators corresponding with the 

compound modifier 'future perfect' may have different scope. For the other 

compound modifiers related examples can be given. I will give some examples 

of the reading in which the scope of the two operators is not the same. 

Sentence (80) with reading (81) can be said about Eisenhower. 

(80) The president had been a general. {Therefore he knew about the power 

of the military-industrial complex} 

(81) H3u[Vv[president*(v) ++ u = v] A H[general*(u)]]. 

Sentence (82) gives information about the former Dutch queen Wilhelmina. 

(82) {In May 1940 Wilhelmina had to leave her country but} 

The queen would return to Holland. 

(83) H3u[Vv[queen*(v) ++ u = v] A W[return*(u)]]. 

Notice that in sentence (82) would is used to indicate a certain temporal 

sequence. At the moment in the past under consideration, the return was 

still in the future. Also the construction would have can be used to de

scribe a certain temporal sequence. The information about queen Wilhelmina 

given above can be extended by (84). 

(84) At her departure she was just the queen, at the moment of her return 

she would have become a symbol of patriotism. 
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The use of would and would ha.ve described above is somewhat exceptional. 

More frequently they are used in constructions like (85) and (86). 

(85) John would come, but he is not here. 

(86) If John ha.d come, we would ha.ve won the game. 

I do not intend to deal with constructions like (85) and (86), but only 

with the 'temporal' constructions. 

For simple modifiers ambiguities of the kind considered above do not 

arise:(87) does not have reading (88), which would express the fact that 

the action may take place after the presidency of a future president. 

(87) The president will visit Holland 

(88) W3u[Vv[president*(v)-<-+- u = v] A W[visit*(u,Holland)]]. 

The ambiguities considered in this section suggest that the compound 

modifiers have, for semantic reasons, to be introduced in a process with 

several stages, each stage introducing one operator in the translation. For 

instance, a sentence containing will ha.Ve is obtained by first introducing 

perfect and next introducing future. Analogously ha.d is analyzed as past + 

perfect and would as past+ future. The semantic ambiguities can easily be 

accounted for since for an operator we have the options of introducing it 

on the level of verb phrases and of introducing it on the level of sentences. 

Besides the semantic arguments there is also syntactic evidence for 

the introduction of compound modifiers by means of a process with several 

stages. Some compound modifiers can be split up when they occur in connec

tion with a conjoined verb phrase. An example is (89). 

(89) The president will have talked and ha.ve walked. 

In (89) the verb phrases ha.ve talked and ha.ve walked share the auxiliary 

verb will. 

The main conclusion of this section is that compound modifiers have to 

be introduced by a process with several stages, each stage introducing a 

new operator in the translation. An example illustrating this process is 

sentence (90) with reading (91). 

(90) The president will have talked 

(91) W3u[Vv[president*(v)-<-+- u = v] A H[talk*(u)]]. 

The first step is the production of the verb phrase (92), which has 
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(92) ha.ve talked 

(93) \xH[talk (vx)]. 
* 

Next sentence (94) is formed with translation (95). 

(94) The president ha.s talked. 

(95) 3u[Vv president*(v)-<-+- u = v] A H[talk*(u)]]. 
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The last step is the introduction of the future, this yields sentence (90) 

with translation (91). 

5. COMPLEX CONSTRUCTIONS 

5.1. Introduction 

In the previous sections we considered scope phenomena of simple and 

of compound verb modifiers. In this section scope phenomena will be con

sidered in connection with more complex constructions than considered be

fore. The most important ones are conjoined and disjoined phrases and com

binations of them. I will use the name conjoined phrases to cover such con

junctions and disjunctions except where the difference is relevant. This 

section has a somewhat different character than the previous two, because 

conjoined constructions give rise to phenomena which do not constitute a 

clear and simple pattern. The acceptability of the sentences or interpre

tations is sometimes marginal and the judgements may have to be changed in 

some cases. The present discussion is intended primarily to point out some 

interesting phenomena. 

5.2. Conjoined verb phrases with positive verbs 

Conjoined verb phrases which consist of unmodified verbs give rise to 

the same phenomena as single verbs. The conjoined phrases can be modified 

as if they were simple verbs and they exhibit the same ambiguities. An ex

ample is sentence (96), which has readings (97) and (98). 

(96) The president will walk and talk 

(97) W3u[Vv[president*(v)-<-+- u = v] A [walk*(u) A talk*(u)]]. 

(98) 3u[Vv[president*(v)-<-+- u = v] A W[walk*(u) A talk*(u)]]. 

The formulas (97) and (98) present the possible readings as far as the 
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position of president with respect to the future operator is concerned. 

Both readings, however, say that on a moment on the future a certain person 

will both walk and talk. Probably this is too precise, and a better inter

pretation would be that there is a future interval of time in which both 

the walking and the talking are performed, possibly on different moments in 

that inverval. So this kind of objections against (97) and (98) might be 

solved by using another model relative to which the formulas are inter

preted. But concerning the scope aspect, the formulas seem correct, and 

therefore the rules will produce only (97) and (98) as translations for 

(96). 

Conjoined verb phrases with verbs which are modified differently only 

have a reading in which both operators have narrow scope. We have already 

met example (99) with reading (JOO). 

(99) A woman has walked and will run. 

(JOO) 3u[woman*(u) A H[walk*(u)] A W[run*(u)]]. 

If the verbs of the conjoined phrase are modified in the same way, there is 

a reading which corresponds with the above example; sentence (101) has a 

reading ( 102) 

(101) Th£ president will walk and will talk 

(102) 3u[Vv[president*(v) +-+ u = v] A W[walk*(u)] A W[talk*(u)]]. 

Sentence (IOI) can, however, be considered as dealing with a future presi

dent, so it also has reading (103). 

(103) W3u[Vv[president*(v) +-+ u = v] A walk*(u)] A talk*(u)]. 

The possibility that the walking and talking are performed on the same 

moment in the future can be dealt with in the same way as I suggested for 

sentence (96). The fact that sentence (101) has reading (103) (= 97!) sug

gests us that we consider sentence (IOI) as a syntactic variant of (96) and 

assign it, too, reading (98). The same treatment will be given of the per

fect. 

For the past tense the same pattern applies: sentence (104) not only 

has reading (105) but also readings (106) and (107). 

(104) The president walked and talked. 

(105) 3u[Vv[president*(v) +-+ u = v] A H[walk*(u)] A H[talk*(u)]] 



(106) H3u[Vv[president*(v) +->- u = v] A walk*(u) A talk*(u)] 

(107) 3uVv[president*(v) +->- u = v] A H[walk*(u) A talk*(u)]. 

Conjoined negated verbs do not follow this pattern. Sentence (108) has 

reading (109), but it has no reading with only one negation sign. 

(108) The pPesident does not walk and does not talk. 

(109) 3u[Vv[president*(v) +->- u = v] A I [walk*(u)] A I [talk*(u)]]. 
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A conjoined verb phrase which consists of equally modified verbs can, 

in some cases, be modified further. An example is (110), where a modifier 

is applied to a conjunction of verbs in the perfect. 

(110) The pPesident will have visited Rome OP have visited Tokyo. 

Conjoined verb phrases with equally modified verbs cannot be negated, as 

(Ill) illustrates. That example cannot be interpreted as a negation of a 

conjunction of perfect verb phrases, but only as a negated verb phrase con

joined with a non-negated one. 

(Ill) The pPesident has not visited Rome OP has visited Tokyo. 

If another modifier is applied first, the phrase behaves as a simple con

struction and can be negated, see (112). 

(112) The pPesident will not have visited Rome OP have visited Tokyo. 

5.3. Conjoined verb phrases with negated verbs 

If in a conjoined verb phrase the first verb is not modified and the 

other verbs are negated, then the whole construction behaves as a verb 

phrase with unmodified verbs. This means that such a construction can be 

modified further; an example is (113) with reading (114). 

(113) John will walk and not talk 

(114) W[walk*(john) A I [talk*(john)]]. 

Note that sentence (113) is not ambiguous with respect to the scope of W 

because the interpretation of John is index independent. Were John be re

placed by the pPesident, then ambiguities would arise of the kind we have 

discussed before. 

If in a conjoined verb phrase the first phrase is negated and the 

others are not negated, then the situation is different. A modifier 
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'absorbs' the negation: sentence (115) only has reading (116). 

(115) Joh:n will not walk and talk 

(116) I W[walk*(john) A talk*(john)]. 

If all the verbs in a conjoined verb phrase are negated, then the two pat

terns give rise to an ambiguity. Sentence (117) has both reading (118) and 

( 119) . 

(117) John will not walk and not talk 

(118) W[I walk*(john) A I talk*(john)] 

(119) IW[walk*(john) A ltalk*(john)]. 

For conjoined verb phrases with verbs in the perfect a related situation 

arises. Sentences (120) and (121) seem to have one reading, whereas (122) 

has two readings. 

(120) John will not have walked and have talked 

(121) John will have walked and not have talked 

(122) John will not have walked and not have talked. 

Corresponding with the above sentences there are sentences with the con

tracted forms like won't. Sentence (123) has the same reading as its un

contracted variant (120). 

(123) John won't have walked and have talked. 

Sentence (124), however, is not equivalent with the corresponding uncon

tracted form (117): it only has reading (119), but not reading (118). 

(124) John won't walk and not talk. 

The way in which we may treat contracted forms depends on the organi

zation of the morphological component. Suppose that one decides that the 

input of the morphological component has to consist of a string of words 

(where the words may bear features). Then the contraction of will not to 

won't cannot be dealt with in the morphological component because sentence 

(118) gives no syntactic information about the intended reading. This means 

that the contraction has to be described within the rules: the rule intro

ducing negation should have the option of producing contracted forms like 

won't. If one has the opinion that the input of the morphological component 

has to be a syntactic structure, then the situation is different. I assume 
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that sentence (117) will have a structure in which wiZZ is directly con

nected with not and a structure in which waZk is directly connected with 

not. This structural information desambiguates sentence (117) and provides 

sufficient information.to deal with contracted forms: wiZZ not only reduces 

in case it is a constituent. 

5.4. Terms 

The PTQ fragment only has terms which require a third person singular of 

the finite verb. This is probably caused by the desire to keep the syntax 

simple. Incorporating pronouns for the first and second person singular 

would not be interesting in the light of our investigations for the follow

ing reason. The pronouns I and you get an index independent interpretation 

and therefore (125) and (126) are not ambiguous. 

(125) I wiZZ have visited China 

(126) You have discovered the soZution. 

In what follows we will only consider 'third-person' terms. 

Disjoined terms give rise to the same scope phenomena as simple terms. 

Sentence (127) has a reading that says that the present president or the 

present vice president will go, and a reading that says that the future 

president or future vice-president will go. 

(127) The president or the vice-president wiZZ visit HoZZand. 

A complication may arise from quantifying in. One might first produce (128) 

and obtain (127) from this by means of quantifying in. 

(128) The president or he1 wiZZ visit HoZZand. 

This might result in a reading in which the present vice-president or the 

future president will visit Holland. Such mixed readings are not possible 

for sentence (127). This means that we have to constrain the possible ap

plications of the quantification rule. I have not investigated these mat

ters and I will therefore simply assume the (ad hoe) restriction that 

there are no terms of the form T1 or T2 in the fragment, where one or both 

terms are indexed pronouns. 

In the examples above the determiners the and a are most frequent. 

For the term every president corresponding results are obtained: sentence 

(129) gets readings (130) and (131). 
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(129) Every president will talk 

(130) W[Vu president*(u) 7 talk*(u)] 

(131) Vu[president*(u) 7 W[talk*(u)]]. 

If ( 129) concerns future presidents, it is unlikely that they have to be 

presidents at the same moment. One might try to represent such a meaning 

by formula (132). 

(132) VuW[president*(u) 7 talk*(u)]. 

This is, however, not correct, since (132) would (vacuously) be true in 

situations such that for everyone there is a future moment at which he is 

not a president. I expect that the desired reading can be obtained by in

terpreting formula (130) in some model with interval semantics for time. 

Then (131) might get the interpretation that there is an interval in the 

future during which all individuals who are president in that interval will 

talk during that interval. The scope aspect of the meaning of (129) is then 

adequately represented by formulas (130) and (131). 

For conjoined terms the same ambiguities will be obtained as for dis

joined terms. Sentence (133) has a reading about present statesmen and one 

about future statesmen. 

(133) The president and the vice president will visit Cuba. 

The problem of 'mixed' readings, noticed with respect to disjunctions, al

so arises here, and for conjoined terms a corresponding (ad hoe) restriction 

on quantifying in is required. Furthermore there is the same difficulty as 

for the term every president. It is not necessary that the two statesmen of 

sentence (133) will visit Cuba together. A solution might be found follow

ing the suggestions concerning the interpretation of (129). 

5.5. Embeddings 

An important source of scope phenomena are the embedded sentences (in 

verb complements and in relative clauses). LADUSAW (1974) and EJERHED (1981) 

point out several sentences that are not treated correctly in PTQ. A variant 

of an example of Ladusaw is (133). 

( 133) Mary has found the unicorn that u.1alks. 

The rules produce the possible reading in which the unicorn presently walks. 

But they also produce a reading in which the unicorn walks on the moment of 
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discovery (which is not a possible reading). For the future tense this am

biguity seems to be correct, see sentence (134). 

(134) Mary wiZZ find the unicorn that waZks. 

An example from EJERHED (198!) is 

(135) BiZl wilZ assert that John loves Mary. 

She argues that this sentence is ambiguous. On the one reading John loves 

Mary at the moment of asserting, and on the other reading he loves her now. 

PTQ cannot distinguish between these readings, nor can the present treat

ment. 

In order to deal with embeddings, Ladusaw makes his syntactic rules 

rather complex (using e .. g. dominance relations) and his success is partial. 

I would try to find a solution in the logic. Priorian tense logic is not a 

suitable logical language to deal with the semantics of embedded sentences. 

This is illustrated by example (136). 

(136) A chiZd was born that wiZZ become ruZer of the worZd. 

The will of the embedded sentence takes as 'starting point' the reference 

point used for the interpretation of the whole sentence, and not the re

ference point introduced by the past tense. Sentence (136) was one of 

Kamp's arguments for introducing the 'Now'-operator (KM1P 1971). However, 

more power is required. The 'now'-operator keeps trace of the first point 

of reference one encounters during the evaluation of the sentence: the 

point of utterance. SAARINEN (1978) gives examples which show that one 

needs to be able to keep trace of all points of reference one encounters 

in evaluating the sentence. One of his examples is (137). 

( 137) Bob mentioned that Joe has said that a chiZd had been born who wouZd 

become ruZer of the worZd. 

Saarinen argues that the wouZd can have as starting point for its evalua

tion any of the reference points introduced by the previous past tense 

operators. So each operator introduces its own variant of 'now'. This means 

that considerable expressive power has to be added to the logic we use for 

representing meanings. Since I use the logic of PTQ, with its Priorian 

tense operators, it is not surprising that embedded constructions in general 

are not treated correctly by my grammar. 
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6. ONE OF THE RULES 

Most of the scope phenomena discussed in the previous sections will be 

treated explicitly: in section 7 by providing a grannnar. That grammar is in 

some respects different from the grammar used for the PTQ fragment. The dif

ferences have already been introduced in chapter 8: words may bear 

features, information provided by queries is used, the rules produce labeled 

bracketings (or, equivalently, labeled trees), and in the formulation of 

the rules certain basic operations can be mentioned. These aspects of the 

grammar will be considered below, thereafter one of the rules will be dis

cussed extensively. 

The features are used mainly to facilitate the explicit formulation of 

the rules. It is, for instance, shorter to write formulation (A) instead of 

(B), and probably easier to understand. 

(A) add features ((past, sing 3),o) 

(B) replace o by its third person singular past tense form. 

The features are not intended as a part of a general theory about features, 

and therefore I will only introduce those features which I find useful for 

ilie treatment of ilie present fragment. These are: ~~ pc (for participles) 

and sing 3 (for the third person singular). Other features are =t needed 

(e.g. there is no feature pres since walk . 3 ,__,__,_ walked, and 
sing ,past 

walk. 3 ,__,__,_walks). 
sing 

The most important query that will be used is Fin. The Fins of a sen-

tence or verb phrase are its finite verbs, i.e. the verbs which agree (in 

person and number) with the subject of the sentence. So it is about the 

same as the query Mainverb introduced in chapter 7. I prefer to avoid the 

name mainverb in the present context, because auxiliary verbs (such as 

will and do) can be used as finite verbs, and maybe not everyone would be 

happy to call those auxiliary verbs 'mainverbs'. The other query that will 

be used is Verbphrase. It gives the information what the verbphrase of a 

given sentence is. For the present fragment it turned out to be the most 

simple to define the queries directly on all trees, and not within the 

root operation (as was the method employed in chapter 7). 

The labeled bracketing are used mainly to give a correct treatment 

of conjoined phrases. FRIEDMAN (1979) has shown that for dealing correct

ly with the conjoined and embedded phrases of the PTQ fragment, it is suf

ficient to have the bracketing available: the labels are not needed. 
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For the fragment under discussion the same holds: no rule needs the infor

mation provided by the labels. The choice of the labels is, for our purposes, 

arbitrary. Which labels actually have to be chosen, can only be decided if 

larger fragments of English are considered, then we might decide which rules 

need which information. The decision to call will in John will run an auxil

iary is arbitrary from my point of view, I have no arguments pro or contra 

this choice. Since labels play no essential role in the discussion, I will 

simplify the presentation of the grammar by omitting the labels, e.g. in 

the presentation of the produced expressions and in the formulation of the 

root operations. Furthermore, I will omit brackets around simple lexical 

items. (e.g. using run instead of [run]). These simplifications allow me 

to write (139) instead of (138). 

(138) [[John]T[lovesing3 JTV[Mary]TJIVJS 

(139) [John[Zove . 3 Mary]]. sing 

The basic operations we will use are root and adjoin. The operation 

root takes a sequence of trees as argument, and connects them with a new 

common root, labeled with a given category (see chapter 7). The operation 

adjoin takes two trees as argument, and connects them with a new root, 

which bears the same label as the root of the second argument. 

As introduction to the presentation of the grammar I will extensively 

consider one of the rules. It is the rule which has the effect that the 

modifier for future tense is introduced into sentence (140), thus obtaining 

( 141) • 

( 140) John walk . 3 and talk . 3 sing sing 

( 141) John will . 3 walk and talk. sing 

Every sentence cannot be used as input for this rule; for instance a sen-

tence in the future tense cannot be futurized again. There have to be re

strictions on the possible applications of a rule introducing future. For 

other modifiers the same holds: not every sentence can be modified. One 

might wish to have in the grammar a single rule for the introduction on 

sentence level of all modifiers. This rule has to mention under which cir

cumstances a future may be introduced, and the same for other modifiers. 

Moreover for each modifier it has to describe precisely in which way it has 

to be introduced. In this way we would obtain one great rule with a lot of 

subclauses. For reasons of elegancy and understandability I prefer to have 

for each modifier a separate rule. 

F. Heny and B. Richards (eds.), Linguistic Categories: Au.riliaries and 
Related Puzzles VoZ 'J'LJo 83-99 
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We have to characterize the sentences to which a certain modifier can 

be added. There is a hierarchy which accounts for the relative scopes of 

modifiers as we observed this in sections 3 and 4 (conjoined phrases give 

rise to complications). The hierarchy is 

[neg[past[fut[perf ]]]]. 

This hierarchy claims, for instance, that negation always has wider scope 

than the perfect. It also says that future can be added to a positive per

fect sentence and to a positive sentence in the present tense. It says 

moreover that future cannot be added to a negated sentence because that 

would give rise to an incorrect order of scope. 

The hierarchy suggest to us how the possible applications of the rule 

introducing future has to be restricted. It can only be applied to sentences 

in the positive present perfect and in the positive present tense. The rule 

introducing future then has to contain a specification of what such sen

tences look like. One might expect as characterization of sentences in the 

positive present perfect that the sentence has as finite verb the auxil

iary ha,ve, and as characterization of a present tensed sentence that its 

finite verb is in the present tense. Such a description is not sufficient. 

In the description of the present tensed sentences one has to exclude finite 

verbs which are modifiers themselves (ha,s,wiZZ,do). Furthermore we have to 

exclude negations. If conjoined verb phrases are involved, further caution 

is required. These considerations show that the desired characterizations 

will become rather complex. I do not doubt that such characterizations are 

possible, but I prefer to use a somewhat different method. 

The method I prefer consists of subcategorization of the sentences 

and verb phrases. This subcategorization is not obtained by describing ex

plicitly which sentences belong to a certain subcategory, but indirectly 

by means of the rules. The rule which introduces the perfect gives the in

formation that the sentence obtained belongs to the subcategory of sen

tences in the perfect tense and the rule which introduces negation gives 

the information that if the rule is applied to a perfect sentence the re

sulting sentence is the subcategory of negated perfect sentences. In this 

approach the rules take expressions of specified subcategories and produce 

expressions of specified subcategories. In this way we avoid complex con

ditions in the rules: the grammar does the job. 

I have already mentioned two subcategories of expressions to which 
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future tense can be added: the positive sentences in the present tense and 

those in the present perfect. For these subcategories I will use the names 

perf S and S respectively. For the category of all sentences I will use the 

name full S, so S in this chapter has a different meaning than in PTQ. In 

the rules many more subcategories are relevant than the ones mentioned here. 

The names of almost all subcategories that will be used, are indicated by 

the following scheme of names: 

(neg)(past) (fut)(perf)S. 

The names of subcategories are obtained from this scheme by replacing each 

subexpression of the form (a) by the expression a or by the empty string. 

Some examples of subcategories are as follows: 

name 

s 
neg past S 

past perf S 

intuitive characterization 

sentences in the positive present tense 

negated sentences in the past tense 

unnegated sentence in the past perfect 

For verb phrases a related system of subcategories will be used. The 

system is somewhat larger because there are some categories for conjoined 

phrases, e.g. the category of conjoined phrases consisting of verbs in the 

perfect. The names which can be used are given by the following scheme 

(conj)(neg)(past)(fut)(perf)IV. 

Whether a conjoined phrase belongs to a subcategory of conjoined phrases is 

determined by the rules. This might have as a consequence, however, that the 

subcategorization of a phrase and the intuitive expectation about this do 

not always coincide. One might, for instance, expect that will have walked 
and have talked is a conjoined phrase. Since it behaves as a single verb in 

the future tense it is considered as an expression of the subcategory fut 

IV. For the set of all verb phrases we use the name full IV, the subcate

gory IV consists (in principle) of unmodified verbs. 

Now I return to the rule under discussion: the one which introduces 

future tense. One might design a two-place rule which combines the modifier 

wilZ with a sentence of the subcategory Sor perf S. Then the rule yields 

a sentence of (respectively) the subcategory fut S or fut perf S. The trans

lation of wiZZ introduced on the level of sentences has to be \pW[vp], 

where p is a variable of type <s,t>, and the translation rule corresponding 

with this syntactic rule could then be MOD'(AS'). Such a rule exhibits a 
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a remarkable property: there is just one expression which can be used as 

first argument of the rule. Since only one argument is possible one could 

as well incorporate all information about this argument in the rule. In this 

way the rule with two arguments is replaced by a rule with one argument. I 

consider such a one-place rule as simpler and therefore I will follow this 

approach. 

A one-place rule which introduces future in a given sentence has to 

contain some syntactic operation which has the effect of introducing will. 

In this way will becomes a syncategorematic symbol. This will, when con

sidered in isolation, does not get a translation. But this does not mean 

that its introduction has no semantic effect: its effect is accounted for 

by the translation rule (which introduces the future tense operator W). 

Nor does the syncategorematic introduction of will mean that it has no 

syntactic status. The role of will in the syntax can be accounted for in 

the surface structure which is produced by the rule. There it can be given 

the position it should get on syntactic grounds and there it can get the 

label it should bear. 

For other verb modifiers the same approach will be followed. There is 

no semantic or syntactic reason to have essentially different derivational 

histories for past sentences and sentences with future. Both verb modifiers 

can be introduced by means of one-place rules. That there is a great syn

tactic difference (in English) between past and future can be accounted for 

in the produced bracketing: there the introduction of past has the effect 

of the introduction of an affix and the introduction of future the effect of 

introducing an (auxiliary) verb. Also the difference between future tense 

in French (where it is affix) and in English can be accounted for in the 

labeled bracketing. Notice that the decision to introduce verb modifiers 

syncategorematically is not made for principled reasons, but just because 

it gives rise to a more elegant grammar. 

Next I will consider the formulation of the rule introducing future 

on the level of sentences. This rule can be considered as consisting of 

two rules: one producing expressions of subcategory fut S (from expressions 

in the subcategory S) and one producing expressions of the subcategory 

fut perf S (from perf S expressions). The subcategorical information is 

combined in the following scheme (or hyperrule, see the discussion on Van 

Wijngaarden graumars in chapter 6, section 5): 

Rf : (perf)S + fut(perf)S. ut 
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From this scheme we obtain information about actual rules by replacing 

(perf) on both sides of the arrow consistently either by perf or by the 

empty string. The scheme says that there is a rule (function) from the sub

category S to the subcategory fut S and a function from the subcategory 

perf S to the subcategory fut perf S. Which particular rules there are is 

determined by the syntactic operation Ffut· It consists of two syntactic 

subfunctions which have to be performed consecutively. 

Ffut: delete (sing 3,Fin(S)); 

adjoin (will . 3 ,verb phrase(S)). sing 

Agreement is dealt with in a primitive way: the rule is correct only for 

subjects which require the third person singular form of the verb. This is 

sufficient because our fragment contains only such terms. Notice that there 

is for both rules indicated in the scheme, one single syntactic operation. 

For the corresponding translation rule the same holds: there is one trans

lation rule which reads as follows: 

Tfut: W[a'J. 

7 • TIIE GRAMMAR 

7.1. Introduction 

Now we come to the kernel of the proposal: the rules. Presenting an 

discussion on how to treat a certain phenomenon is one step, but providing 

for explicit rules is another important step. The rules presented here are 

not just a formalization of the previous discussion. They contain more in

formation because I have to be explicit about details I did not discuss 

(see also section 7.5). The rules do not deal with all phenomena mentioned 

in section 2 (simple modifiers) and in section 3 (compound modifiers). 

Furthermore the rules deal with all phenomena concerning conjoined verb 

phrases discussed in 4.2 and 4.3, except for the contracted forms. As for 

4.4, the fragment contains disjuncted terms, but no conjuncted ones. Al

though embedded constructions are in the fragment, the predictions of the 

rules are in several cases incorrect. 

The fragment described by the rules is an extension and variation of 

the PTQ fragment. The lexical elements are supposed to be the same as in 

PTQ, except for verbs like try to, which loose their to. The rules (schemes) 

presented below, replace the PTQ rules s3(relative clauses), s4 (IV+T), 
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S8 (IV/IV+IV), s9 (S/S), s10 (IV//IV+IV), s14 (quantification of Tinto S), 

s 15 (quantification into IV), and s 17 (variants of s4). Other rules are as

sumed to be as in PTQ, with the change that now bracketings are produced. 

The rules will be presented in the form described in the previous 

section; i.e. by presenting their S,F, and T component. Furthermore, some 

of the rules are accompanied by connnents or examples. In the examples the 

subcategory of the produced expression is mentioned between braces. The 

rules are divided into six groups. Each rule bears an index in the 900-

series. 

7.2. Rules 

I. Rules modifyirzg verb ph'l'ases 

(conj)IV + perf IV 

if do is among Fin(a) then delete this do; 

add feat (pc,Fin(a)); adjoin (have,a) 

A.xH[a'(x)] T901 
example: F901 ([walk and[[do not]talk]) [have[walk and[not talk JJJ pc pc 

have walked and not talked {perf IV}. 

comment I: The subcategory indication conj is not mentioned in the output 

subcategory because the resulting phrase behaves as an simplex 

verbphrase in the perfect. 

s902 (conj)(perf)IV + fut(perf)IV 

F902 if do occurs in Fin(a), then delete this do; adjoin (wilZ,a) 

T902 A.xW[a' (x)] 

example: F902 ([walk and[[do not]talk]]) [will[walk and[not talk]]] 

{fut IV} 

s903 (fut)(perf)IV + past(fut)(perf)IV 

F903 add features (past,Fin(a)) 

r 903 A.xH[a'(x)] 

examples: F903 ([walk and[[do not]talk]]) = [walk t and[[do t not]talk]J)= pas pas 
walked and did not talk {past IV} 

F903 ([will walk]) = [will walk] = would walk {past fut IV} past 

connnent: Notice that this rule has the same translation rule as the rule 

introducing perfect (s 901). In case we use a logic which allows 

for dealing with the semantic differences between past and perfect, 

the translation rules would be different. 



II. Rules producing tensed sentenaes 

s904 s + perf s 

F904 delete features (sing 3,Fin(a)); F901 (verb phrase(a)); 

add feat (sing 3,Fin(a)) 

T904 
example 

H[a'] 

F904 ([John walk . 3 J) = [John ha:ve . 3 walk J sing sing pc 
John has walked {perf S} 
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comment If one decided that have cannot have wide scope (see section 3), 

then this rule would have to be removed from the syntax. 

s 905 (perf)S + fut(perf)S 

F905 delete features (sing 3,Fin(a)); F902 (verbphrase(a)); 

add features (sing 3,Fin(a)) 

T905 W[a'] 

s 906 (fut)(perf)S + past(fut)(perf)S 

F906 add features (past,Fin(a)) 

T906 H[a' ]. 

III. Rules for negation 

s 907 (conj)(past)(fut)(perf)IV + neg(past)(fut)(perf)IV 

F907 case I there is one verb in Fin(a): 

let f be the list of features of Fin(a) 

if Fin(a) is be, will or have then replace it by [bef not], 

[willf not] or [havef not] respectively; 

otherwise adjoin (root(do1,not),a). 

case 2 there is more than one verb in Fin(a). 

if do is in Fin(a) then delete this do; 

adjoin (root(do,not),a). 

r 907 AX I [a'(x)] 

examples : F907 ([will walk]) = [[will not]Walk] =will not walk {neg fut IV} 

F907 ([try[not[to walk]]]) = [[do not][try[not[to walk]]]] 

do not try not to walk {neg IV} 

F907 ([walk and[[do not]talk]) = [[do not][walk and[not talk]]] 

do not walk and not talk {neg IV} 

s 908 (past)(fut)(perf)S + neg(past)(fut)(perf)S 

F908 F907 (verb phrase(a)) 

T908 : I a'. 
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IV. IV-complG171ents and adverbs 

S909 IV//IV x (conj)(neg)(perf)IV +IV 

F909 if do is the only element of Fin(S) then produce 

root(a,root(not,root(to,B))), where Sis obtained from S by 

deleting do not 

otherwise 

if there are occurrences of do in Fin(S) then delete these do's; 

root(a,root(to,S)) 

T909 a'(AS') 

examples: F909 (try,[[do not]runJ) = [try[not[to run]]] {IV} 

F909 (hope,[have talk ]) = [hope[to[have talk JJJ {IV} pc pc 
F909 (wish,[walk and[[do not]talkJJ)=[wish[to[walk and[not taZkJJJJ 

{IV}. 

comment: The resulting phrases are of the subcategory IV because all verb 

modifiers can be added to them. The possible inputs of the rule 

are characterized as (conj)(neg) (perf)IV, predicting that all verb 

phrases of the corresponding categories can be input for the rule. 

This prediction is incorrect witness (142). 

( 142) John regrets to have talked. 

Further investigations are required in order to decide which verbs 

take which modified complements. 

s910 IAV x (neg)(conj)IV +IV 

F910 root(S,a) 

T910 a'(AS') 

examples: F910 (slowly, talk) =talk slouJly 

F 910 ( voluntarily, [do[ not[ talk J J J) 

V. Rules for conjoined ph:r'ases 

[[do[not talkJJvoluntariZyJ 

{IV}. 

In section 5 we observed that conjoined phrases behave in various ways. 

This means that they are in various subcategories and that they have to be 

produced by several rules. The first two rules mentioned below do not 

create a conjoined phrase, but say that all modified verb phrases and sen

tences are members of the categories full IV and full S respectively. Most 

conjunction and disjunction rules are def,ined on these categories. 
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s911 (conj)(neg)(past)(fut)(perf)IV +full IV 

F911 no change of the expression 

T91 I a' 

s913 full IV x full IV+ full IV 

F913 root(a,and S) 

r 913 .\x[a'(x) A S'(x)] 

s914 full S x full S +full S 

F914 root(a,and,S) 

r 914 a' AS' 

s915 as s913 but now for disjunction 

s916 as s914 but not for disjunction. 

The following two rules produce verb phrases which can be modified further. 

s917 IV x(neg)IV + conj IV 

F917 root(a,and,S) 

r 917 .\x[a'(x) A S'(x)] 

S918 as s917 but now for disjunction. 

The following rules produce constructions with an exceptional character. 

s919 neg IV x neg IV+ conj perf IV 

F919 delete do from a; add feature(pc,Fin(a)); 

delete do from S; add feature(pc,Fin(S)); 

root(have,root(a,and,S)) 

T919 .\xH[a'(x) A S'(x)J 

example 

8no 
F920 

T920 
example 

s919 ([[do not]walkJ,[[do not]talkJ) 

[have[[not walk J and [not talk]]] {conj perf IV} 
pc 

The corresponding translation is 

.\xH[walk(x) A talk(x)]. 

Note that the output of s919 can be used as input for s902 , i.e. 

future tense can be added to the output of s919 . 

perf IV x (neg)perf IV+ fut perf IV 

delete do from B; adjoin (have,root(a,and,S)) 

.\xW[a'(x) A S'(x)] 

F920 (have walkpc'[[do not][have talkpc]J) 

[will[have walk J and [not have talk JJJ 
pc pc 

will have walked and not have talked {fut perf IV} 
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T921 
example: 

neg perf IV x neg perf IV + neg fut perf IV 

delete do from a; delete do from 13; 

adjoin(will,root(a,and,13)) 

AxW[a'(x) A 13'(x)] 

F92- 1· ([[do notJ[have walk ]],[[do not][have talk JJ) pc pc 
[will[[not[have walk JJ and [not[have talk JJJJ pc pc 
will not have walked and not have talked {neg fut perf IV}. 

comnent: If the example given with rule s920 is negated, the resulting 

phrase is identical with the example given for rule s 921 . The 

respective translations are different, thus accounting for the am

biguity noted in section 5. 

VI • Other r-u Zes 

s 925 T x full IV + full S 

F925 add feature (sing3,Fin(l3)) 

root(a,13) 

T925 a' (Al3') 

s 926 T x (neg)(past)(fut)(perf)IV + (neg)(past)(fut)(perf)S 

F926 F925 (a,13) 

T926 a•(Al3') 

s 927 ,n 

F927,n 
T 927,n 

s928 

F928 

T928 

CN x full S + CN 

see F 3,n in PTQ 

see T 3,n in PTQ 

S/S x full S +full s 

adjoin (a, 13) 

see T7 in PTQ 

comment: The requirement that the sentence is an element of the category 

full S prevents the introduction of a verb modifier after appli

cation of s928 . Hence negation cannot have wide scope in: 

( 143) 

s 929,n 
F 929,n 
T 929,n 

Neeessa::t'ily John does not run. 

T x (neg)(past)(perf)S + (neg)(past) (fut)(perf)S 

see F in PTQ 10,n 
see T in PTQ 14,n 
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s 930,n 
F 930,n 

T x (neg)(past)(fut)(perf)IV + (neg)(past)(fut)(perf)IV 

see FIO,n in PTQ 

T 930,n see T in PTQ 15,n 

s931 ,s932 as s929 and s930 , but now for the categories full Sand full IV 

respectively. 

7.3. Morphology 

I will not explicitly describe a morphological component since that 

would be an ad hoe version. I have already sketched (section 4) two vi~ws 

on what the input for this component could be: either the whole surface 

structure or only the string of lexical items (with features). In both ap

proaches it cannot be determined whether a certain occurrence of wiZZ was 

introduced on sentence level or on verb phrase level. There is for the 

morphological component just one will. Analogously there is just one have, 

whether is was introduced as auxiliary at some stage, or as a main verb 

describing the relation between owner and property. 

7.4. Fins and verb phrase 

In the rules the queries verb phrase and Fin are used. Below I will 

give a definition of these queries. Although I have described the frame

work as one which produces labeled bracketings, I did not specify labels 

because they are not needed in the rules. In the definition of Fin the 

labels are useful and I will refer to them. (If the reader has objections 

against this situation - not introducing the labels explicitly, but still 

using them - then he should neglect the labels. It does not lead to dif

ferent predictions of the grammar.) 

In the defintion below V is a parameter which stands for all verbal 

categories, i.e. V has to be replaced by IV, IV, IV//IV, or Aux (or what

ever the label is of will, have and do). The X,Y and S stand for arbitrary 

labels, and 0 for the empty set. 

Fin(a) 

Fin([a]v and [S]v) 

Fin([a]v or [S]v) 

Fin([[a]V[S]X]V) 

Fin([[a]X[S]S]Y} 

Fin(a) 

= a if a is a verb 

Fin(a) u Fin(S) 

Fin(a) u Fin(S) 

Fin(a) 

Fin(a) 

0 
if X is not a verbal category 

if a does not satisfy one of the above 

clauses. 
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Verb phrase is defined analogously. 

Verb phrase(a) = a if a is a verb 

Verb phrase([a]S and [S]s)= verb phrase (a) u verb phrase(S) 

Verb phrase([a]S/S[S]) verb phrase(S) 

Verb phrase([[a]T[S]IV]S) S 

Verb phrase(a) ~ if a does not satisfy one of the above 

clauses. 

7.5. Final remarks 

I would like to end by saying something about the methodology. I fully 

agree with the final remark of PARTEE 1979a (p.94): 'It can be very frustra

ting to try to specify frameworks and fragments explicitly; this project 

has not been entirely rewarding. I would not reconnnend that one always work 

within the constraint of full explicitness. But I feel strongly that it is 

important to do so periodically because otherwise it is extremely easy to 

think that you have a solution to a problem when in fact you don't.' 

Some remarks about my experiences in formulating the rules. 

I. The project was not entirely successful. It was too difficult to do 

everything correctly at once. By providing explicit rules, I am also 

explicit in cases where I know the proposals to be incorrect (see sec

tion S), or to be ad hoe (e.g. agreement). 

2. The rules are explicit about borderline cases in which it is not evident 

that the produced sentences or the obtained readings are possible (e.g. 

verb phrase complements with a verb modifier). 

3. The rules describe a rather large system and they make predictions 

about a lot of kinds of sentences I never thought of (for instance be

cause they do not resemble the phenomena I thought of when designing the 

rules). I would feel safer about the correctness of the rules if I had 

a computer program producing hundreds of sentences of the fragment, to

gether with their reduced translations. 

4. Writing explicit rules forced me to consider the 'irrelevant' details. 

It turned out for instance that of the three methods for defining Fin's 

mentioned in JANSSEN 1980, in fact only one was applicable. 

5. Considering some larger fragment explicitly gave me suggestions for 

finding arguments. I have presented a related treatment of verb modifiers 

in JANSSEN 1980 as well, but most of the arguments given in sections 2, 

3 and 4 of this chapter are new, and these were found when I extended 
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the fragment with the quantification rules and conjunction rules. 

Although the first three points are not really a reconnnendation for 

the rules presented here, I would not like to call these negative conse

quences of working explicitly. They are inherent to such a method of working, 

and constitute, in my opinion, rather an advantage. Shortcomings of a pro

posal with explicit rules are easier found than of a proposal without. 

Therefore such an approach is, generally speaking, a better starting point 

for further research and improvements. 
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APPENDIX I 

INDIVIDUAL CONCEPTS IN PTQ 

In chapter 4 the syntax and semantics of the PTQ fragment were pre

sented. The collllllon nouns and intransitive verbs of the fragment were trans

lated into constants which denote predicates on individual concepts. Re

duction rules allowed us to replace them by predicates on individuals. What 

is then the benefit of using such concepts? The argument given in chapter 4 

was based upon the artificial name Bigboss. In PTQ two less artificial ex

amples are given as justification for the translation into predicates on 

individual concepts. 

Consider the sentences (I) and (2). 

(I) The ternperatU!'e is ninety 

(2) The temperatU!'e is rising. 

A naive analysis of (I) and (2), using standard logic, might allow to con

clude for (3). 

(3) Ninety rises. 

This would not be correct since intuitively sentence (3) does not follow 

from (I) and (2). So we have to provide some analysis not having this con

sequence. This example is known as the ternperatU!'e paradox. 

Montague's second example is a variation of the temperature paradox. 

Sentence (6) does not follow from sentences (4) and (5), whereas a naive 

analysis might implicate this. 

(4) Every price is a nwriber 

(5) A price rises 

(6) A nwriber rises. 

The solution of these problems is based upon the use of individual 

concepts. The idea of the solution is explained as follows. Imagine the 

situation that the price of oil is $ 40, and becomes $ 50. In this situa

tion one might say: 

(7) The price of oil changes. 

By uttering (7) one does not intend to say that $ 40 changes, or that $ 50 

changes. It is intended to express a property of the oil price, considered 
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as a function from moments of time to amounts of dollars. Therefore (7) 
could be translated into a formula expressing a property of an individual 
concept: the oil price concept. Formally spoken, prices are considered as 
functions from indices to numbers, and the same for temperatures. Numbers 
are considered as elements in De' so prices and temperatures are of type 
<s,e> they are individual concepts. 

The technical details of the solution of the temperature paradox can 
be illustrated by the treatment of sentence (I). The first step of its pro
duction is application of s5 to be and ninety. This yields (8); the cor
responding translation reduces to (9) • 

(8) be ninety 

(9) Ax[vx =ninety]. 

The next step is to combine (8) with term (10), which has (II) as transla
tion. 

(10) the temperature 

(II) AP[3xVy[temperature(y) ++ x = y] A VP(x)]. 

Since the meaning postulate for common nouns (MP2) does not hold for tem
perature, its translation (II) cannot be reduced to a formula with quanti
fication over individuals. Combination of (8) with (II) according to s4 
yields sentence (I); the corresponding translation reduces to (12). 

(12) 3x[Vy[temperature(y) ++ x = y] A vx = ninety]. 

The translation of sentences (2) and (3) are respectively (13) and (14). 

(13) 3x[Vy[temperature(y) ++ x = y] A rise(x)] 

(14) rise(Aninety). 

From (12) and (13) it does not follow that (14) is true. 

Montague's treatment of the temperature paradox has been criticized for 
his analysis of the notion temperature. But there are examples of the same 
phenomenon which are not based upon temperatures (or prices). Several ex
amples are given by LINK (1979) and LOEBNER (1976). One of their examples 
is the German version of (15). 

(15) The trainer changes. 

On the reading that a certain club gets another trainer, it would not be 
correct to translate (15) by a formula which states that the property of 
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changing holds for a certain individual. 

The temperature paradox (and related phenomena) explain why individual 

concepts are useful. But in most circumstances we want to reduce them to 

individuals. In the remainder of this appendix it will be investigated when 

such a reduction is allowed. First we will do so for translations of intran

sitive verbs, then for other verbs, and finally for translation of common 

nouns. 

The only intransitive verbs in the PTQ fragment which do not express a 

property of an individual, but of an individual concept, are rise and change. 
Therefore we restrict our attention to those models of IL in which the con

stants corresponding with the other intransitive verbs are interpreted as 
expressing properties of individuals. This is expressed by the following 

meaning postulate. 

I • Meaning Postulate 3 

(MEVAR< < t>>) s, e, 

where M E VAR t> and 6 translates any member of BIV other than rise <s,<e, > 
or change. 

I. END 

This meaning postulate states that for all involved predicates on individual 

concepts there is for each index an equivalent predicate on individuals. 

This predicate is index dependent: the set of walkers now may differ from 

the set of walkers yesterday. MP3 expresses the existence of such an equiv

alent predicate by the existential quantification 3M. This M is of type 

<s, <e, t>-c because variables get an index independent interpretation, and 

as argued before, the predicate on individuals corresponding with 6 has to 

be index dependent. 

In chapter 4 section 2, the o* notation was introduced as an abbrevia

tion for Au[o(Au)], so as an abbreviation for those cases where it could 

be said that 6 was applied to an individual. The above meaning postulate 

says that for certain constants o the argument always is an individual, 

even if this is not appearent from the formula. Therefore it might be ex

pected that MP3 allows us to introduce the o* notation for those constants 

in all contexts. The following theorems allow us to replace a formula with 

an occurrence of o (where MP3 holds for o), by a formula with an occurrence 

of o . 
* 
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2. THEOREM. MP3 is equivalent with 

v f D Ii (x) +-+ Ii* ( x) . 

I= v v 
PROOF part I. Suppose that MP3 holds, so 3M'v'xD [o(x) +-+ [ M]( x) ]. 

I= v v 
Then there is a g such that g VxD [o(x) +-+ [ M]( x)]. 

I= A A V VA V Now for all g' ~ g g' Ii (v) = \u[o( u)J(v) =Ii( v) = [ M]( v) = [ M](v). 
v * 

Consequently g' I= Ii v M. 
* v 

So there is a g: g f VxD [li(x) +-+ o*( x)]. 

Since there are no free variables in this formula, we have 

v I= D [cS(x) +-+Ii*( x) ]. 

REMARK. The following more direct approach is incorrect because the condi

tions for \-conversion are not satisfied. 

o (x) 

PROOF part 2. Suppose f=D [li(x) +-+ o (vx)]. 
* Let g,i be arbitrary and define g' Mg by g'(M) = [A\uo(Au)]A,i,g. 

I= A V VA V V _ V 
Then i,g' o(x) +-+ [AucS( u)]( x) +-+ [ \uo( x)]+-+ [ M]( x). 

Since g,i were arbitrary, MP2 follows. 

2. END 

On the basis of this theorem, we have besides RR3, another reduction 

rule introducing the *· 

3. Reduction rule II 

Let be given an expression of the form o(x), where 8 is the transla

tion of an intransitive verb other than rise or change. 

Then replace o(x) by o*(vx). 

CORRECTNESS PROOF 

Apply theorem 2. 

3. END 

Now we have two rules for the introduction of o*: RR3 and RR 11 . The 

one requires that the argument is of a certain form, the other that the 

function is of a certain nature. They have different conditions for 
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application, and none makes the other superfluous. In case both reduction 

rules are applicable, they yield the same result. It is not clear to me 

why MP3 is formulated as it is, and not directly in the form given in 

theorem 2. 

For verbs of other categories there are related meaning postulates. 

For instance the transitive verb find should be interpreted as a relation 

between individuals. The meaning postulate for the transitive verbs were 

already given in chapter 4 (MP4). Exceptions to that meaning postulate 

were seek and conceive because these verbs do not express a relation be

tween individuals. But also about these verbs something can be said in 

this respect. The first arguments have to be (intensions of) individuals: 

it is an individual that seeks, and not an individual concept. This is ex

pressed by meaning postulate 5, that will be given below. For verbs of 

other categories a related postulate expresses that their subjects are not 

individual concepts, but individuals. 

4. Meaning postulate 5 

v v VP3MVx0[o(x,P) ++ [ M]( x)J 

where o E {seek, conceive}. 

5. Meaning postulate 6 

v v VP3MVxD[o(x,p) ++ [ M]( x)J 

where o E {believe that, assert that}. 

6. Meaning postulate 7 

where o E {try to, wish to}. 

6. END 

These three meaning postulates do not give rise to new reduction rules 

because there are no generally accepted notations for the corresponding 

predicates with an individual as first argument. 

The treatment of the temperature paradox was essentially based on the 

use of individual concepts. 
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This explains why all common nouns are translated into constants denoting 

predicates on individual concepts. Most common nouns express a predicate 
on individuals. This is formulated in a meaning postulate which I recall 
from chapter 4. 

7. Meaning postulate 2 

D [o(x) + 3u[x=Au]] 

where 6 E {man, woman, park, fish, pen, unicorn}. 

7. END 

The meaning postulates for nouns and for verbs have a related aim: 

they both aim at excluding arbitrary individual concepts as argument and 
guaranteeing an individual as argument. So one might expect that there is a 
close relation between the consequences of the two meaning postulates. One 

might for instance expect that for nouns something holds like the formula 

in MP3. This is not the case, as is expressed in the following theorem. 

8. THEOREM. Let o E CON . <<s,e>,t> A 
Let (I) be the foY'muZa D [o(x) + 3u[x= u]] 

and (II) the formula D [o(x) ++ o (vx)]. 
* Then (i) (I) <=f (II) 

and (ii) (II)+ (I). 

PROOF. (i) In chapter 3 we introduced the constant bigboss, which will be 

used here. Suppose that 

i 1 f= bigboss 

Then 

and 

A nixon and i 2 F bigboss Abresjnev. 

A, i I, g 
Ai[bigboss (i)] (i 2) 

A, i 1,g 
Ai[bigboss (i)](i 1) 

A, i 2 , g 
bigboss (i 2) 

bresjnev 

A,i 1 ,g 
bigboss (i 1) 

nixon. 

This means that AVbigboss is an expression of type 

denote a constant function. Since [Au]A,i1,g(i 2) 

<s,e> which does not 

[Au]A,it,g(i]) = A.g(u) 
-1. 
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we have that fer no g: g,i 1 
is a constant for which MP z 
Then (I) is satisfied. 

I= A AV 
u = bigboss. Suppose furthermore that o 

holds, say man. 

S . f (AV • ) 3 [AV • A J o g,i 1 man bigboss + u bigboss = u . 

Due to the just proved property of AVbigboss, the consequence is never true. 

S f . f (AV • ) o or no g g,i 1 man bigboss • 

Suppose moreover that the predicate man* holds for Nixon. 

So g, i 1 I= znan * (nixon) • 

Since g,i 1 I= vbigboss = nixon 

we have g,i 1 I= man*(vbigboss). Consequently 

for no g g,i 1 I= man(VAbigboss) +-+man (vbigboss). 
AV • A i g * . So if g(x) [ bigboss] ' I• statement (II) is not true. Finally, note 

that it is easy to design a; model in which bigboss and man have the assumed 

properties. Hence we have proven (i). 

PROOF. (ii) Let bigboss be as above. Assume now that o is a constant for 

which MP3 holds, say walk. Then (II) holds for o. 
Suppose now i 1 I= walk* (nixon) . 

So ~~ I= walk*(>igboss). 
Let g(x) = [ bigboss]A,i,g. 

Then it is not true that 

because the antecede*ce is true, whereas the consequence is false. A model 

in which walk and bigboss have the desired properties can easily be defined 

and that is a counterexample to the implication, 

8, END 

Consequences of the above theorem are: 

I. The formulations of the meaning postulates for Common Nouns and for In

transitive Verbs cannot be transformed into each other. 

2. The following statement from PTQ (MONTAGUE 1973, p.265,+19) is incorrect: 

D [ o (x) +-+ o (v x)] if o translates a basic common noun other than price 
* 

or temperature. 

3. The meaning postulate for common nouns does not allow for replacing in 

all contexts an individual concept variable by the extension of this 

variable. This result was independently found by LINK (1979, p.224). 
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Next I will prove that in certain contexts the meaning postulate for 

common nouns does allow us to replace bound variables of type <s,e> by 

variables of type e. It are contexts created by these translation rules of 

the PTQ-fragment: the translation rule for the determiner CN and the deter

miner-CN-rel.clause constructions. In the sequel o stands for the transla

tion of a CN for which MP2 holds, and <P for the translation of a relative 

clause. This <P may be omitted in the formulation of the theorems. 

9. LEMMA. If A,i,g f= 'v'Xl/J then A,i,g f= Vu[Au/x]ljl 

if A,i,g f 3u[Au/x]iji then A,i,g f= 3X1fJ. 

I AAig A" PROOF. {m € D m = [ u] ' ' } c {m € D Im= x ,i,g}. <s,e> <s,e> 
9. END 

The next theorem deals with terms in which the determiner is a. 

10. THEOREM. A,i,g f 3x[o(x) A <PA vP(x)J 

iff A,i,g f= 3u[o(Au) A [Au/x]<P A vP(Au)J. 

PROOF. Suppose that 

(I) A,i,g f= 3x[o(x) A <PA vP(x)]. 

Then there is a m € D such that ·<s,e> 

(2) A,i,[~Jg F o(x) A <P A VP(x). 

From MP 2 and (2) follows 

(3) A,i,[x->m]g f 3u[x=Au]. 

So there is a a € D such that 
e 

(4) A, i, [x->m, u-+a]g f= x 

From (4) and (2) follows 

A 
u. 



So 

Reversely (6) implies (I), as follows from the above lemma. 

10. END 

The terms with determiner every are dealt with in theorem I J. 

II. THEOREM. A,i,g I= V'x[o(x) A 4i + VP(x)J 

iff A,i,g I= V'u[o("u) A c"u/xH-+ VP(u)]. 

PROOF. One direction of the theorem follows immediately from Lemma 9. 
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The other direction is proved by contra-position. Assume that was not true 

that 

(I) A,i,g I= V'x[o(x) A 4i-+ VP(x) ]. 

This means 

(2) A,i,g I= I V'x[o(x) A 4i + VP(x) ]. 

This is equivalent with 

(3) A, i, g f 3x[ o (x) A $ A I v P(x)]. 

Application of the argumentation of theorem JO gives 

I= A A V A 
(4) A,i,g 3u[o( u) A [ u/x](ji A I p( u)J. 

Therefore it is not true that 

So (5) implicates (I). 

11. END 

The next two theorems deal with terms with determiner the. 
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12. THEOREM. If A,i,g f= 3y['v'x[[o(x) A q,J ++ x=y] A vP(y) J. 
• L A A V A 

Then A,1,g r 3u[Vv[[o( v) A [ v/x]<l>J +-+ u=v] A P( u)J. 

PROOF. Suppose 

(I) A,i,g f 3y[Vx[O(x) A <I>+-+ x=y] A vP(y)]. 

This means that there is an m E D such that (2) and (3) hold <s,e> 

(2) A,i,[y->m]g f= 'v'x[o(x) A q, ++ x=y] 

(3) A,i,[y->m]g F VP(y). 

From (2) follows (4), and therefore (S) holds. 

(4) A,i,[y->-m]g F o(y) A [y/x]<I> ++ y y 

(S) A,i,[y-+m]g f= o (y) A [y/x]q,. 

From (S) and MP 2 follows that there is an a E De such that (6) 

(6) A,i,[y-+rn,u->-a]g f y 
A 
u. 

From (3) and (6) follows (7) 

Apply lennna 9 to (2) and substitute Av for y. Since (6) holds it follows 

that (8) holds 

A i g A A A i g A A Since [u=v] ' ' equals [ u= v] ' ' , we may replace in (8) v = u by 

v = u. Combination of (8) with (7) yields (9) 

(9) A,i,[y-+m,u->-a] f= Vv[o(Av) A [Av/y]<I> ++ v u] A vp(\)J. 



From this the theorem follows. 

12. END 

13. THEOREM. If A,i,g f 3v[Vu[[o(u) A [Au/x]<f>] ++ u=v] A v P(Av)] 

then A,i,g I= 3y[Vx[[o(x) A <f>] ++ x=y] A vP(x)]. 

PROOF. Suppose 

I= A A V A 
(I) A,i,g 3v[Vu[o( u) A [ u/x]<f> ++ u=v] A P( v)]. 

Then there is an a E D such that (2) and (3) hold 
e 

(2) A,i,[v+a]g I= Vu[o(Au) A [Au/x]<f> ++ u=v]] 

Let me E D be such that (4) holds. <s,e> 

(4) A,i,[~Jg f o(x) A <f>. 

Then from MP 2 follows that there is a b such that 

(5) A, i, [x-+m, u+b Jg I= A 
x = u. 

From (5) and (2) follows (6) 

(6) A,i,[~,v+a,u+b]g I= o(x) A <f> ++ x = Av. 

Since (4) holds, it follows from (6). 

(7) A,i,[x-+m,v+a]g I= x = Av. 

It follows from (4) and (7) that (8) holds 

(8) A,i,[v+a]g I= Vx[o(x) A <f> + x=Av]. 

Let now m E D be such that (9) holds <s,e> 

219 
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(9) A,i,[v+a,x->m]g f x = /\v. 

From (2) it then follows that (10) holds 

(10) A,i,[v+a,x->m]g F o(x) /\ 4>· 

From (9) and (10) follows (II) 

(11) A,i,[v+a]g F 'v'x[x=/\v + o(x) /\ cp]. 

From (3), (8) and (II) the theorem follows. 

13. END 

The above theorems constitute the justification for the following re

duction rule. 

14. REDUCTION RULE 12 

Let o be the translation of a common noun for which meaning postulate 

MP 2 holds. Let be given a formula of one of the following forms, 

v 3x[o(x) /\ cp /\ P(x)] 

Vx[o(x) /\ 4> + vP(x)] 

v 
3y[Vx[o(x) /\ cp +-+ x=y] A P(y)J. 

Then replace this formula by respectively 

/\ /\ v /\ 3v[Vu[o( u) A [ u/x]cjl +-+ u=v] A P( v)] 

(provided that cp does not contain a free occurrence of u or v). 

CORRECTNESS PROOF 
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See the theorems. 

14. END 

The theorems mentioned above, allow us to change the types of bound 

variables in a lot of contexts which arise if one deals with sentences 

from the PTQ-fragment. But they do not cover all contexts arising in this 

fragment. If the rule of quantification into a CN phrase (i.e. s15 ,n) is 

used, then no reduction rule is applicable. An example is (14) in the 

reading in which every has wider scope than a. The corresponding transla

tion is (IS), and although none of the reduction rules is applicable, it 

is equivalent with (16). 

(14) Every man such that he looses a pen such that he finds it, ~ns. 
v . v v 

(15) Vx[3u[pen*(u) A man(x) A loose*( x,u) A find*( x,u)] +run*( x)] 

(16) Vv[3u[pen*(u) A man*(v) A loose*(v,u) A find*(v,u)] + run*(v)]. 

One would like to have a reduction rule which is applicable to con

structions in which quantification into a CN is used. However, not in all 

such contexts reduction is possible. This was discovered by FRIEDMAN & 

WARREN (1980a). Consider sentence (17) 

(17) A unicorn such that every woman loves it changes. 

Suppose that 17 is obtained by quantification of every woman into unicorn 

suah that he1 loves it. Tb.en the translation of (17) reduces to (18); 

Friedman & Warren call this 'a rather unusual reading'. 

(18) 3x[Vu[woman*(u) + unicorn(x) A love*(u,vx) A change(x)]]. 

This translation is, however not equivalent with (19). 

This situation might rise doubts about rule SIS,n' However, see chapter 9, 

section 7.2 for an example where the rule is needed. 
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APPENDIX 2 

SET MANIPULATION IN SYNTAX 

In chapter 6 I provided a system of categories for dealing with syn

tactic variables. The rules given there implicitly assume that the reader 

knows what sets are, and what u, with and - mean. This is set theoretical 

knowledge, and not knowledge of the grannnatical system. In the present sec

tion I will formulate syntactic rules which allow for replacing expressions 

like {1,2} - I by {2} and {1,2} u 3 by {l,2,3}. So we aim at rules which re

move the symbols u, with and - from the formulation of the rules. The col

lection of rules performing this task is rather complex. I wish to empha

size that the rules do not arise from the requirement of using total rules, 

but from grammatical formalism. A related situation would arise when using 

partial rules. Such rules would mention a condition like 'contains an oc

currence of he '. Since 'containing' is not a notion defined by grannnatical 
n 

means, a formalist might wish to do so. Then rules are needed which are re-

lated to the rules below since they have to perform related tasks. Once it 

is shown that the set-theoretical notions u, with and - are definable by 

means of grannnatical tools, there is no objection against using them in the 

grammar even when not explicitly defined in this way. 

Let G be a grammar with a collection hyperrules H, and let the elements 

of H contain expressions like set - n. Then the actual rules of the grammar 

are defined as the result of performing the following actions in order. 

I. replace the metavariables in the hyperrules by some terminal metaproduc

tion of the meta-grannnar 

2. replace subexpressions in the rules by other expressions, according to 

the rules given below, until there are no occurrences of the non-accept

able symbols (U, with, -) • 

The rules eliminating the non acceptable symbols introduce some non

acceptable symbols themselves. These are +, ~ unless, true and false; 

these symbols have to be added to those mentioned in point 2 above. The 

collection of rules performing the task of eliminating these symbols is in

finite, and will be defined by means of a two-level grammar. The hyperrules 

descrihing the elimination of the unacceptable symbols are unrestricted re

writing rules with metavariables. These variables are mentioned below, together 

with some examples of their terminal productions. Different examples are 
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separated by a bar symbol: /, and E denotes the empty string. 

set {I, 2} /{3,1}/f/i. 

seq 1. 2 I 3, I 

lseq: I ' I 3, I, I E • 

rseq: ,2 I , I, 5 I E • 

n I 5. 

The metarules for these metavariables are as follows (again a bar I sepa

rates alternatives, the non-terminal symbols are in italics). 

set + seq I C/i. 

seq + n I n, seq. 

n + 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/nn/nO. 

lseq + seq, I E. 

rseq + ,seq I E • 

The rules for with have to allow for replacing {1,2} with J by {1,2}, 

whereas they should not allow for replacing {2,3} with I by {2,3}. The hy

perrule describing such replacements is 

{lseq,n,rseq} with n + {lseq,n,rseq}. 

An example of a rule derived from this hyperrule is 

{1,3,5} with 3 + {1,3,S}. 

Thus the expression with 3 is eliminated. In case one meets the subexpres

sion {2,3} with I there is no rule which can be obtained from this hyper

rule and which can be applied to this subexpression. So we cannot get rid 

of the non-acceptable symbol with, as was required in point 2. So we do not 

obtain an actual rule and the derivation cannot continue. This 'blind alley' 

technique is due to SINTZOFF (1967). 

The rules for eliminating the - sign have to replace {1,2} - 2 by {I}, 

and {l,2} - 3 by {1,2}. The rules have to check whether the number pre

ceeded by the - sign occurs in the set mentioned before the sign. For this 

purpose, we need grammatical means to check whether two numbers are equal 

or different. It is easy to design a rule which can be applied only if two 

numbers are equal: a hyperrule with two occurrences of the meta-variable n 

can be transformed into a real rule only by substituting for both occurrences 
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the same number. If a hyperrule contains metavariables n1 and n2' then it 

can be transformed into a real rule by substituting for n1 and n2 different 

numbers. But nothing prevents us to substitute the same number. It is dif

ficult to guarantee that two numbers are different, but we need such rules. 

The rules which do so use the blind alley technique again, now on the sym

bol unless. The hyperrules are as follows. 

0 is 0 + true is 0 + false 

0 is + false is +true 

0 is 9 + false I is 9 + false 

ln1 is ln2 + n1 is n2 
ln1 is 2n2 + false 

ln1 is 9n2 + false 

unless true + false 

unless false + true 

true + e:. 

2 is 0 + false 

2 is I + false 

2n1 is ln2 + false 

2n1 is 2n2 + n1 is n2 

The above rules have the effect that an expression of the form unless a is 

b reduces to unless true and next to unless in case a equals b. This unless 

constitutes a blind alley. If a is not equal to b, the expression reduces to 

unless false and through true to the empty string. Then the test is elimi

nated, and the production may proceed. 

The rules for the - sign have to check for all elements of the men

tioned set whether they are equal to the element that has to be removed. The 

element for which equality is tested (in a step of the testing process) is 

the last element of the sequence describing the set. If equality is found, 

the element is removed. If a check shows that the numbers are different, 

then the element which has been checked, is put at the beginnings of the 

sequence, and the new 'last element' is checked. By means of the * sign 

the numbers are separated which are already checked from the numbers which 

are not yet checked. This rotation technique is due to Van WIJNGAARDEN 

(1974). The hyperrules introducing and removing the* sign are as follows. 
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{seq} - n + {*, seq} - n 

rJ-n+rJ 

{seq, *} - n + {seq} 

{*} - n + rJ. 

The hyperrule removing an element is 

{Zseq * reseq, n} - n + {Zseq * rseq} - n. 

The rule rotating the sequence is 

{Zseq * rseq, n1} - n2 + {n1 ,Zseq * rseq} - n2 unless n1 is n2. 

We use the unless phrase to guarantee that n1 and n2 are different. If the 

numbers are different, then the phrase reduces to the empty string. If they 

are equal the unless phrase reduces to the expression unless, and we cannot 

get rid of this phrase. This means that we are in a blind alley: we do not 

get an actual rule. 

The rules for u use the - sign. It would be easy to reduce {1,2} u {2} 

to {l,2,2} but, in order to avoid this repetition of elements, I first re

move the 2 from the leftmost set and then add 2 to the set thus obtained. 

The rules are as follows. 

set u {n,rseq} + set - n + n u {rseq} 

{seq} + n + {seq,n} 

rJ + n + n 

set u {rJ} + set 

set u { } + set. 

This completes the description of the set of rules needed for dealing with 

set-theoretical notions by grammatical means. 
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